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Abstract
The creadon of protected ateas, in both the developed and developing context, has
often been coupled with the rise of conflict. Conflict is generally linked to ariinability, or
unwillingness, at the governmental level to âccount for and incorporate local needs, ptioriti"t
and values in the management process. Intemadonal experìence has demonstrated that
conflicts of this nature, if left unaddressed, have the potãntial to undermine conse¡yation
objectives. Given this reality, much debate in the protected area context has focused on the
ways in which local needs and priorities can be linl<ed with conservation objectives.
The purpose of this resea¡ch is to locate real or potential cross-scale linkages for
involving community-based institutions and organszations in the manâgement of the Great
Himalayan National Park (GHNP) and Manali Sanctuary. InstitutionsÁnð, oryarnzadons at
one level of social orgarnzanon both influence, and arc influenced by, other
in the
"ãto6a
resource manâgement system. Positive forms of interaction are most likely when
mechanism is in place for linking the mandates and pdorities of different institutions and
otganizattons. Linkages mây be horizont¿I, across space, or verdcal, across levels of social
otgarttzanon' This research focused on vertical forms of interaction. The specific objectives
of the study are: (1) to identify tÏ. institutions , orgznizatrons, and stakeholãers linked to the
management of the GHNP and the Manali Sanctuâry;
Q) to analyze thenature of
interacdon, and interplay, among identified institutions , orgarúzztons and stakeholders
delineated by the framewotk for protecte d area *"r"g"-Ãt in India; (3) to locate the
mechanisms tirrough which the mandates of diverse siakeholders are, or m^y be, linked to
the management of the areas; and, (4) to analy ze the extent to which livelihood concems,
including issues of land tenure and resource use, have been includ ed, and,/ or addressed in the

management process.

Field reseatch was undert¿ken over a four-month period in two protected areâs
located in the I(ullu District, Himachal Pradesh, India. Tire methods used in this study
wete borrowed from Participatory Rural Âppraisal methodologies. These include semistructured individual and gtoup interviews, story telling, transeit walks, observation, key
informant analysis,
participation in NGO meetings and activities. Emphasis was pia..d
1nd
on information obtained ftom individuals and small groups at the household level. This
information was compared and contrasted with that ãUt^it.d from other sources including
local otganizadons, NGOs, protected
m^nagers, and members of other govemment
^rea
departrnents. Two villages were selected
for in depth study ftom the GHNp"region, and one
from the Sanctuary region.
The tesearch findings include the identification of numerous and diverse
stakeholdets in both protected areas. Among these are a numb er of orgatizations at the
I&g. and sub-village level, government agencies, developers, individuãts and groups
involved in tesource harvesting and sale, political int resti, and in the GHNp äse, NGOs
anð' anintemational developm_ent agency (the World BmÐ. Interaction among stakeholden
was quided by: the Presence of a restrictive legal framework for protecte d,
^r.aÁ^nasement
established at the nadonal level, the history of resoruce expropriation by the
state anã
national governments, the history of forest maflagement in Himachal Pradesh and the types

the Fotest Department as a result'
of relationships established berween local popuiations.and
rn both ateas' Conflict among
and extemal market and politìcal influences it pl"y
and the Manali Sanctuary'
stakeholders was preset t-itt Uottt the GHNP

In the GHNP, this

Project' geared
research identified a proiect, the F'codevelopment

stakeholders in the conservadon
specifically to link rhe interests and mand^t", oddifi"rent
by government concem
pio..rr. ih" pro¡".t u¡as funded by the World Bank, and inspired
EcodeveloPment is recognized
with people-protecred area conflicts throughout the :?""p.
conflicts betq/een local users and
as an attempt to resolve both real and p"räirr.d
of rural development strategies
conservadon objectives through the creation of a package
Two orgarnzzdons' at the
aimed at reducing ro."ia"p.rrãence on the areain-q.testion'
serve a linkage function under the project'
village and sub-vill^g. l"'o"ì, were established to
committees ffEDC$ and the
The rrvo org^^"^oín, th"ïilhge Ecodevelopmenr
were desþed to facilitate interacdons and
'Women,s
Savings and'Credit Grãrrp, ({VSCd)
communicationLetween local users and Park management.

that the ptoiect faced a
Intewiews with different stakeholdef gfouPs revealed
among these was the failure to
number challenges in its implementation. Prominent
management hieratcþ' There was no teal
meaningfrrliy link the VEDCs and WSCGs up the
Iocal users and
or funds to the local ie.,el "nder the proiect' As-well'
devolution of
^otfrodty
to livelihoods' and not ifi larget
communities wefe only .tg"g"d in matters pettaining
of the Park' Further' the lack of
decision-mrt irg u.rJ Ot^"åä related to the'*u.,^g"ãtt"t
exchange between the Park
consistent mechanisms for .Jmt runicadon and inlormadon
spirit of the undertaking' The
management and local level undermined the collaboradve
of different søkeholder positions'
eventual result wâs oveft conflict and a polanzation
concer'n with resoutce
In the Manali Sanctuary stakeholders expressed a cofninofì
in establishing
interest
*ell as a common
pfessufes linked to urbatization in fhe area,as
Management pfoiect had been
some form of collaborative approach. Â Joint Forest
and to link the grass toots and
proposed by Sanctuary staff à-address cornmon corlcerns,
Âlthough the proiect had
sânctuary -^rrrg"rrr.ta level for enhanced managementcapacity'
of issues related to its
not come to fruitíon at the time of the reseafch, ã number
was a lack of suPpoft for a key
implementation and success were identified. ,{'mong these
in forest management' a
level organi zatton (the Mahila Mandal) typically involved
"ruig"
a shoftage of agency funds' and
bureaucradcally restricdve environment couplelwith
dePartrnent involved in forest
potential jurisiictional overlap qrith anotherþr..*-.nt
conservadon.
apptoach to
The find.ings in both Pfotected afeas suggest that a colTtbotative
of hurdles
i^gemerìt å lrrai, is desired àãd golsrble, but that a numbet
protected
^rr ^
filerny meaningful way' Progress in
rnust be ovefcome if-local populations afe to particrpate
mechanisms' open networks for
this regard requires the .st"blishment of .o.,flLt tes*olution
people in the jay-to-day
information exchange, and a rlitect attemPt to involve local
the development- of effective linkages
mâriagement of th.är"as. These .hanges^ hinge- on
Failing to account fot
that acknowledge and account for the ãrorr-rã^1. environment'
in the management pfocess'
extemal economic and political pressutes can lead to 'surpdses'
the cánseroadon authority and local
and as such may rrnd"rÅin" üu; buüding between
usefs.
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Chapter

1

Introduction

Protected areas refet to those areas of ". ..land andf or sea especially dedicated to tJre

ptotection and maintenance of biological diversity, and of natur aI znd associated cultural
resources, and marraged thtough legal or other effective means (CNPPA sited in Kemf,

7993;70)." Approximately 7 percent of the Earth's terrestrial areais afforded some form of
protected status @orrini-Feyerabend, 1996). This has translated into the setting aside

of

5.15 million squâre miles for protection (Zbicz,1,999). Among t}ese protecred areas there is

gteat diversity in terms of local ecology, and demographic features. Diversity is also
aPP^rent in systems of property

rþhts over these areas, the level of formal protecdon

afforded to them, as well as the types of land tenure and resource use existing within them.
Despite this q¡ide diversity it can be stated that many of the world's protected areas fall
undet coÍrmon-ProPerty reg'imes, particularþ in the deveioping world (Borrini-Feyerabend,
1996), and as such have the potential to both hinder and support the socia! environmenral,

and cultural fabric of local communities. When management is tailored to the local context,

protected areas play an important role in the developing world. They not only pelpetuate
the ecological sersices and products that are essential for human survival and well being, but
also contdbute to sustainable development by staving

off economic pressures (Glavovic,

Iee6).
Protected ateas in fnounfain environments have even mofe specific ecological and
social

toles. Mountain ecosystems contain approximately

10 percent

of the wodd's

population, with the watetshed's located dfuectly adjacentto them containing another 40
percent ((eating, 1993;23). Mountain environments are an important source of warer,

minerals, forests, enerry, agricultural products, and recreadonai opporrunities-

,A.s

well,

mountains Possess valuable stocks of biological diversity, and as such are a fundamental
comPonent of the global ecosystem (I{eating, 1993). Mountain environments are
partìcularþ sensidve indicators of global climate change, and arc therefore ideal for research
on the impacts of global warming on species and ecosystems. Protected areas in mountain
environments often give sheitet to endemic and tlrreatened species, some of which mayhave
been eradiczted at lower altitudes (fhorsell and Harrison, 1995).

In the social context, mountain environments mây contain a wealth of human
cultual tradidon, and in doing so have the.potential to sewe

as mechanisms

for

sftengthening the linkage between local culture and conservation. As well, mountains sewe
aesthetic and recreational demands, and may have cultural and religious significance to wider

communities. The benefits of affording protection to these ftagfle, high-energy
environments include conftols on soil erosion, the safeguarding of watershed functions, and
the conservation of biodiversity flhorsell and Harrison, 1995). These benefits were
recognized at the Earth Summit, 7992. The global plan of action derived from the Earth
Summit, Agenda 21, specifically mentions the need to establish protected areas in mountain

environments as patr of a global Íesponse to environmetøJ degndation (I(eating, 7993).
Given that Protected areas have been recognized at the goverrifnental level as a basic
method of conserr.ing representative networks of biological diversity @ennett and
Lopoukhine, 1998), the issue then becomes determining what types of ptotecdon are
necessaq/ to meet conservation objectives and what adopted measures mean for local

populations. Generally, the provision of appropriate protecdon necessitates a regulatory
ftamework fot pteventing, or controlliflg, potentially disturbing activities within the
ecologically sensidve region. These frameworks are a necessary, but insufficient means

for

protecting areâs of biological andf ot social importance. -As Sayer (1991;1 sited in
Colchester, 1994) points out, in the context of protected areas in developing nations:
Legal protecdon is lziely sufficient to guarantee the condnuing integrity of
conservadon ateas. Local people, often with good reason, frequently see parks as
government-imposed restrictions on their legitimate rights. Patrolling by guards,
dematcation of boundades and provision of tourist facilities will therefore not deter
them ftom agricuitural encroachment. Illegal hunting and gathering of forest
products will be difficult to control. Laws which are resented by the rrrajonry of the
population are difficult to enfotce: In these situations, protected areas lose support
and credibilig, and their condition rapidly detedorates.

Intemadonal experìence, which tends to support Sayer's argument, has demonstrated
that z protected

^teà

acdve particþation,

c nnot be sustained without

the support, and in some instances the

of surrounding populations (Batisse, 1997).

tüØhere

protected area

managers have failed, or are unable, to actively integrate tlle needs, priorities, values and

concems of local populations, conflict has commonly been the result (e.g., Rao et al., 2000;

Mishra et a1.,1,997; Taylor-Ide, 1995). The importance of including local populations in
consewation efforts, however, should not only be valued âs a meâns of conflict resolution,

but also because it creates a sense of ownership among stakeholders - "a precursor to
stewardship" (Lewis, 1993; 126).
1.2 Context

The present study was undertaken in recognition of the debate pertaining to the
relationship between people and protected areas in India, and elsewhere in the World. The
context was derived ftom discourse ori potential collaborative opporn:nities and conflicts
between people and ptotected ateas,

as

well as the appropriate distribution of costs and

benefits of particulat consewation initiatives. Discussiofl on this topic is particularþ

imporønt given the outcomes, both positive and negative, of people-park interacd.ons
globally.

,{. cental issue

in this debate is the compatibility of local values, needs, and priorities

with conservation objectives. Although perceptions of this issue are diverse, there does exist
a clear divide between two identifiable schools of thought. On the one hand, there exists a

divetsity of scholars, ptactitionets and activists that believe protected aÍe s are best managed
apatt from the human landscape and used solely for scientific study or recreational purposes.

It is common fot those adhering to this school of thought to argue in favor of govemment
Iand tenure and centrqlized enforcement and administration within protected

^teas.

,A.lternatively, others atgue that sustainable development, of which conservation is one

component, necessitates the tecognition of humâns as valued and vit¿l components of local
ecosystems. ,{dherents to this school of thought posit the nodon that what is truly
necessary for the conservation of the Earth's biodiversity is policy, research and law tlrat

builds upon sustainable values and uses actoss the entire landscape. In reference to
protected ateas, this implies â more collaborative approach to management one that
includes the local level in not only protection, but also decision-making and poticy

fornation. The two schools of thought

have biodiversity conservation as a cofiunon goaf

but differ in their concepd.on of root causes of biodiversity loss as well as the management
ptescdptions necessâry to address them (Colchestet, 7994;'VJeitzner,2000).
The result of these divergent schools of thought has been a plethora of protected
arez-

management approaches globally. These range from strict preservation, entailing the

complete closure of zn atea to all human use and habiøtion, to community-driven processes
and co-management tfpe arrângements. The implications of the different approaches,

as

well as the extent to which they aid different sociedes in the quest for sustainable
developmenq is a function of the socio-political cultutaf ecological, and economic

environment in which they are located. When applied inappropriately, any model has the
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potential to not only cause social hanrr, ot even uproar, but also to undermine the ecological
goals of the initiative in the fust place.
1.2.1

Tl¡e Indian Context
India is recognized as one of twelve 'megadiversity' countries. Megadiversity

countties account for 60-700/o of the world's biodiversity (GHNP,2000). ,{ network

of

protected areas pA's) has been visualized as a means to caphüe, protect and conserve tlús
stock of natural wealth (Sharma, 1998). Âs of 1995 there werc 52l National Parks and
Sanctuaries in India (I(othari et a1.,7995). What makes protected areas

in India conftoversial

is the 3.5 to 4 million people holding residence v¡ithin their boundaries (Borrini-Feyerabend,
1996). A national study, completed in the mid 1980's, found that 69 percent of all surveyed
protected âreas were inhabited by humans (I{othari et a1.,1995; \)Øorld Bank, 1996). As well,
64 percent of the protected areâs were located in regions where local people enjoyed
customary rights, concessions, or leases (I(othari et al., 1995). Protected areas in India, then,
ate illustrative of the realities faced by consewadon initiatives in the developing world:

tealities that pose both challenges and oppofiuniries.

Conflict linked to protected areas in India stems from two sources. First, wildlife
ptedatìon imposes costs on local populations living in and around protected areas. These
costs include agdcultwal and livestock destruction, as well as the loss of human

life. The

incidences of human-wildlife encounters increase urith the implementation of measures to
enhance wildlife popu lations. For example, Gadgil and Guha (1992;234) teportthat in the

Sunderbans Delta, where the tiget population increased ftom 130 to 205 over a ten year

pedod in the 1980's, one thousand human lives were lost due to tiger attacks over a twenty
year pedod. In cases such as these, the result has been the creation
local ptiorities and consewadon initiatives, which,

if not

of abarttet

between

addressed has the potential ¡s

hinder conservation projects. Fear for one's life and livelihood do not fit well with
consewation objectives in these cases.
Second, the establishment of protected areas in India is usuaily accompanied by

restrictions on local use and âccess dghts (Pandey and Wells, 1997). The 7972lndian lØildlfe
PmÍection

Act, the legislation enabling the establishment of protected areas in the country,

seveteþ curtails human activities within National Parks and Wildlife Sanctr¡ades @h"tt,

1998). As a result, no human activity is legally permitted within National Parks unless it is
seen to be

in the interests of the resident wildlife. In sanctuades, some human activities

are

permitted at the discredon of wildlife and civic authorities. This legislation has led, in the
most severe cases, to violent conflict and the forcible relocadon of local communides (e.g.
Pimbert and Gujja, 1997; Sanjoy andJacks on,1993; Colchester, 1994). In a multitude

of

other cases it has led to the curtâilment of customary dghts of access (e.g. Sanjoy and
Jackson, 1993; Kothan,7996). Gadgri and Guha (1992;234) pont out that between 1979
and'1984 there were 51 cases of conflict in national parks, and 66 in wüdlife sanctuaries,
related to the imposition of use restricdons throughout India. The extent to which

restrictions on use are enfotced at the local level in India, much like protected areas
elsewhere, is a function of both the capacity of local conservadon authorities to enforce the

legislation, as well as the presence of extemal economic or political influences. The legal

restricdon of human activity u¡ithin ptotected areas is refl.ective of a deep-seated conviction
by India's conservation establishment that people and parks are riot compatible
@imbert and

Gujja, 7997 ; Bhatt, 1 998).
The conflicts that have arisen in protected areas across the In.lian landscape are
indicative of the need for new and creadve forns of biodiversity conservation. As Kothad
(1996b; 18) points out:

'conflict is one of the most serious threats faced by our protected areas and by the
biological and cultural diversity they contain. A protection strâtegy which alienates
local communities is unjust to tåem and disrespectfrrl of their fundamental rights, as
also shortsighted for wildlife conservation.
..

Conflicts of this nature also exemplift the tigdity of frameworks esøblished at the national
level and isolated from local realdes: frameworks that inhibit communication and

cooperation âmong goverrìment and other st¿keholders.
1.3 Puroose and Obiectives

The purpose of this study is to highlight real or potential cross-scale linkages for

involving community-based institr¡tions andf or orgaruzanons in the mânâgemeflt of two
protected areas in the North Westem Íltmalayan State of Himachal Pradesh, India: the
Gteat Himalayan National Park, and the Manali Sanctuary. In doing so, this research seeks

to identifli examples of; or potential opportunides for, deconstructing the theoretical
assumption of preservationist approaches to biodiversity conservation:

tlat

local people,

their needs, prioritìes, and values, are detrimentâl to consewation objectives. The specific
objectives of the research include:

7.

To identify the institutions, organizadons, and stakeholders linked to the management of
the Great Himalayzn Nationai Park and the Manali Sanctuary.

2- To analyze the natute of interaction,

and intelplay, among institutions, organizations and
stakeholders delineated by the framework fot protecte d area managemenrin India.

3.

To locate the mechanisms through which the mandates of dive¡se stakeholdeÍs are, or
may be,linked to the mânagement of the area.

4.

To anzlyze the extent to which livelihoods concems, includingissues of land tenure and
resource use, have been included andf or addressed in the mâragement process.

1.4 Summarv of

Methods

The reseatch

desþ

consists of t'u¡o case studies of protected area management in a

mountain environment the Great Himalayan National Park and the Manali SanctuaryThese cases were selected for two puïposes. First, this research contributes

to alarger

collaborative project betq¡een the University of Manitoba and the Shastri Indo-Canadian
Institute entitled "The Sustainability of Mountain Environments". This project has been
undertaken oveÍ a six-year period in the Kullu District of Himachal Pradesh, India. The
selection of the two case studies was influenced by the opporrunity to both conûibute to,
and draw fiom, the experìences of this larger research project undertaken in the region.
Second, the nvo protected ar.eas

^re

geographically accessible, and their close proximity to

one another allowed for a companlve approach.

Fieldwork was conducted in both areas over a four-month period ftomJuty to the
end October,2000. The methods employed to address the objectives listed above were

derived fiom the Participatory Rural,A.ppraisal approach (Chambers, 1983; Dunn, 1994;
Schmidt, 1998). These include key informant analysis, semi-structured interviews,
participant observadon, transect walks, group inten'iews and participation in NGO meetings
and activities. Participants in this study included members of the Wildüfe

Wirg of the

Department of Fotests, Farming & Conservation, members of the lü/odd Bank, NGOs

wotking in tegion of the protected areas,

as

well as local stakeholders and the social

orgarizaaons intended to represent them.
1.5 Sisniñcance of the Studv

This study considers two empirical case studies of cross-scale institutional and
otgzrúzanonal interaction in the protected area context. These studies contribute to the

litetature an analysis of the implications of having multiple level institutions and
orgarizanons,

u.itÏ different

mandates and interests, involved in protected arcamanâgement.

This study identifies the types of interaction delineated by the National Park and Wildlife
Sanctuary desþation in India, and in doing so âttempts to locate challenges, opportunities,

and benefits associated with linking multiple orgarttzanons and stakeholders in a

collaborative process.
1.6

Limitations of the Studv
This study is ümited in assessment to socio-economic condidons, and does not

âttempt to assess the biophysical attributes of the trvo protected areas included in analysis.

,{s such, this study documents claims of sustainable use and uaditional conseryation
pracdces, but does not

veri!'

such claims through

fieldwork. In the case of the Great

Hímalayan National Park, tìme and logistical constraints prevented any direct interaction

vrith the resource base discussed in this document, as to do so required a three-day joumey

on foot just to reach the high alpine areas used by participants. Time was a significant
liminng factor as the field research component was limited to a four-month pedod spanning

fromJuly to November, 2000. This time was further divided between the two protected
^re^s,

restricting the depth of inquiry possible. Cultural and linguistic barriers were a

lirnitation in undertaking the freld tesearch component of this study, as the primary method
utilizsd, semi-structured interriews, required the use, in most cases, of alocalúanslator.
Lastly, the case studies presented here occur in a local setting, and as such the results
may not be generalizable to situations ot expedences in other protected areas.

llO¡sanization of the Thesis
This thesis is organized into eþht chapters. The introduction is foilowed by Chapter
2, which introduces the concept of cross-scale institutional and otgarttzaional interaction, as

well

as

the types of ptotected areamanagement models that have emerged intemationally.

Chapter 2 then ptovides a review of the specific protected

^re

m^n^gement frameworks

adopted in India and in the state of Himachal Ptadesh, and includes a discussion of the

historic management of v¡ildlife and forestry in the coufltry. This discussion is followed by

l0
the introduction of the two case studies included in this study as well as the management

frameworks employed, or planned, in both ateas: ecodevelopment in the National Park and

Joint F-orest Management in the Manali Sanctuary. Chapter 3 provides a description of the
two study areas in order to give context to the methods used and the research fiodiræ.
Chapter 3 also discusses the specific methods employed during the field research component

of this study.
The results of this study are presented in chapter 4 through 7. Chapters 4 and 5
contain the results of the research conducted in the Great Himalayan National Park.
Chapter 4 includes an analysis of stakeholders, as well as institutional andf

or organtzaional

actors in the Great ÍIimalayan National Park region. These stakeholders, institutions and
otgarrjzanons are outlined through an analysis of the nature of conflict that has emerged
between and among them. Chapter 5 discusses the nature of cross-scale institutional and
orgarúzattonal interaction by explodng various stakeholder experiences with the

Ecodevelopment Proiect impiemented in the National Park, as well as the nature of
communication between conservation authorities and the local level. Chapters 6 and 7
discuss the results of reseatch conducted

in the Manali Sanctuary. Chapter 6 consists of an

analysis of the stakeholders, as well as institutional andf
Sanctuary

region. Chapter 6 also includes

a discussion

ot

organtzanonal actors in the

of different perceptions and

understandings of the arca. Chapter 7 outlines the nature of interaction among identified
stakeholders, interests, institutions and organtzations in the Sanctuary. Chapter 7 also

identifies issues related to the ptoposed Joint Forest Management project in the area.
Chapter 8 brings the results of research in the two areas together by addressing the
research objectives.

In doing so it contains an analysis of issues specific to protected

both the urban and rural context. This chapter compares and contrasts the different

areas

in

ll
aPProaches taken by, expedences in, and tesults of the two conservation initiatives. This

chaPter also identifies challenges for establishing collaborative relationships in protected
areas

in India, and highlights the importance of analyzrngthese issues in a cross-scale

context.

l2

ChapterZ
Management Frameworks and Paradigms

2.l lntroduction
Analysis of cross-scale institutional and organtzanonal interaction provides alarger
scale

of analysis for parrìcular resource mânâgement issues by identifying factors influencing

mânagement at all levels of social orgztúzanon. This is important because grâss roots
resource management initiatives are influenced by external decision-making processes, and
also because governmefits may not take local systems of resource use and conseryation

into

account. S?hen the activities and decision-making structures of different levels of social
otgarizatton are not accounted for much is lost in terms of the capacity for resource
management and conservadon. Thus, when analyzinglocal systems of resource use one

must also âccount for tle vertical institutional interaction that occurs betq¡een local systems

of land tenure, national regu.latory systems dealing with matters of land use, and intemational
regimes dealing with global environmenral issues

ffoung,

1999a).

This chapter introduces the concept of cross-scale institutional and otgantzational

interacdon. The concept is fust explored through a discussion of forest mânagement
pracdces in colonial and post-coloniai India. The chapter then looks at the implications
tJre concept

^re

of

in the protected âreâ context by explodng intemational models for protected

m^fl^gement and their historical application in India. This is necessârry if one is to

identifit the impacts management ftameworks have on local systems of resource
management and land tenure, particularþ those frameworks constructed in a removed

setting. Lastly, this chapter introduces the mechanisms adopted, and proposed, fot linking
local resource use and managemeflt systems urith those at the state and nadonal level in the

two protected areas included in the study. These mechanisms include ecodevelopment in
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tlre Gteat Hjmalayan Nationai Park (GHNP), andJoint Forest Management $FlVf) in Manali
Sanctuary.

2.2 Cross-s cale Institutional and Orsanizational Interaction

Zahu (1999;2) describes institutrons

as:

...complexes of norms and behavior that petsist over time by serving collectively
valued purposes. .. .as shared collective values, institutions can be a contractual
arrângement in tenancy, labor-sharing practices âmong famers, forms of social
stratification such as the caste system, social hierarchies and power relations such as
the Patron-Client relationship, and so on. Instifutions can be defined as forms of
organtzrngpractice in all arenas of üfe.

In other words, institutions refer to the "rules of the game in sociery" or the "humanly
devised constraints that shape human interaction" (|Jorth, 1990; 3). They are created by

humans, and rl;,ay evolve tlrrough analysis and

desþ to meet

Berkes,2000). They should therefore be recognized

as

changing needs (Ostrom, 1987;

both created by action, and as

frameworks fot acdon (Floltr, 1995).

Institutions are located at all levels of social organizaaon, including the community, subcommunity, regìonal, provincial or stâte, national, and intematíonal level. Institutions at

different levels interact and influence one another. Interacdon may be hierarchical u¡ith
larger scale institutions dominating the process of rule making at locai levels, or the grass

roots level may dominate the process. If a higher level institution dominates local systems

of

land tenure and tesource management there exists the possibility of engendering the

condidon they ate designed to prevent: the 'tragedy of the commons' (I{eohane and Ostrom,
1995). This is because the imposition of state dominated management models often serves
to weaken local institudons, and the stake in resource conservation they creàte.
Alternadvely, institutions may be nested in such

^way

that each impacts upon the system)

and contributes to decision-making processes at all other levels (Flokrr, 1995). The degree to

which a system is nested or dominated by one level is a function of the histoly of the
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institutions involved, the justification for their formation, and the degree of power each level
has

in the process.
Young (1999b) refers to interactions between different levels

as being

either symmetrical

or asymmetdcal. Symmetrical relationships, much like Holm's definition of nested,

i-ply

reciprocal impacts, and arc chatactenzed by the mutual influence of instirutions at different
ievels of social organtzanon. Asymmetrical relationships, on the other hand, imply a

reiationship in which one institution dominates the system, and in which there is no
reciptocal influence ffoung, 1999b). Young breaks interactions down further into two
categod.es:

1.
2.

Funcdonal Interaction: when substandve problems of two or more institutions
overlap in a biophysical or socio-economíc way; or
Political Interaction: when actors seek to link institutions to achieve individual
objectives ot prüsue collective goals.
Regardless of the form of interacdon,

it is clear that no one level is capable of acting

wholly independent from the others. To suggest otherwise could undermine the
effectiveness of management activities. As Folke et al. (1994) point out "[e]stablishing rules
at one level without rules at other levels will create incomplete institutional systems."

fn

many instances, insdtutions at one level of social orgarnzalon constitute the subject matter

of institutions at othet levels (Young, 1999a). The application of the cross-scale model of
analysis is particularly important
areas during colonial dmes,

in India where the State appropdated control over forest

but villages condnue to exercise

defacro

control over

a

number

of

resources contained in these areas (Davidson-Hunt,1997b). At the village and sub-village
level a number of institutions continue to deal speci{ically with resoutce management issues.

One must also considet the pÍesence

of

organtzations in cross-scale pïocesses.

Orgarttzaaons refer to matedal entities possessing offi.ces, legal petsonalities, and budgetsOrganizanons may include political, social, economic and educational bodies iYoung,
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1999b). Institutions both produce, and are the product of organtzaaons (Zah:t, 1999). As
such, the structure of a given orgarnzatton may reflect the institutional framework from

which it was derived. In tum, the nature of the orgarizattonal structure influences the
evolution of institutions and the nature of change chanctenzine theiï development (Young,
1999a). Resoutce use becomes not only dictated by institutional arrangements ât particular
levels of social interaction, but also the interaction among institutions and organtzations
across multiple levels

of social orgarnzanon. lnstitution 'A' would not only be influenced by

institution 'B', then, but also by the nâture, personality, and mandate of the orgarization to
which institutíon

B'is

associated. It then becomes necessary to locate the culture of

particulat orgaruzanons at different levels of social otganizanon, and to identi$r whether they
are p aterîalisd c, stagnant,

innovadve, cen tralized or d ecen tralized.

The outcome obtained from interactions betu/een and among institutions and
organizaaons may be positive or negadve. Positive outcomes result when a reg¡onal

orgarizaaon gains strength by forming links to an internatjonal regime. Positive effects may
also include Søte tecognition of local institutions, the development of enabling legislation,

capacity-building and local institution building, and decolonization and revitabzatton (Berkes,

2000). Negative impacts, alternatively, rrray tesult ftom situations in which national land use
regulations undermine or contradict traditional systems of land use or tenure at the local

level (Young,1,999a). Berkes (2000) identifies more specific negative impacts including the
centlnhzatron of decision-m¿king (disempowerment), colonization,natonahzation

of

resources, shifts in knowledge systems, national level development initiatives, and increased

integtation with the international market.
Berkes (2000) argues positive outcomes are more likely in situations where a ditect
attemPt has been made to link the institutions

and/or orgarizatons across multiple levels of
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social otganizaaon, and when the linking mechanism directly accounts for the diverse needs,
interests and priorities of different stakeholders. He identifies six arrangements for

li.kirg

institutíons across multiple scales. For the purposes of this analysis it is important to
mendon two: (a) co-mânagement, and (b) development-empowerment-co-managemerit
aÍrangements. Co-management, vrithout getting into a detailed discussion of its foundadon
and implementation, simply refers to the

lirkiog of local level institutions with govemmental

orgarnzanons and institutions (see defini¡jons in Appendix

A). The

development_

empou/erment-co-management model emphasizes community development and

emPoweñnent. Co-management may resuig but is not the central obiective. This latter link
typically involves NGOs or another body, and is often charactenzed by the presence

of

lateral as rvell as cross-scaie linkages. The former type of link will be applied to the Manali
Sanctuary, and the latter is the model that fits most appropriately with

tle GHNp

case.

Wildlife Management in India is inextricably linked with the managemenr of foresrs.
This link stems from the reality that local economies, whether subsistence or cash-based, are
dependent on the country's forests for a number of goods and services. The use of forested
ateas for agricultual and non-agricultural inputs necessadly brings human and
wildlife

populations into contact, quite often in a conflictual manner. A.s well, the historic
management of forested ateas led to the development of a classification system under
which

local use dghts were delineated. The development of protected areas in forests for
which
Iocal populations have legal ând customary use rþhts has proven problematìc in the Indian

context. It is therefore necessary to explore the nature of forest management in Ind.ia and in
Himachal Pradesh, as well as the types of land use and tefiure that have been defined
under
them-
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There are three distinct periods within the In.lian history of forestry managemenr:
Era of Princely Estates, British F;ta znd Post-Independence Era (Departr¡ent
of Forest
Farming & Conservation, 1993). This section will focus on tJre Bdtish

En of forestry

management, as the implications of forest classification and regulation occurring
during this

period have significant implications for the situation in both the GHNp and the
Manali
Sanctuary.

Much like wildlife management, the influence of the Bdtìsh during colonial
times has
had significant resonance on systems of land management and property rights
in the

country' The forests in India were brought under state ownership and control with
the
passing of the Govemment Forest,{.ct, 1865
@ingeman et al., 2000), which was soon

replaced by the Indian Forest Act, 1878. With the passing of this Act,
all land not privately

owned came under tìe control of eithet the Forest Departrnent or the Revenue
Departrnent.

In Kullu the Forest Departrnent gained responsibility for almost all land (ODA,

1gg4).

'{side from enablilg the acquisition of land by the colonial state, t}re Forest ,{ct also led to
standards and formal systems of fotest mârìagement in the countrf,
and in doing so ushered

in an

age

of scientific manâgement. Although local rights were riot clearly documented
prior

to India's colonial pedod, some suggest that forest resources were rìot
open access
resources' Davidson-Hr:nt (1995), fot example, found that in some villages
in the Kullu

Disttict, forest resources were govemed by lineage based systems of distribution.
The nationalizat].on of India's fotests, under the In.lian Forest ,A,c!
was linked to
growing concerns Pertaining to timbet needs for economic expansion,
ship building and for
the continuarion of the Indian Railway (Gadgil and Guha, 1gg2). As
a result, foresr
conservation typically played a secondary role to immediate economic
priorities (fucker,

1997)' Regardless of the motives behind nattonalizaton, the Forest
Act led ro the creation
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of different classes of fotests each with different rights allotted to local villagers (Diack,
1897). These classes were based on timber utiJity, and as such provided graduated rights to
the owners of cultivated land. The forest classifrcation system, under which the Forest

Departrnent had responsibility, was broken down into Reserved, Demarcated protected
(DP), and Undematcated Protected
down further into Class I and

pDP) forests. In Kullu the DP

Forests were broken

II forest land to allow for gte ter flexibility in distributing

dghts to local users. These classifications were defined as follows:

,)

Resetved fotest: zsualþ

in areas remotelfrom babitalion, or near babilalion
where tltere was stfficient oÍber lønd aaailable
for use b1 local people. These þrests were subjecl
eslablished

to limited or no igltts.

b)

Demarcated Protected forest:
Class f: asualþ establisÌted in arvas remotefrom habiørion a¡tth ualuable timber
parTicukrþ Deodar Cedar and u¡¿th cleaþ defned rights.
Class

t)

ff: establi.çlted inforests

aztlt commeraalþ ualuable

speøes

species, a.,ttb more rights

adnitnd.

Undematcated Protected forests: generalþforesls close lo Ìtabitation wbere local people
could obtain their rree product needs, graqfng and agncultural land under the naaÍorprouisnn
(allocation of land to løndless
alkge elders suspended tince 21
90). Also since / gB0

U

-

/

a/

in contrauention of tbe ForesÍ Conservation Act. I-.andless people are able to exercise rigbts at
The pleasure of the igbts ltolders in UPF wbich arv also called class lllforvsts
in Kjilh/-

It

should be noted that forest gazngrights were clearly defined within

in these

ateas land could

Dp forests, and that

not be cleared for cultivation. In the UDP forests, on

t'Iee

other

hand, land was recognized as a resourc e avaiLable for local cultivation and was open to

gtazng and the collection of tree products (ODrq., 1-9g For an in-depth description of the
).
specific rþhts allowed in the different classifications see Diack (1s97).
Settlement processes were inidated in the late 1880s following the classification

forest areas âcross India (Bingeman, et

a1.,

of

2000). The forest settlements in Kullu had very

different outcomes than in othet parts of India. The process did not lead to the terrnination,
but tather accePtânce and formalizatjon of local rights. The Anderson Setilrment Report (/ SS6)

t9
categonzed telatively few forest areas under the reserved status, and instead placed the

majority under protected status. Differences between the settlement process in Kullu and
other parts of India stemmed from the recognition of the then settlement officer of the
importance of local needs ftom, and dependence on, the forests in the valley (ODA, 1994).
By creating trvo classes of protected forests, villagers were afforded significant rights to use
forests and'pastures in both the DPF and the UPF.
Rights provided under theAnderson

SetTlement Repon (1386)

included the right to gïaze

Iivestock, and to collect timber for building purposes, grass and leaves for fodder and
manure, agricultural and domestic implements, fuel, torches, charcoal and wood for funeral
pu{poses (ODA, 1994). Andetson tecogntzed three'gteat rights'which he thought should
be permitted to increase with population over time. These rights included the right to
manure leaves (dry and green), the nght to building dmber, and the right of grazing (OD*A,

1994;Davtdson-Hunt, i995). ,{lso requiring mention, and of specific imporrance to the
situation in the GHNP, is rhe fact that:
.. 'the rþhts to cut gÍâss, to remove medicinal roots, fruits, flowers, dry fallen wood,
excePt deodat, walnu! box and ash, to cut bamboos, and to take splinters of deodar

and kail stumps, were allowed in all fotests without permission. These rights were
described in each forest separately.(ODA, 1994)

The tþhts listed in the quote above were provided for personal use and for sale by both
local and outside users. At the time of the settlement process future commercial markets
wete unforeseen, and as a tesult the provision of rights of this nature has hindered
conservad.on objectives in many fotests, and in the

GHNP in partict'lar (fucker,

1997).

Along with the provision of rights came various restdctions on how use would
occLlr' such as seasonal and classification restdctions. The provision of rights was also

contìngent on the stâtus of the forests in question. If it became apparent that local use
not within sustainable boundaries, or if use became recognizedas detrimental to

ril/âs
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conservadon objectives, the govemment retained the

rþht to revoke local dghts (OD,q,,

7994;Diack,1,897). The outcome of the endre process was the formalizaaon of individual
rights, the acquisition of propetry by the state, and the establishment of codified rules of use
recognized at the local level. The forest setdements sewed to erode existing systems

of

collecdve management through the distribution of individual property rights to hamlets

under cultivation (ODA, 1994). The distdbution of dghts is key to protected areas, and so
to is the tadition of st¿te dominance witnessed in forest management. I-ncalpeople have
accepted, revolted, and adapted to such forms of management (Saberwal,7997).

2.4

Looki¡g at Protected Areas: Whv Context,

Scale and Interaction

Matter

Indigenous or ethnic peoples inhabit neady 20 percent of the planet, mainty on land
where they have lived for thousands of years. Compared with protected arca managers,
who control about 5 percent of the world's land mass, i¡digenous peoples are the most
important stewards of the Earth. Often, the territories of indigenous peoples' ovedap
protected aÍeas, anð taditional inhabitants find themselves sharing their land v¡ith
newcomers (À4artin, 1993; xvi).

Given the large portion of land on which indigenous populations sustain themselves
and their conmr¡nities,

it

is logical to ponder what the creation of a protected area means

to

everyday community functioning. The answer, however, is not simplistic given that

Protected zïe s mean very different things to individuals, gtoups, societies, and even
governments. The most widely accepted, and referred to, international classificadon system
was put forrh by the Intemational Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCltJ). This

classification system includes definitions of vadous categories of protected areas based on

theit management objectives (see,{.ppendi" C). The refinement of IUCN's classification
system over time to allow for human uses and habitation in certain types of protected areas
lePresents an attempt to accommodate varytngneeds and priorities.

It

also represents tlle

r.en1izzasfl that presewation is not an apolitical objective removed from socio-economic
realities.
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Despite efforts to incorporate different needs and realities into international
conservadon objectives, "The ptoliferation of ideal tq>es has, however, kept far ahead

of

legisiative changes (Colchester, 1994;9)." ,{,s a result, nadonal parks, along with their

preservationist management Prescdptions, remain the most common rype of protected areaThis is patticularþ true in the developing world

(IGml

1993; Sarkag 2001), where protected

ateas have imposed the gteatest hatdship on local populations.

It is necessary to discuss the

roots and irnplieations of this eppfoâch to prote-cted area conservdtion, as well as the reasoäs

it

has come to dominate in practice.

The origins of protected areas, within modern histor/, trace back to 7872when
Yellowstone National Park, the fust nadonal park in the United States, was established

peitrnann, 1998). With the development of this Park, and others after it, came rvhat is
known

as the

Exclusive Model fot managing protected areas. By the 1970's this Model had

come to dominate the consewadon movement, as witnessed by its proliferadon throughout

the developing world dudng colonial times (Colchester,1994). During the 1960s and 1970s,
an alternadve model emerged based ptimady on the Westem European experience where
thete were few,

if

any,large expanses of 'untouched'land (Borrini-Feyerabend, 1996). The

two models, desctibed below, ate fundamentally different in their understanding of the
human-enviroflment relationship, and their assumptions regarding appropriate interacdons
betq/een society and nature.

The Exclusive Model delineates a system in which protected àÍezs

^ne

set aside

ftom

developmental activities, and preserved for their recreatjrcnal, spiritual, educationa! znd/or
ecological functions. Humans are considered visitors that do not remain within the

boundades for any prolonged petiod. The Exclusive Model seeks to decouple the interests
and needs of local populations from conservadon objectives. The management techniques

adopted undet the Model rzr,ge from open anti-participatory attitudes to the forced
resettlement of local populations (Borrini-Feyerabend, 1996). Traditional and cusromary

land ownership is viewed as inimical to the objective of preservation, and to the concept of
public land ownership (Leitrnann, 1998).
The Model is typically supported by a testrictive legal and/or policy framework, but
the extent to which it would acínlby be enforced is a frrnction of the mandate, capacity, and
intetest of specific goverrúnents. Its applicatioh can tie found
areas

i¡

a

number of protectêd

globa[y G S. Colchester, 1994). The Exclusive Model was appropri¿te in the context

ftom which it was derived, and may even be applicable for remote areas with low pop rllation
or tradidonal economic potential. However, alternadve approaches are necessary in areas
where there is a longstanding history of human habitation, or where no large expanses

of

wildemess are found (Leitrnann, 1998).

Alternatively, the Inclusive Model is founded on the notion that the interests of local
people ate cenüal to conservâtion objectives. The model holds that the well being of those

who live, andf or obtain their livelihood ftom, vrithin the protected

area should always be

the

fust pdority @orrini-Feyerabend, 1996)- ,{,n example of t}e application of this model is the
protected area system in Britâin where rnanagement has taken a landscape conservation
approach as opposed to wilde¡:ness pr€servation. .FIere, respect,and ïoom

a.re

provided .for

historical patterns of land tenure and resource use. The status of the ecosystem is
tecognized as the joint creation of natural growth and human cultivation. In other wotds,
is recognized that that which is to be pïotected is part of

a

it

process of gtadual change linked

to hum¿n-environment interacdons (Colchest er, I 9 9 4).
Support for the Inclusive Model is found in a diversity of sources. Adherents to the
Inclusive school of thought point out th¿t humans are pârt of nature, and as such must be
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incorpotated into all analysis of ecological status. As Bennett and Lopoukhin

e (1998;20)

afgue:

Clear evidence exists that humans have played a significant ¡ole in influencing
rritlin North America for thousands of years, as they have elsewhere in
the wodd. To be ethical, then, the exclusion of human influences is inappropriate.
fnstead, the objective should focus on the restorad.on of a social fabric where the
practices of humans sustain tJre ecosystem and vice versa.
ecosystems

As well, adherents draw upon gowing evidence suggesting that local people, in many
instances, enhance the quality and quantity of biodiversity

in and around protected

areas

pimbert and Gujja, 7997;KorJr'an,7996b; Kothari et al., 1995; Desai et 21.,7996; Sarkar,
2001). The roots of the most ptessing ecological issues are likely identified in the rupturing

of üaditional living pattems "through the expropdation of local resources, the use of new
and successively more disruptive technologies, the loss of traditional control of habitat, and
so on (Sarkar,2007; 49-50)". Once this relationship is acknowledged, protected area
managers can work with local populations to identify means to mediate social and ecological

instability, and in doing so capiølne on the vast amounts of social capital and local
knowledge that exists vrithin local communities

flentoft 7999;Campbell,

1996).

Social capital, often located in the form of institutional aÍÍaLngements and social

netwotks, implies a form of collective acdon âmong individuats who make up the user
communities (Steins and Edwards, 1999). Institutions at the community level reduce th¡eats

to sustainability through integtated systems of dghts and responsibilities perrâining to use
and managemenq and through

infomal constraints embodied in customs, traditions and

codes of conduct (l'{otth, 1990). The existence of locallevelinstitutions suggests that

protected are management need not necessarily be a state centered technocradc process.

Ratlet,local communities may be more approptiate mânagers of local ecology. ,tt the very
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least the presence of institutions at the local levei provides the opportunity to combine

efforts to ensure the long-term health of the area in quesdon.

Ethical support for the Inclusive Model stems from experience in protected areas
globally where restricdve legal frameworks have imposed the costs of the conservation

initiative on local populations dependent on the resource base. The benefi.ts of protection in
tlese socio-political environments are typically accrued to hþher income, national and
intemational communities (Àdurty, 1996; Colchester, 1994). It has also been argued that by
including local usets in the management process r}re capacity fot management and
protection is enhanced. This is so because including stakeholder groups in tle manâgement
process incteases the knowledge base (Berkes, 2000), allows for the utilization of different

skills @ayon,7996; Campbelt 1996), and rypically offers a more socially valid decisionmaking process (ZaTw, 1999).

2.4.1Wildlife Conservation in India: From Sacred Forests to Game Reserves to the
WLPA
\X/ildlife conservadon has a long history in India. This is true both in terms of fornal

protection, such as laws and regulations (dejurc), and in terns of institutional and
community-based forms of conservaaon (defacto). 'ùØildlife law in Inctia is best understood
a cumulative process (see table 2.7): one ddven by increasing awareness

as

of human impacts

on tlre natural environment (Anonymous, 1997). In252 BC the fust codified, or formal,law
was mâde by the their Kiirg of Maghadha,{.shoka (SP) who passed a law for ptotecting

animals, fish, and forests ftom ovet exploitation (Anonyrnous,7997;Mishra eta1.,7997).

teffis of 'protected

In

a¡eas' this is recognized as the earliest codified law in all of Tropical Asia

(À4ishta eta1.,7997).

The British inttoduced a new eta of laws for wildlife protection in 1887, which was
marked by the passing of the Wild Birds Protection Act, 1887. This Act empowered the

government to prohibit the possession or sale of any specifi.ed wild birds captured or killed
during the breeding seâson (Anonymous, 1997). By 1900, Native Princes (rajahs) became
concemed with the depletion of certain game species, ând as a result penalized hunters in

their private hunting reserves. Also at this time there was a movement to close particular
Reserved Forests to all human exploitation to preserve endangered game species (fucker,

i991 cited in Khate, 1998). \n 7972, the Wild Birds and Animals Protection ,{.ct was passed
by the eolÕnial gôvêtnfirent in

-an

atternpt tô r-etiredy sôrnê bf 'the inadequacies of préViôüs

A.ct (Anonymous, 1,997). The Indian National Parks Act became law

in

1934 encompassing

m^ny previous game laws and experiences. One yearlatet Inrlia'5 first national park, Corbett
Park, was established (fucker, 1991, cited in Khare, 1998).
A-fter TVorld War Two, and during the struggle for independence,

wildlife

protection diminished in priority. After independence, the Constituent Assembly placed
the "Protection of Wild Birds and Wild Animals" at entry No.20 in the State List of the

Draft Constitution. As a result the State Legislature was given power to legislate in these
matters. It was not until the 1960's, however, that interest in wildlife conservation came
to the forefront once again. At this time concern arose over depleting wildlife
populations (Anonymous, I 997).

Table2.7
Progtession of Legislation affecting wildlife and forestry consen adon in colonial and post
colonial India

Legislation

Date atwhich adopted

Govemment Forest Act
Indian Forest ¡{.ct
Vild Birds Protection Act

i 865

!7ild Birds and Anirnals Act
Indian National Parks Act
Placing oi the protecd.on
-ilTbitã*ãanimals at entry no- 20 in"fthe State List of
the Draft Constitution
42'o Constitutional Âmendment (forestry and
wildlife were brought into the concur¡ent list
of subjects for which both levels of
goverrìment have iaw making authotiff)
NØildlife Protection Act

7912
1934
Post independence

1878
1887

1976

7972 (amended

in 1982,7986,

and 1991)

2.4./ .1 The Current Frameworkþr Pmtecled Area Mana¿ement

Historically, in India, wildüfe and forestry were managed under a single
administrative otgarttzaaon within tÌre Forest Departrnents of each state or territorv. The
role of the Union govefil.ment was predominantly advisory. Both forestry and wildlife were
brought into the concuffent list of subjects, for which both the Union and State
governments have authority to make laws,

with the 42"d Constitutional Amendment ifl the

post-colonial en- The Union govemrnenthas parzmountcy in this area (Khare, i998). Søith
the passing of the V/ildffi Prorection

Act

(/ 972) at the national level, separare u¡ildlife wings

were to be created u¡ithin the Forest Department of each stâte or territory for the purpose

of

administering the,A.ct. As well, the position of Chief Wildüfe \üarden was creared both to
head each wing and to exercise stâtutory powers under the Act.
Tlne lVildlzfe ProÍection Acr (/ 972) was adopted in Himachal Pradesh
supercedes all state legislation as well as the Indian Foresr

n

1973. This Act

Äct of 1927 $lorìð,Bank,

1,996),

and is the ptimary means of ptotecting vast tracts of land in the State (FIP Forest

Department,200l)' In 1975 guidelines rvere issued by the Union government ordedng that

the management of all protected areas be piaced under the control of the \Tildlife !7ing in
each state and

territory. It was not undl 1986, however, that the control of all sanctuaries

and national parks was transferred to the Wildlife tVirg in Himachal Pradesh. This \X/ing

now comrnands total control over all sanctuaries, national parks, zoos, and breeding centers
in the state (Deparrment of Forest Farming and consewarion, 1gg2). The lx/ildlife pmteclion

Act (1972) guides the process for managing these protected

areas

within the Søte.

The Indian lYildffi Pmtection Act (1972) contains provisions enabling the protection
habitat, and for the establishment of an all-India list of prorected species. The passing

of

of

this unified Act also allowed for ateas to be consdtuted and managed as national parks, game
reserves, sanctuaties, and closed areas (See definitions and Appendix B for the relevant

sections of the legislatìon). The

,tct

states

tìat no human activity is allowed within national

parks unless it is seen to be in the interests of the resident wildlife, and

in

fact, an area is

not

to receive final notification until all rights have been vested in the State governmentl. Some
subsistence activities are permitted

within sanctuaries. These include the coilection of fuel,

fodder, food and othet forest products, as well as other particular land based activities.
However, even these are at the discretion of wildlife and civic authorities (Bhatt, 1998).
Provisions for certain uses within wildlife sanctuaries are not legal rþhts as such, but rather
privileges that can be revoked zt

^ny

time. Access to wildlife sanctueries is resticted to

public servants on duty, individuals with special permission, any person with rights to
immovable proPerty located within the boundaries of the areâ, persons traveling on a public
highway, or the dependents of those individuals listed above. Special permits for toudsm,

1

In lndia the¡e is a three staged process for establishing a national park. First, the state goveffimer¡t publishes
its intention to constitute t}re area as a national park. Second, locatãaims fo, co*pe.rsaãorl
and
"r. boundaries
".."pted,
all rights a¡e vested in the govemment. Third, a 6nal notification is issued to tne pibtic and the
of
the Park are defined.
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scientific, or educadonal purposes may be distributed by the Chief Wildlife !üarden
(Anonymous, 1,997).
The Act also contains a detailed outline of the process in which rights are to be
extinguished and local populadons are to be compensated prior to National Parks receiving

final notiñcation. This process also applies to wildlife sanctuaries, and was reinforced by a
Supreme Court Dfuective in November
ztea

of

7997 stating that unde¡ no circumstances is an

to reeeive final notifieation priot to the teeeipt õf frill compensation ât rhe local level

(?andey pers. comm., 2000). In this sense, the legal ftamework for establishing and

managþg nadonal parks and sanctuades in India falls into the Exclusive Model. As Gadgil
and Guha (1,992;235) point out:

For in India, as in other parts of the Third Wodd, national park management is heavily
imprinted by the American experience. In particular, it has taken over two axioms of the
'Western v¡ilderness movement: that
wildetness areas should be as large as possible, and
the belief thar. allhuman intervention is bad for the retention of diversity. These axiorns
have led to the constitution of massive sanctuaries, each covering thousands of square
miles, and a total ban on human ingress in the 'core' areas of national parks.

This state-dominated process for wildlife conservation is what Damodaran (1998)
refers to as an exogenic maflagement system, in which a supra-local exogenous authority
assumes the role of strategic søkeholder. The dominance of the State enteils the

appropriation and undermining of locally situated, or endogenous, management systems.
The adoption of an exogenic management system is a related to the acceptance of the
theoretical assumpdons underpinning the Exclusive Model: that tesources are best managed
by the highest authority urithin z state, and removed from local use. In the case of protected
areas
as

in India, the exogenic approach is put forth not only in law, but in conservation policy

rvell. For example, the 12-point National l7ildlife Action Plan, from the Departrnent of

the Environment, does not address the role local people are to have in the management

of

protected areas. It only mentions that work within protected areas should be accompanied

by welfare and development measures geared towards the reduction of local use of such
areas (I(hare,1998).

The restrictions on resource access within protected areas, have led, in the most
severe cases, to violent conflict and the forcible relocation of local communities (Pimbert

and Gujja, 1997). In a multitude of other cases they have led to the curtailment

of

customary rights of access and use (I(othari et al., 1995). There can be no doubt that the

intent ànd tône of this legislation, including its implementation, has created local resenfrnent
and hardshiP, and, as a result, in many cases threatened the very purpose of the conservation
endeavor (Khare, 1 998).
2.4.'1.2

Fknbili4t in

the l--aw?

Given the implications of conservadon legislation and policy established at the
National level, it is appropriate to inquire as to whetìer flexibility is, or could be, exercised in
the grass roots management of protected areas. Kothari (1996b) points out that there is

diversity in opinion on this issue. There are pracddoners and scholars who argue in the
affirmadve, pointing out that section 24 .(2) and 29 of the V/ildffi Proredion Acr (/ 972)can be
used to allow the condnuation of rights

within sanctuaries. The argument here is that the

zoning of a National Patk can include various sanctuary areas in which use is permitted to

continue. It should be noted, however, that both of these provisions are restricted in
application to designated sanctuary areas, and that carving areas out of national parks for
these purposes is not a simple task. Also,
these two clauses has,

it has been argued that the flexibiJity provided by

in some instances, enabled destrucdve commercial activities (I{oth"n,

1996b).

Rathore (1996) argues that section 35 (6) of the WLPA, 7972, glves the chief

Wildlife Warden authority to allov¡ use, if "such destruction, exploitation, or removal

of
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u'ildlife from

a park is necessary

therein." He

uses the case

for the improvement and better manâgement of v¡ildlife

of Bandipur National Pa¡k in l{amataka to demonstrate his

point. In this Park, management authorities have presented

a case

to the Chief \ùTitdlife

Warden to allow the removal of dead and fallen wood from the Park's buffer zone. park
authorities formally claim that dead and fallen wood poses a frrehazard, but informally are
attempting to enable the removal of necessary fuel sources by the local popuiation. In this
câse

it is argueil that cteativity tnriy allow protectêd

restr-ictions of the lf/iHlzf€

Prurecrion

ârea managers to

maneuiêr aröund thê

Acl (1972). It should be noted, however, whether talking

about national parks or wildlife sanctualies, that the permission of certain uses does not
move the framework towards inclusivity. Such a shift in approach requires a recognition of,
and respect for, local rights, as well as the provision of role in management and protecdon at

the local level.

In the GHNP

case, Park authoritjes justified the exclusion

of local access and use on

legislative gtounds, but intimated that there was a possibüity that local rights would be
reinstated at the end of a fne-year period. On the one hand the legislative framework was
said to necessitate the exclusion of all human uses, and on the other it was hinted that there

exists flexibiJity to allow use in the futute. Cases such as tfrese demonstrate that regardless

of any possible fleúbility,
ate

as

long as tle legislation is in place officers of the Wildlife Wirg

within their mandate to adopt an exclusive management approach. Âs Khare (1998; 89)

puts

it;
The net result is that while many human activities condnue both in parks and
sanctuaries, laws become a major instrument in the hands of forestels to harass the
people titirg in and around these PÂs.

3t

It should also

be noted that the

mana'gerner't at

Act gives senior Ievel officials significant control over

t}e protected ate level

(see secdon 33 (a-d), and 35

(8)). These officials may

not be so attuned to local realides and priorities.

2. .ZManagemenr within the Great Himalayan National park
Befote discussing management patadigms within the National Park it is necessary to

fust provide

a

brief history

of the area. Throughout the history of the GHNP rhere have

been a number of changes in both the legai srarùs of the National Park, añd
manâgement activities undertaken within

it.

in the nahÍre of

These events, and resultant physical changes

u¡ithin the Park, are key to understanding the nature of interaction âmong local people and
the Park administradon.

The idea for a national park in the Seraj region, the region where GHNP is currently
located, was the result of a number of chance occurrences and the intermingling of various

developmental and consewation objectives. The process was set in motion in the eariy
1970s by a local political leader

with developmentai aspirations in the Tirthan region. At that

time the Kullu-Manali region was developing as a tourist and horticulture center. This
development.was largely facilitated by road developments, and in partìcular the national

highway. Given the ptomise of development prospects in the I(ullu-Manali region, and
resulting retufns on investrnents, other regions were somewhat disadvantaged in their plight

for State funds. As

a result, the

Tirthan political leader v¡as forced to locate altematives for

his constituency. The fust alternative was the result of an encou¡ter with a d.omestic tourist

attempting to fish, with litde luck, on the Tirthan River. Âfter discussions with this visitor
the idea to create a fishing destination was born. The only problem was a shortage of fish,

which became quickly associated, rightly or not, with over consumpdon at the local level.
The political leader moved to have fishing banned on the river, achieving this objective with

the aid of civil defense personnel ln 1973. Soon after a trout hatchery was established
on the
river with the assistance of international funding.

Around this time the Himachal Govemment v/âs chastised by the Government of
India (GOt) for not having a sin-Ele national park. This political scrutiny set in modon

a

bidding process to determine the location of the fust National Park in the State. There
was
interest in establishing a national patk, largely due to the toudsm potential and
resulting
econornie spin offs, in both the Kullu-Mânali region and in the Seraj.

Wildlife Project was initiated to determine the best location for
(Chhatre and Saberwal, fotthcominÐ.
and recognized as the most ideal

a

In

197g the Himachal

National park in the Søte

Th" GHNP was established in its curent location,

in the Kullu District, due to the relatively undisturbed

nature of the region's forests and the minimal evidence of development in the
region.

On March 1,7984

of setting aside an

arez- as

t-he atea received

initial notification, the fust stage in the process

a nattonalpark in India. The situation in the GHNp remained

constant for some tìme, with very little management activity or interaction between park
management and local people. This scenario changed, however, as intemational
interest was
expressed

in conservation at the GHNP, as national and state interest in a hydel project

involving

a

portion of the park emetged, and as the area moved through the process of

receiving final notification.

A chronology of imporønt

evenrs is provided

nTable 2.2.

Table 2.2 Chonology of imporrânt events in the GHNP
GHNP,2000; Pandey. pers coÍrm 2000,
Date
Important Event and Significânce
1978
1980

Initiation of the Himachal Wildlife project
Himachal \X/ildlife Project I: suweyed the forest
Pradesh.

1

7

983

March,1984

30 Tulv, 1990

July,1992

26 February,7994
1994

October, 7994 to
December, 1999

December 1999
21 May,1999

1

"tãiãFFIi*^.hã
-ildlif" ,or*y. ,"d

Himachal Wildlife Project II: condnued
contributed to the decision to constitute the GHNp in its cuffenr
locadon.
Initial notificarion of the GHNP, under th"@
of a buffer zone.
Revised notification of the GHNP without
zon".
^boff.r
Himachal Vildlife Project III: reassess-."iffi
the GHNP area, collection of information on herb co[ection and
livestock graztngwithin the park, and review of the existing
management plan.
Notificatìon by the state Govemment to.on@
gtl"dirg the upper Parvati catchment (235km1.
The creation of the Saini Sanctuary (90 km).
Implementation of the world Bank funded c"ffi
Biodiversity Project in the GHNP, inciusive of a research project
assessing the socio-economic and ecological qualities of the aíea, and,
tlle implementad.on of an ecodevelopment initiative.
Notification of the Fcodgvelopment Proje¿ffi
The Collector, GHNP gave his award t@
people in the proposed National park area.

28May,1999

28May,1999

The Government of Himachal Praderh
National Park in the liwa Nal Valley.

d"ffi

Thtee events require further discussion. The fust, the renotificadon
of the GHNP

without a buffer zone on March l,lg}4,resulted from the
governments desire not to enter
into a higlrly complex and costly forced resettlemenr pfocess
flucker, 1gg7). To comply
with the lr/ildlzfe

Protection

have been relocated prior

Act

(/ 972) all villages

wirhin the odginal buffer zone would had to

to the areareceiving final notjfication.

Second,

jn

1994,90 km2

of

the National Park in the Saini valley was notified as a
Wildlife Sanctuary. Two villages, with
a

population of 66 people, are located v¡ithin the Sancruary
(Pandey and Wells, lg97). The

\X/orld Bank, due to their operational policy prohibiting
the involuntary reseftlement

of

inrligenous peoples, did not support tfre removal of
either shakti or Maror from the park.

As a resulr, the sainj sanctuary was created

'fl

1gg4 pandey pers comm., 2000).

Third, on May 28,7999, the Government of Himachal pradesh
deleted 10.6 km,
from the GHNP in theJiwa Nal valley' The official reason
provided by the governmenr for
this denotificatjon was to complete the settlement of
rights process, as outlined in the
V/ildltfe Proteclion

Act ( 972), and in doing so, to prevent rhe forcible relocation
of l(under

and Majhan (I(othari, 1999).

It

has been argued by a number of conservationists as
well as

social activists that the settlement of rights process
was sdmulated solely for tåe purpose

of

temoving this area fiom National Park boundaries in
order to facilitate hydroelectd
development in the region. Denotification of this atea,located
in the northern portion
the Park, was critical for the three-staged Parbati Hydel
Electric project to go th-tough

of

as

proposed' Support for this 2051 MW hydel project came
from sr¿te and national political
spheres (Sharma, 7999a; Sharma,

lgggb). The denotification was justified by the Chief

sØildlife warden on the grounds that the area wâs of
linle ecological significance, and that
was necessary

it

in ordet to prevent the forcible relocadon of Kunder and
Majhan. Members

of the \ù7ildlife Wing

as

well as members of the environmental community, however, claim

tlle area to be perhaps the biologically richest in the whole National Park. Concerns have
been expressed not only regarding the denotification, but also the environmental effects the
hydel project u¡ill have on the remainder of the Park, and the Ecodevelopment Project,{rea

@PA). These concerns petain to the impacts of excavation, road development, blasting,
rlrilling, disposal of debris, and the large-scale movement of workers, machinery and
materials (Sekhsaria, 1999).

With the creadon of the Sainj Sanctuary located directiy between the northern and
southern section of the GHNP, and including the EPA, the total area under the
administration of the National Park is now

1,171, kralf (Pandey,

Unpublished).

One other key event requiring discussion is the setdement of rights process tìat
accompanied the final notification of the GHNP on 28May, 7999. This event meant all
local rights of use and access at the local levei had become vested in the State govemment.

The process led to resentment and outcry at the local level. Using revenue records and the
Anderson Settlement Reporr (1886) the Collector for the

GHNP determined that two forns of

compensadon would be warranted for the vesting of local rights in the state. First, 314

individuals wete identified as holding eithet full or medicinal plant collection rþhts, and as a
tesult were given monetary compensation. Second, 7.5 Lahk ropees'was to be provided in
the form of ecodevelopment to compensate all other legal right holders'. Thes. funds were

to be dispersed to local people by the Director of the GHNP. The settlement package also
included monetary compensation for the acquisition of private land within Park boundades

2

The rupee is tlle unit of Indian Currency. .At the time of the resea¡ch one Canadia¡ dollar was equal to 28
rupees. Lahk refers to one hundred thousand units.
3 Other legal rights holdets identified by
the Collector included 13 people holding rights of timber distdbution,
262 people holding rights to minor forest produce, and 10 021 people holding rights of grazing within the
National Park Qúpur, 1999).
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by the State govemment (Kapur, 1999). Many local people not included in either package
claim traditjonal and legal rights to use and access the area.

,A.s such,

the process has directly

pitted the Wildlife Wirg against local people, and has brought rhe issue of dejure (egal),
dghts versus defacto (customary) rights to the foref¡onr.
2.4.2./ Biodiaersitlt Conseraation in the GHNP

In India, there has been an attempt to link conservation and developmental
objectives. The GHNP is one of the fust nadonal parks in India to receive international

funding for the Purpose of undertaking ecodevelopment activities. Pabla et al. (1995; cited
by Pandey and !Øells, 1996:1278) define ecodevelopment

as:

A site specific package of measures, developed through people's participation, with
the objective of promotìng sustainable use of land and ot}er ,"rorrr..r, ãs well
",
farm and off farm income generating activities which âre not deleterious to protected
area values; and,

Limited rural development, desþed with the parricipation of local people for the
PurPose of reconciling genuine human needs with the specific aims of protected area
management.

The funding for ecodevelopment was provided to the park as part of the Consewation of
Biodiversity (CoB) ptoiect (afforded approximately 2.5 million,{medcan dollars). The CoB

ptoject was financed under

a

much larger loan infused into the forestry sector of the Indian

Govemment though the Forestry Research and Education Project (FREEP) pandey and
SØells, 1997). The implementation

of FREEp, through the In.tian Council for Forestry

Research and Education in Dehra Dun, was

desþed to strengthen forestry

research,

education, and extension activities in the country. Under the umbrella of FREEp, two

protected ateas, the GHNP and Kalakad-Mundunth"ria

Tþr

Reserrre in

Tamil Nadu, were

selected for ecodevelopment activities (World Bank, 2001). The Ecodevelopment project
was originally

desþed to be independen! latger scale, and funded through the Global

Environment Facility (GEÐ. The GOI u¡ished to iniriate the project in the earþ 1990s, but

at th^t point the GEF was a relatively new institudon not yet willing or able to undertake the
larger scale project in India.

,A.s a

result, the \X/orld Bank became involved, and integrated

the two pilot projects into the already existing FREE project (ñfott, per. cornm.,2001).
The CoB Project in the GHNP began 1n 7994,with the arnval of internationai funding
via the World Bank. These funds were dispersed over a five-year pedod to address tluee
objectives.

1.
2.
3-

Improved mânagement of the area tfuough bette¡ planning processes and
institutional capacity building at the departrnental level;
Village ecodevelopment designed to increase support for the protecdon endeavor
by local people, rvhile at the same time decreasing the negative impact of those
people on the arca; and
To elicit more effective and widespread supporr for management and
ecodevelopment through environmental educadon, consewadon awareness
campaþs, monitoring, and research activities.

Responsibility for management capacity building and ecodevelopment rested with the

individual stâte goveffiments. Funds distributed specifically for ecodevelopment activities
were administered by the Director of the National Park. The research and monitoring

comPonent of the project was assþed to the tVildlife Institute of India (S7IÐ, Dehra Dun,

which received a grant for these pu-rposes, and undertook research and monitoring activities
from April 1995 to December 1999 (GHNP, 2000).
The ecodevelopment component of the CoB project was the result of gowing
debate

in India regarding the impacts protected

areas have on local people and vice versa.

The concept is a derivative of the National govemment's âttempt to address concerns
pertaining to both human pressures on protected areas, and the demand for a more
participatory approach to conservation initiatives. A number of small Ecodevelopment
Projects had been undertaken in India prior to FREEP, but none had been of a substantiai
scale flJ7odd

Banþ 1996). In theory, the ecodevelopment strategy is desþed to reduce rhe
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negaüve lmpacts People ând protected areas have on one another, andto thereby
reduce or

eliminate potentiâl

confli*s berween the rwo (GEF,

1996).

Ecodevelopment, then, entails both productivity augmentadon activities and
technologies, and demand reducd.on activities, technologies and products

pesai et

a1., 7g96).

In the GHNP context, ecodevelopment is intended to focus on the location and promotion
of altemative livelihood strategúes not dependent on the Park, and located in the Epr{.
This
strâtegy is grounded on the notion that

if

the productivity of the forests surounding villages

in the EPÂ is improved local people will have no need ro enteÍ the GHNp. Rather, they
will
have access to Iivelihood opporn:nities closer to their residence. This notion
may be
somewhat gtandiose, and the Director of the GHNP at the time of the research
pointed out,

"Shifting livelihoods is very difficult, and we are thinking about shifting the livelihoods 1g
000 people" pandey, pers. comjrÌ., 2000).

2.4.2.1./. Experience lØith EcodeuelopmenÍ in India
Experience with the ecodevelopment model in India has been mixed, and
so to has
been the resPoûse. There are some who view ecodevelopment as a positive
and necessary

comPonent of wildlife protection. Pardeshi (1996;116) srates that "Ecodevelopmentis

wildlife protection, for without ecodevelopmenr, enforcement of the lf/iålirt

(prorection)

Act

futile and counter-producdve." Kothad (1996b) critiques ecodevelopmenr for failing
to
address issues pertaining to legal and customary rights, and for

igrotirg

the historicai

inequities between local communities and the State. He does state, however,
that ttre
approach is necessary where human ptessrües have exceeded carrying capacity.
Khare
(1998) suPPorts Kothad's ârguments by pointing out rhat ecodevelopment
accepts the
existing legal and policy framewotk related to protected areas. He
points out that given the
exclusive nature of such legislation

"It

is therefore difficult to see what it is that the people

ís
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u¡ould be able to contdbute by being
invorved in

?A ptanning and protection,.,, Khare

also

points out that the main assumption
of the rnodel, that livelihoods can be sustainably
shifted
to altemadve lands sirnply through
the provision of economic incentives,
is problematic.
Land is rndia's scarcest resource'
and as such there is very little land
not subject to the
recotded rights of others' Khare
further challenges tJre concept of voluntary
resettrement
arguing that resettlement would
fiot occrü u¡ithout some form of compensation.
He argues
that ecodevelopment is merely an
attempt, then, to determíne the tå¡eshold
value necessary
to stimuiate mþation without the
use of more violent methods. ,{.s
such, the approach
makes no attempt to fostet a
sustainable forrn of human-environment
interaction. The
focus on rnonetary incendves is
less likely to ensure interest in
conservation than secure
tenure of use (I{hare, 199S).
2.4.3 Nlanasemenr in the Manali
Sanctualy
The Manali Sanctuary was notifie
d on 26 February 1954 under the punjab
Birds and
wild Animals Protectíon
'{'ct 1933, and,\vas not renotified under .,,e w-pA, rg72. Thearea

been'nder the administration of the
!Øildlife !üirg since 1gg7
ftIp Forest Depaftmenr,
2000/01)' The Management of the
area has remained largely stable,
with very little change in
has

mandate or approach' Relations
between the govemmental and local
level have been fairly

constânt' A possible reason for this
stability is the lack of governmental
funds allocated to
tÌre management of the sanctuary.
Members of the wildlife !Øing indicated
that they are not
abie to undert¿ke m^ny activities
pertaining to the conservation of this
area as a resurt. The
primary apptoach to local use, then,
is one of live and let live. ,tt the
time of the research
thete were very few restrictions
imposed on local use, and otrre¡
than patrolling, plantation
and path development, thete
were very few governmental works
undertaken by the

løitdlife
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!7itg.

The Sanctuary administration had, however, submitted a proposal to the State

Government to initiate aJFM project in the area.

JFM is an attempt to recognize the rights of communities over a clearly defined
fotest area. Rþhts, responsibilities and the distdbution of benefits are administered through

alocal organizanon (Khare, 1998). The application of this model to the Manali Sanctuary
would have both strengths and weaknesses. These strengths and weaknesses pertain to the
model in general and are highlighted below.

TheJFM approach originated in the patticipatory experìments of Forest Officers in
West Bengal.

It later developed into a National Policy vrith most

States following suit. The

1998 National Forest Policy was the fust legislation to acknowledge local dependence on the

countlies forests, and to favor local involvement in development and conservadon. From
this policy came the development by the GOI, ofJFM Guidelines issued inJune 1990 (R.aju,

1996). The strategy is designed to elicit the participation of local forest users, and contains

a

specific focus on the participation of women (Bingemân et a1.,2000). The main principles

of

tlre strategy are described by Raju (1996;93) as:

7. Ownership and land remain with the Forest Departrnent;
2. Planning and afforestation are done jointly;
3. Development activities are undertaken by the community;
4. Protecd.on is the responsibility of the community;
5. Benefits of protection and regeneradon are shared; and
6. ,{ legal agÍeement is sþed between the Forest Department

and the community

with respect to the above.
JFM implies a new type of relationship between tlre Forest Departrnent and local
communities. The strategy fornalizes and legitimizes existing dghts, and in doing so lends
itself to what Khate (1998; 95) refers to as "an essendal psychological security heretofore
unknown, enabling communities to invest their labor and time in patrolling, protectiflg ând
managing the forests." Identified weaknesses ofJFM include the restriction of its
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application to degraded forests, the inability to provide â more solid foundadon for
community rights, inequality between the govemmental and local level, the restriction of the
community's role to protection acdvides, and the testricdve intemal divisions occurring

within communities (I{hare, 1 998).
2.4 Conchrsinn

To summadze, this chapter introduced the concept of ctoss-scale institutional and
otgantzanonal interaction.

It

was argued that institutions and organtzanons can be located at

multiple levels of social orgatnztnon, and that the mandate and funcdons of institudons and
organiz.lacrns at ofle level typically interact or influence the mandate and functions

of those

located at other levels. This argument was applied to v¡ildlife and forest conservadon in

India, where state dominated, or Exclusive Models have had a number of implications for

It

local resource management systems.

was pointed out that interactions between resource

mânâgement systems at different levels of social organtzalon can have both positive and
negative impacts, and that positive impacts âre most likely when a direct attempt has been
made to link the mandâtes, funcdons, and values of the different levels involved. Hence,
possible

lirkirg

mechanisms were introduced for the two protected areas of the study:

ecodevelopment in the GHNP, ar'd

^

proposedJFM initiative in the Manali Sanctuary.

These linking mechanisms urill form the discussion ín the chapters to come. Before delving

into this discussion chaptet 3 discusses both study areas in greater detail, and outli¡es the
specific methods employed in the study.
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Chapter 3
Study Area and Methods

3.1 Studv Area

Two protected areas have been chosen for this study. These are the GHNP, and the
Manaü Sanctuary. Both ptotected areas lie within the Kullu District of the northwestern
st¿te of HimachalPradesh,

India. Himachal Pradesh is located norrh of the Punjab plain,

south of Kashmi-r, directly west of Tibet, and to the north-west of Uttar Pradesh

ÉI^-,

1997)' The state of Himachal Pradesh covers 56 019 km2, and, according to the 1991 census
of In'lia, has a popt'lation of 5.1 million. Of this 5.1 million 8.7 percent is urban with the
majority of the population residing in rural pârts of the State. The rate of population growth

in the state is 20.8 percent with a crude birth rate of

27 .9

percent and a crude death rate

of

8.8 per thousand (Berkes et a1.,1'997). The Westem Himalayas of Himachal Pradesh conrai¡
a significant quantity

of the country's richest and endemic elements of biodiversity. The

forests of the \üØestern Ëltmalaya have been identified as one of the world's top priodties in

the area of biodivetsity conservation (IBP, 7gg2 cite:din Sharma, 1998). Himachai pradesh
has 31 Wildlife Sanctuaries and 2 National Parks, which cover 10 percent

of the geographical

area (Sharma,1998).

The Kullu District, in which both protected areas under study are located, is part

tle Hindu-Kush Himalayan mountain tegion. The District

contains the upper warershed

the Beas Rivet. The cultute of the region is known as Pahari, which refers to a form

of
of

of

Hinduism and a caste organzanon found in the mountains distinct from that in the Indian
plains. The caste structure of the Kullu District is largely divided berween hþher and lower
câstes. The lower castes consist of the Scheduled Castes, or 'untouchables', and the higher
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castes consist

of the Rajput caste, and to a lesser degree the Brahmins (Davidson-Hunt,

1997a).

The

area is

in a period of rapid socio-economic change linked to demographic and

economic factors. The economy of the Kullu District is rapidly shifting from one
subsistence multi-ctop production to greater reliance on the production of cash

of

fruit crops.

This'shift has been coupled with a bugeoning tourist industry, and related infrastructural
developments. The socio-economic changes underway in the region are also related to the
existence of a transient and heterogeneous population derived from a surplus of labor in the

region, opportunities for seasonal emplo¡rment, and the close ptoximity of both Kashmir
and Tibet

(FI"-, 7997;Bngemari

Kullu District

are most visible

et al., 2000). The implicarions of this rapid change in the

in the

atea

of environmenøl degradaaon related largely to

unrestricted and uruegulated growth. The impacts of rapid change lend support to calls for
conservation initiatives. The establishment of protected areas, one type of consewatíon
strategy, is often heralded as a means to counterb alance unsustainable levels of human

encroachment driven by economic growth.

The tq¡o protected ateas selected for this study are distinct, but also representative of
socio-economic, demogtaphic, and ecological issues facing the Kullu District as a whole.

The GHNP is in a mote rural and less accessible region than the Manali Sanctuary, which is
located directly above a highly urban tourist center. The two areas provide unique insights

into the process of protected

^reamzrrzrgement

in mountain environments specifically, and

in India in general. By looking at one urban, and one rural, prote cted area,the oppornrnity
was Presented to explote and compare different mânagement approaches and challenges.

3.1.1The Great Himalayan National park
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The National Park is located in the Kullu District of Himachal Pradesh, sixty
kilometers southwest of Kullu town (Figure2.1.). The GHNP is located in the Seraj Forest

Division, and encompasses the upper catchment of the Sainj, Jiwa, and Thirthan fuvers.
The total area under the administration of Park authorities is currently 7771 krn2 pandey
and N7ells, 1997; 1279).

The Park is bound on all but the west side by mountain ridges, and the eâsteffi
section of the park is covered by snow and ice year round (Green, 1993). Physical access to
the park is severely testicted, as both the north and eastem boundaries are under permanent
srlow, and the southern boundary is located along a high ddge rendedng it virn:ally

impassable. There are no roads into the National Park, and the most accessible boundary,
on the \ùØestem side, is only accessible by trails located in rugged terrain
@andey and Wells,
1997). Land tenure in the National Park is now held by the state, however, prior to the area
receiving final notification local people enjoyed some access and use rights. These rights

included grazing, agdcultute, habitation, and the collection of timber, fuel wood, fodder, and

non-timber products. Local rights also included the right to access lsligious monumenrs,
and budal grounds ftlimachal Ptadesh Toudsm, 2000). Despite the vesting of all rights in

the state govefilmen! through a settlement process occwring inJanuary of 1999,local
people s"ll access and use the National Park extensively.
The National Park contains a near-complete complement of large mammal and
pheasant species known to occur in the state (Green ,7993). There are 183 bfud species in
the Park, 150 passerines and 71 non-passednes, v¡ith at least 50 visiting suÍrmer species.

The Park is located in one of the globa[y important Endemic Bird Areas identified by the
Intemad.onal Council for Bird Preservation (Pandey and Wells, 1997). The d.iversity

wildlife within the National Park is demonstrated by verified populations of serow,

of
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Himalayanblack bear, Himalayan brown bear, Himalayan red fox, and the endangered Musk
Deer (Gaston and Gatson, 1992).
The biogeographic location of the Park is at the junction of the palearctic to the

North and the Odental to the South. The Park's biophysical attdbutes are descdbed

as:

The temperate forest flora fauna of GHNP ïepfesents the western most extension of
the Sino-Japânese Region. The high altitude ecosystem of Northwest Himalaya has
phytogeographic affinities with the adjacent Western and Central Asiatic region.
'rn
a geographically
Occurrence of less disturbed temperate and alphine ecosystems
and rugged terrain represendng the ecological
compact
^tea, ^flðinaccessible values of the North-west H)maLøyz make GHNP a
geomorphologicai and biological
viable conservation unit @andey and !7ells, 1997;1282).
The Park boundaries arc adjacent to the Pin Valley National Park in the TtansHimalaya, and Rupi-Bhaba Wildlife Sanctuary located in the Sutlei catchment' As well, the

Kanwar Wildlife Sanctuary is located in close proximity to the GHNP. The combined
habitat provided by this network of protecte d areas supPorts a firll range of westem
Hrmalayanbiodiversity (?andey and Wells, 1997; GHNP,2000). The relatively low human
population, difficult terrain, low rates of urt¡attdzztion and low tates of tourism are seen as
optimal conditions for a successfi¡l conservation project (?andey and Weils, 1997).
3.1.2 Tlne

Manali Sanctuary

The Manali Sanctuary lies directly west of the Manali township €rgot" 2.2) ar'd
occupies approximately 29 km2. The Sanctuary is divided into two forests, Bungdwad and

Monal Gahx,which are separâted by the Manalsu Nala an imPortant tributary of the Beas
River. The Sanctuary is located dkectly above

^n

aÍe^ experiencing high mtes of tourism,

which influences visiøtion. The Manali Sanctuary gives way to a number of popular treks in
the region, and as a result about 300 documented trekkers visit the Sanctuary every year (FIP
Foresr Departrnent"2000/01). Total visitation for the Sanctuary is approximately 2500 per
year (Ram, peß. cornm., 2000). Visitors are required to obtain a permit ât a cost of 2 rupees
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for domestic, and 4 rupees for
with three small units within

foreþ tourists. The Sanctuary

it.

contains one major campsite

The Wildlife Wirg has intentions to increase toudsm in the

Sanctuary through campsite and walking path develoPment

ßr-,

pefs. cofnm., 2000).

The ecological imporønce of the sanctuary lies in the fact that it forms part of the
catchment of the Manalsu NaIa. ,{.s well, the Sanctuary was

desþed to provide ptotecdon

to the endangered musk deer (HP Forest Departrnent,2000/07). It is also an important
refuge fot the !Øestern Tragopan, an endangered pheasant species (Green, 1993). Other

confirmed animal species found within the zreainclude leopard, musk deer, black bear,
fltma,layanmaÍten, Himalayan ibex, and the btown bear. Bird species found in the atea
include the monal, koklas, chakor, tree creepers, snow pigeon, kingfisher, as well as othets.
Snakes and lizards are also found in the Sanctuary. The status of wildlife

in the Sanctuar/,

with the exception of the musk deer, is believed to be fairly secure ftIP Fotest Department,
2000/01). The altitude of the Sanctuary ranges from2030 meters to 5865 meters ftIP
Forest Departrnen t, 2000 /01). The terrain of the area is difficult, and the slope varies ftom
moderate to ptecipitous. There is diversity in the forest system in terms of climate,
vegetadon, and ground configuration (FIP Forest DePartmen t, 2000 / 01).

The fotests of the Sanctuary were classified as Dematcated Protected Fotests undet
theAnderson Senlernent Repoñ,l886 ßâm, pers. cornm., 2000). Land tenute in the sanctuary
is held by the State governmen! but the local population possesses some use and access

rights including the right to graze,quaffy, and to collect fodder, fuel wood, tìmber, and

minor forest products (Green, 1993; HP Forest Departrnen\2000/01). No villages lie
dhectly within the sanctuary, but pastotalists have historically occupied six settlements in a
pattern of tanshumance grazing of livestock during the summet months. At this time
approximatety 50 to 60 water buffalo, and 500 to 700 sheep and goats graze in the park
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(Flimachal Pradesh Toutism, 2000/01). A membet of the Wildlife
these migtatory users, coming

Wirg

suggested that

fiom Mandi,have been provided with altemative thatchesa

and ate therefore not using the Manali Sanctuary any more. Resource use remains largely

nncontrolled vdthin the sanctuary, andhas been â concern for conservation authorities
(Green, 1993).
Management concems in the Sanctuary both human and natural include:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Hunting/poachtng;
Illegal cutting of trees;
Illegal encroachment on govefitment land;
Illegal removal of non-timber products;
Domestic livestock graztng:

'$7ildfires;

and
fnsects and pathogens

ftIP Forest Departrnent,2000/01).

The ability of governmental staff to address many of these issues is severely resticted by a
lack of departmental funds. As a result, in 1999 no wildlife census were completed for the
zre^, no new staff were trained, and no wüdlife education campaigns were moufited

ftIP

Forest Departrnen t, 2000 / 01).
,A.t the

time of this research no management plan was in place for the Sanctuary. Â

mânagement plan for the
sanctuary be enlarged

to

^le

\rlas due

in

7987, at which time

it was suggested that the

250 km2 (Green,1993). Eady on in the 1990s a proposal u/as

put

fortlr to include the Solang arczin the Sanctuary. This proposal was nullified with the
notification of the GHNP

o

ß"*,

pers. cornm.,2000).

Thatch refers to a forest meadow, which is used for gr.lz:lrigand also serves as a campsite for shepherds
(Davidson-Hwrt, 1 995c).
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3.2 Methods

The basic methodological approach of this study is qualitative (Cresrvell,7994; May and
Pope,2000; Barbow,2007; Devets and Frankell, 2000) in nature entailing the use of
participatory research methods. Participatory research in the context of this study is used to
describe â process of consultation with, and involvement of, local people in the research
process, and is not used
tesearch u¡ill

in the lxger social or political sense. .'$i/hile it is hoped that the

contibute towatds a more democradc form of protected

199 6)

m^fla,gement, the

desþed to engage the researcher in a larger social or

specific research methods are not

political agenda (Iownsley,

^tea

-

The focus of the study is people, their institudons and organtzatons, and the linkages
among these institutions and organizaaons and those at higher levels of social organization.

The investigative topics explored in the research process include a descdption of land uses,
mânâgement types, institutional and organizational arrangements, relationships among
stakeholders and mechanisms fot linking different levels in the two protected areas.
Emphasis is placed on information obtained from individuals and orgarizadons at the
village, and household level. This information is complimented by, and conftasted with, that

obtained ftom members of the Wildlife tVirg, of the Departrnent of Forests, Farming and
Consewadon, other conserv'adon authorities, and ftom local, and regional NGO's with a
mandate in the areas. Consultation with a diversity of stakeholders served to enhance the

validity of. data,

as

preliminary findinæ were confi:rned through, and in some cases

compared and conffasted with, information obøined from multiple sources. This process is

commonly referred to as triangulation (À4ay and Pope,2000)

3.2.1Field Reseatch
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Fieldwork was undertaken over a fout-month period in the summer of 2000.

Although a number of techniques from the Participatory Rural Âppraisal approach were
used, this study relied most centfally on semi-structured individual inten'iews with a diversity

of stakeholders. Key informants, rlitect observation, goup intervievzs, trânsect walks, and
participation in NGO activities and meetings were also used. ,A.ll attempts were made to
speak to individuals

ftom different socio-economic and demographic bacþrounds,

particulady when conducting interviews at the household level.
Âside from conducting interviews at the household level, discussions were
undertaken in both protected areas q'ith members of village and sub-village level

orgatizalons such

as

the Panchalaf (local govemment), Village Committees, Deala

Committees (religious orgarizatons) and Mahila Mandals (women's gtoups). Interviews were
conducted with members of the organizations set up for ecodeveloPment purposes in the

GHNP, including the Village Ecodevelopment Committees $EDCs), the'W'omen's Savings
and Credit Groups $VSCGs), and the Society for the Conservadon of Biodiversity'
Discussions were held with a number of NGO's working in the GHNP
grass roots

Sanctuary

^tea,, ^s

well as with

groups organiztngin opposition to the National Park. Visits were made to tÏe

^res"

on a number of occasions, and individuals wete interviewed whjle using the

area. Members of the Wildtife I7irg of the Departrnent of Forests Fanrring and
Conservation, including membets ftom all ranks, were intentiewed in both areas.

Preliminary topic areas included in the interview schedule were selected based on the work

of Grimble and Chan (1995), and refined tht6¡gþ6s¡ the research process vrith the input of
study participants (see appendix D, E and F).

All particþants in this study were selected based on theit willingness to participate in
the study, and the researcher's ability to access them geogtaphically. Key informânts were
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selected based on their awareness of, or interest in, the atea, the possession of unique

knowledge or techniques pertaining to the mânagement of the area, and their willingness to
invest particular resources in the mâflagement endeavor. In conducting interviews at the
household level the researcher and ttanslator simply walked through the village and spoke to
those individuals wishing, ot having dme, to p^ttake in discussion.

All participants in this

study were informed of the resea¡cher's backgtound, and the nature and purpose of the
research. Ail were provided with the oppornrnity to withdraw ftom the study or refuse to
answer any quesdons.

A male translator was used in both study areas. This translator has been involved in
other research activities in the Manali area, andwas familiar with the GHNP region as he
had made previous visits

to the area. He was accepted and welcomed in both

areas, and thus

played a key role in gaining access to all villages in the study. Although not specifically ftom

the GHNP area, the translator was still considered to be local by participants in the study.
The earþ portion of the field season was used to odent myself with the Kullu region,
and to become fzmisz;r with administradve ftameworks andmanagement paradigms in both
ateas.

fn the initial phase of the research process key informants were located. Members of

the Wildlife \Wing of the Deparment of Forests Farming and Conservation in both study
areas were the fust key informants

identified. Initially, meetingp were held v¡ith members of

the Wildäfe Wing holding relatively seniot positions: the Director of the National Park and
the Range Officer in the Manali Sanctuary. Discussions with these individuals tended to be
general and conversational. Broad questions were identified pdor to meetings, and general
areas

of inqui¡y were identified. Preliminary consultadons at this level also led to the receipt

of invaluable documents pertâining to the history andmanagement of the two areas.
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Following this stage NGOs working in the GHNP were met v¡ith, and key informants at the
village level in the Manali Sanctuary were consulted.

The decision to focus on the Manali Sanctuary in the early portion of the field season
was made due to the advent of monsoofl season soon after

arnvzlin the field. The

geographic location, and relatively rural nature of the GHNP, would have made access and

movement more difficult during the rainy season. As welt focusing on the Manali Sancnrary
duting this time provided the oppornrnity to make multiple visits to discuss research plans

with Park staff and NGOs working in the GHNP. These meetings proved invaluable in
obtaining proiect rel¿ted documents, and in terms of gining information ftom, and the
acceptance of, key staff wotking in the Patk.

3.2./.1.

The Great

Hinalayn Narional Park

The second half of the field season focused l"tg"ly on the GHNP. Short visits were
made to the area to conduct interviews at the household and otgantzattonal level. These
consisted of an eleven-day visit in early September, and a nine-day visit in early Octobet.

Day trips were made on a number of occasions to Shamshi where the offices of the \Øildlife

Wirg

with

are situated. There \¡/ere opporhrnities during these visits to spend time talking

NGOs wotking with the Park staff in tfre atea. When in the field, time was spent in both the
northern and southern portion of the EP,{. The EPA (See figute 2.7) was drawn five
kilometers fiom the Westem boundary of the National Pzrk atea, and was included in the
settlement of

dhts

package that culminated in the extinguishment of all local access and use

rþhts. Time was spent tâlking to individuals located outside of this atea as well.
Much like the Sanctuary zrea, trme was spent meeting with local organizations.

Informal interviews were conducted with a numbet of villaç and sub-village level
organtzaaons including those existing pdor to the consewadon related proiect

in the

,

^re ^s

well as those established under this ptoject. Interviews were also conducted at the
household level. Table 3.1 illustrates the interviews conducted in the GHNP region.

Table 3.1
Interviews
rvlews conducted n the GHNP
Household level

Tinder
Village

Women

Men

10 individuals

13

individuals

ron
Organirations

NGOs ot othe¡

Wildlife Wing

o 2 \IEDC

o N,AVAR{CHNA
r 3 SAFIARA

o 3 Park Di¡ectot

o 7 PanchaJtat
o 7 Mahila Mandal
o 3 Deata

Dharali
Village

8 individuals

13 individuals

t

3 PanchaJat

c 7 Mahik Mand¿l

.
o

3

1 Group

\EDC

o SA\8,

r

Gyan Vygan

¡

Nohanda

Saniti
Sangarten

o Political leader
Banjar

.

Sâini

¡

Forest
watchmen

o Block Officer

¡

Forest Guard

o Tirthan
o Deputy Range
Officer

r
¡

Block Officer
Forest Gua¡d

Discussion and analysis in the following chapters incorporates information obtained

f¡om all sources. Tables refer to data collected through household intewiews conducted in
Tinder and Dharali, unless otherwise specified. Given the qualitative nature of the research,
themes and important issues ate illustrated with conversadonal reproducd.ons obtained

during the interview process. These reproductions should not be thought of as direct
quotadons given that they have been interpreted tw-ice: once by the translator, and a second
tìme by the reseatcher. Speakers are identified by randomly selected initials in order to
ensure the anonymity of the speaker.

Two villages were chosen for in-depth study ftom the EP,{,. The two snrdy villages
include Dhatali (apptoximately 25 households) located near the more southem portion of
the Park, and Tinder (approximately 45 households) located near tåe more Northern

porrion. The selection of these villages provided the oppornrnity to analyze the CoB project
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set up under the auspices of a N7orld Bank loan, and implemented by members of the

!Øildlife lfiog.
There wete a number of differences between the two villages that ensuted they
would possess varied expedences urith, and perceptions of, the area. First, a number of
individuals in Dharali village, located v¡ithin the Shangarh Pancltalat, had received monetary
compensation for the extinguishment of their rights. This Panchalat had medicinal plant
dghts that were formally codified tn the Anderson Selilement ReporÍ,1886. Tinder \il/as not
included in the monetary compensadon package, but did figure into the ecodevelopment

component. Second, Dharali is located away ftom the main toad requfuing a frrll day hike to
reach

it.

Tinder, on the other hand, is located only one hour's walk from a mzjot road, and

rvas therefore more accessible. Third, Dharah was selected as a result of an invit¿don from a

local family to stay with them while in the field. This family, and pardcularly the grandfather,

who had important political connections and wâs

a

member of a nattonal NGO, served as an

important tesearch contact. Staying in the viliage of study provided the opportunity to
observe community life, as well as household and livelihood activities.

Fouth, Tinder

appeared to have been more involved in the Ecodevelopment Project than Dharali,
possessing a more active

\IEDC

(see chaptet

5). Fifth,

and partly because of the above

factors, the Pancltalal in Tindet wâs more involved in active resistance to the national park,
and had been involved with external NGO's to a greater extent than Dharali.

Gaining access to the Tinder Village proved problematic, as many local people were
skeptical of our modves znd afßltanon. This problem was dealt with through extensive
discussion with the Pradan of the village, and with the assistance of the Mabik Mandal Pradan.

The Pradan of the Mahila Mandal tn this village facilitated access to the local women and
acceptance from other villagers. Eventually the village welcomed both the translator and
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a village feast
demonstrated by an invitation to attend
myself into the village: accePtaflce was

and prayer.

AttemptswerernadetovisitvillagesoutsideoftheEP,{,asanumberofthese
villagesclaimtraditionaluseandaccessrightsaswellbuthavenotreceivedany
speaking to
in both the villages of Railla and Bundal
cornpensadon. One day each was sPent

their experiences in the area'
local individuals and otgattszzttons about
3.2. 1 .2.T he Manali

S anctuary

Earþd.iscussionsrvithmembersoftheWildlifeWi.g,locatedintlreManali
Manali
villages using the Manali sanctuary: old
township, indicated that there are eight
visits
Syal, Kanyal, chyal, and Suinsa' Pteliminary
(lvlanalgard), Dhungri, Nasogl, Malsari,

of use'
villages to discem the natute and extent
and interviews wefe conducted in all eight
well

as local

as

These interviews wete also used to
involvement in the maflagement of the area'

of, and knowledge pertaining
gain anunderstanding of local perceptions

to' the atea' one

was selected for further study' due to the
village, Old Manali (approximately 150 households)

in'
the Range officer had indicated interest
natufe of its use of the Sanctuary, and because
and plans for, initiating

a

early on in the field season' old Manali
JFM project in the village

it appeared, after preliminary interviews' that
was also selected for further study because
of the
villagers here had a gre tenunderstanding
Upon selecting old Manali

aS

ea:ea

ín general'

jnterr,iews were tfren held
a Study village

with

were
at the household level' Broad topics
members of local organtzaions and individuals

flexibility was provided to allow the
identified prior to entering the village, and significant

At the household level interviews were semiparticipant to bring up issues of concem.
number
research topics' Table 3'2 illustrates the
structued to address as frrlly as possible the
area'
and types of interviews conducted in the Sanctuary
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Table 3.2
Interr¡iews conducted in the
urç Manali
ryr2¿rlatt ùallcf
Sa

ffi

OId Manali

Local
Organizations

Women

Men

21

21 individuals

individuals

Othervillagei

8 individuals
7 Groups

12 individuals

4 Groups

o
o
o
o

2 dlahila Mand¿l

o
o

4 Mal¡ila LLandal
2 Pancltayat

Members of

the-

Wildlife Wing

Deulø Com¡nittee

3 R-ange

2 Panchalat

Block Office¡

2YilageCommittee

Officer

Forest Guard

Analysis contained in the following
chapters focuses pdmarily on the interviews

conducted in old Manali' The inter'iews
conducted in the other seven villages
using the
rùØitdlife sanctuary
were used predominantly

for background information

,

and. areincluded

in

discussion when necessary' The group
interviews ranged in size fuom 2to four
people, and
were used as an opporrunity to engage
in generar conversadons and socializing
with rocal

people' Data presented in tables refe¡s to
the 42 tntewiews conducted at the househoid
level
in old Manali' unless otherwise specified.
Much like the GHNP, information obtained
frorn
all sources is presented through conversadonal
reproductions in order to add depth to
particular issues of concem or themes
in the data. Randornry selected initials are
used to
distinguish between, and ensute the
anonymity

o{

speakers.

Chapter 4

The Great Himalayan National Padc Pitting Conservation Against Development

4.1Int¡oduction
It is often sL'ggested that tle idea of "managþgi' the envi¡onment or natural
resources is a misnomer, given the tapidly changing condidons, immense complexity
and high uncertainty. Instead, it is argued, what we should be focusing upon is
managing human interaction with the envi¡onment and natural resources. If this
Iatter position is accepted, tJren much "envirormental and natural resource

mânagement" becomes the management of conflict (t4itchell, 1997).

If

one accepts that resource mânâgement is about managþghuman-environment

interacdons it logically follows that the challenge becomes managing the varied priotities,
perceptions, needs and expectations that humans, as stakeholders, bdng to the management

table. In other vio¡ds, resource management becomes conflict managemeng which is the
equivalent of stakeholder management.

It is therefote both appropriate and necessary to

analyze naturâl resource manâgement issues by addressing the competing interests, and

resultant conflicts that invariably emerge in the process.

Protected areas provide an excellent opportunity to undertake a stakeholdet analysis
through this framework. This is true because they represent bounded geographical units for
which mâny stakeholders typically have distinct values, ideas, and perceptions. It is also true
because the very nod.on

of a protected area often conjures up the vision of a wilderness

removed ftom the puwiew of the economic or development arena. Problems arise,
howevet, when this vision is not shared by ail stakeholders. The defining characteristjcs of
protected areas, mentioned above, make them particularly vuJnerable to zero sum situad.ons
in which preservadonist ideals precede local, regional, nadonal or international development
aspirations, or vice versa.
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In India,

as

the preceding chapter highlþhted, the vision of pristine u.ilderness

removed from otherwise hþhly utilized landscapes is supported by legislation that explicitly

prohibits development,

as

well

as

human use and habitation, within national park

boundaries. Damodaran (1998; 73) points out that the State, by assuming the role of sole
stakeholder under the LYlildlfe Prolection Act,1972 âssurnes "that the value of biodiversity
serrrices of a Nationai Park or Sanctuary is inversely related to its stakeholder base."

In the

GHNP this legislation has been only recently enforced. Its application has been
manipulated at various points in the development of the Park to accommodate
developmental and political pressures. This chapter will argue that the restdcdve
management ftamework adopted in the GHNP has brought nurnerous stakeholders into

a

competitive and conflictual en',¡ironment.

To that end, this chaptff begins by outlining the relevant stakeholders in tåe area.
The discussion then moves on to an exploradon of tlle nature of conflict that arose in the

GHNP by appþing Mitchell's (1997) t¡pology of conflicfi differences in knowledge and
understanding, differences in values, diffetences in interests, and differences related to the
petsonaüty and circumstances of individual parties. Locating the type and nature of conflicts

in this case study is necessary for thtee reasons. First, conflicts must be addressed and
analyzed

if a collaborative process is to move forward. If conflict is not addressed, different

positions have the potential to become polanzed and entrenched challengtng any
collaborative effort. Second, and related to the fusg locating different understandings, and
perceptions is one meâns of not only identifying issues important to particular stakeholder
groups, but also a means of highlíghting the unique contributions they may be able to make

in the rnanagement Process. Third, and as Optows and \ù7eiss (2000) point out, conflict has
the potential to bdng about positive outcomes, when addressed and managed.
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There ate a number of actors having an interest or role in the manâgement of the

GHNP. These include a multitude of

orgarnzadons at the village and sub-village level,

governmenq developers, individuals and groups involved in resource harvesting and sale,
political intetests, and nongovemmental otgatizattons. Stakeholders can be identified at

multiple levels of social orgaøzadon including the resource use coÍrmunity, village, regional,
state, nadonal and intemational level. The term stakeholder is used here to describe any

organtzaaon, individual, or social group that possesses a direct, specific and significant stake

in resource management @orrini-Feyerabend, 1996). The characteristics outlined by
Borrini-Feyerabend (1996) were used to determine who would be included in this analysis.
These characteristics include an
area, the possession

^wateness

of interests pertaining to the management of the

of unique techniques or knowledge pert¿ining to the management of the

aïea, and a willingness to invest particular resources

in the management endeavor. In this

case, stakeholders include those cli.ectly impacted by the Park, but

not riecessarily directly

involved in the government management process. The st¿keholders identified in the
research were streamìined partìy to ensure that the list was manageable, and partly to
ensure

that those with a rlirsç¿ st¿ke in the management process received the relevant weighting in
the discussion.
The next section urill identift the specific actors falling into these categorìes. The
level of social orgatúzznon at which they operate will be identified, and their role, interest
and imporønce to the management of the GHNP u¡ill be discussed. In the case of those

individuals and communities dependent on the goods and services of the national park, a
description of their use will be ptovided to introduce issues that have contributed to conflict

in this case.
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4.2.1 Tlne

4.2.1./

Village and Sub-village Level

I-.oca/ Communìlies and Resource Users

Local people claim rights to the DP forests within the GHNP, which make up over
75 percent of the total land area (Pandey and \Wells,1997). Legahights pertaining to rhe
area were established

under the Anderson

Seltlement Reþorî (1886), and were

given to land

owning individuals. Rights were typically defined on a Kothi basis, which refers to

a

grouping of tevenue villages. Every individual owning land within a Kothi was considered
legal right holder, and able to exercise those uses listed

in the Anderson Rrport

(/ SS6).

a

The

provisions of this report wete adopted after independence, and have not been updated since.
rW-hat is

problematic with this situation is that since the Anderson SettlemenÍ REot (/ 886)was

written

a

number of 'new' users have obtained customary rights to use the GHNP: sociaily

accepted rights established by use over

dme. These rþhts ate real and accepted, but have

not been encoded in the settlement repoft (Chhatre, pers. comm .,2001). Thus, there are a
numbet of individuals and families, living both inside and outside the EPA, which claim legal
andf or customary rights to access and use the National Park. The estimate of the total

numbet of people using the arez is higltly contested, and ranges from 18 000 to 50 000s.
Since the fust forest settlements in the atea, local people have used the forests

of the

GHNP for several purposes. They have used the forests for agdcultural inputs, water,
construction material fodder, fuel wood, nonwood forest ptoducts, gxazing, medicinal plants
and mushrooms, timbef, yâtrâs ¿6 ¡sligìous places, aesthetic requirements, and hunting
(Sharma, 1998). There is, however, diversity in the degree

Park by surrounding villages.

s

of dependence on the National

It is evident though, that dependence increases the closer the

Disagreements on 'numbers'between and amongst scientists, NGOs, goveflrment and Iocal populations
GHNP. This is true in terms of ecological, socio-demographic and

âppear to be a coûunon condition in the
land-use issues.
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villages are in proximity to the National Park. People living direcdy adjacent to the Nationai
Park depend on the area for fuel wood, timber and a number of agricultural and market

implements. The fi¡rther one moves a'way from the National Park the more likely it is that
dependence on the area will be primatily for the graztngof livestock, or for the collection

of

mushrooms and herbs for cash income. ,\s well, use of the Park can be disaggregated
according to gender, class, and socio-economic status. For example, scheduled castes
depend on the GHNP for the collection of bamboo used in basket making (for a more in-

depth discussion of caste related issues see Tucker , 1,997). The collection of mushrooms and
hetbs, and the

gazngof livestock within the National Park

are the two uses causing the

most vocalized conflict between the local and Park management level.

It

has been estjmated that approximately 2500 people collect herbs during the

months of ,{ugust-October and Mushrooms ftom Apd-June (Pandey and \X/ells, 1997;
Gaston and Garson, 1992). Many of the medicinai plants collected in the northrvest
Himalayas are listed in IUCN's Red Data

Book. This book contains

a

ìisting of animal and

plant species threatened on an intemadonal scale. Species occurring in the northwest
Himalayas and listed in the Red Data Book include patees and

hat parya

(critically endangered),

kordu (endangeted), zr.d dhooþ (neady threatened) (Bawiskar, 2000). The most heavily

exploited plant within the national park is dhoop. For this plant local people remove, dry, and
corìvert the taproot to incense (Pandey and rùØells, 1997). Concem by Park mânagement
regarding plant and mush¡oom harvest is linked to the râte of plant extractions, which are
believed to have reached unsustainable levels. Concem also deals urith the impacts

collection has on nesting birds and animals (Gaston and Garson ,7992).
The park's hþh altitude and alpine areas are used Íor gnzrnglivestock both by local
villagers in and around the EPA, and by mi$atory gr^zers from the South and Northwest
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(Kanawar) (Gteen, 7993;flttnzchal Toudsm, 2000). A number of flocks from the Sudej
Valley (Gaston and Garson,1992) and migratory pastoralists are dependent on the alpine
âreâs âs

well @aviskar,2000). Park autlorities, using the work done in the Himachal

l7ild1ife Projects (Gaston and Garson ,7992), claim that about 35 000 sheep and goats enter
the Patk annually (Pandey and Wells, 1997). This figure, however, is contested by other
tesearchers as being grossly overestimated (Baviskar,2000; Badrish,

No

date).

The rearing of sheep, goats, cattle and bullocks is a highly important component
local livelihood strategies. Studies in the GHNP region indicate that the majority

of

of

households in the EPA reat livestock for cash income and subsistence pu{poses. Livestock
is used as â souÍce of power in agricultutal production, as â source of cash income after
Iivestock is sold in local markets, and

for

ferúJtzer, food, and

wool (which is used for

household clothing and also sold in localbizzars) @adrish, No Date).

Concem with graztns at the Parkmanagement level is related to the number of
animals entering the Patk, which is believed to have drasticaily increased over dme. Concern
has also been expressed tegarding the possibility of illness being transferred from livestock

to wildlife, the potential disturbance to wildlife by humans and livestock traversing in the
zrea, and the possibility for cooking and heating fues to spread and become wildfues.
Concerns expressed by Park management have been regarded by some as misplaced
and overstated. For example, one study (Badrish, No Date), completed under the CoB

projec! found that livestock numbers have not drastically increased since the Anderson
Setîlenent Repot (1886).

This snrdy also poìnts out that grazrnghas occured in the GHNP

for ovet 2000 years, and
areas

as such has become an

integral part of the ecological cycle in certain

of the Park. In facf Badrish OJo Date) argues that well established gtazing runs âre

dependent on human'disturbance'for the maintenance of plant diversity. He also points
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out thaq "Even this low pressure is well distibuted across various sub-watersheds, scattered
village surrounds, several migratory routes and numerous temperate, subalpine and alpine-

pastutes." As well, this particular livelihood activity plays an important role in maintaining
the social and cultural identity of involved communities.

4.2./.2

l-,oca/ Use in Tinder and

'

Dharali

Interviews in the two study villages indicated abtgh level of dependenry on the

GHNP. Table

forests of the

4.1 indicates the number of individuals interviewed, their

gender, whether they use ot have ever used the National Park, and for what pulposes.

Table 4.1
tion of household uses of the GHNP in Tinder and Dharali
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Interviews urith individuals at the household level indicated that most families in

both Tinder and Dharali rely on the Patk for the collection of medicinal plants. Although
not included in the chart above, it was also determined that villagets possessing livestock in
both villages send their animals with a shepherd into the high alpine areas of the park during
the summet months. This activity is an important component of a transhumance grazing
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strateg'y. This was ve.ified through discussion v¡ith the village shepherd in Tinder, who
explained that he is paid a nominal fee for his service. Interviews at the household level

indicated that wood and grass, predominantly collected by women, are collected in the
village forest use âreas located in the EP,{.. Individuals owning private land indicated that
they are able to collect these

thinç from their own þda) land. Participants indicated

almost unanimously that they are abie to get the things they need from the forests

surrounding their village, the exception in a few cases being timber allocadons

(fDs). In

Tinder it was determined that some women used the National Park to collect grass for
making mats, blooms and vadous other products which are sold for income. Although only

two women mendoned this specifically it is likely that more women

^re

engaged in this

activity, as many female participants had difficulty determining where the Park boundary
began stating that they did not use the area.

Inten'iews conducted at the household level in the two villages indicated that access

to the Park for the collection of medicinal plants is an

area

of

great concern

for the local

population. This section will explore some important aspects of the trade, and highlight
issues that have contributed to conflict between different stakeholders. Previous studies

deterrrrined that there are 40-50 plants in the GHNP possessing monetary value (Gaston and

Gatson, 1992). Particþants in the two study villages mentioned 10 plants when asked what
they collect ftom the GHNP (See Figure 4.1). Among these, five species were mentioned
tepeatedly by villagers using the arca: patees Q3), dhoop Q2), hatpanja (19), kordu (11), and
noltani (10).

All of

these, u¡ith the excepdon

of

nohani, are listed

in IUCN's Red Data Book

nearly tlrreatened, endangered, or critically endangered (for a detailed discussion on plant
pdces, seasons and biology seeBajaj,7997 or Sharma, 1998).

as
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Local Plant Names

Figute 4.1
Plants Collected from the GHNP in Tinder and Dharali
The collection of medicinal plants is dominated by low-income mefl, and undertaken

to obtain the necessary cash income to purchase food, clothing and other household goods.
rü7omen partake

in livelihood activities closer to the villages, and for their part, collect Mhendi

and¿uchchi, a valuable

morel (mushroom), from the surrounding forests. There were more

women in Tinder whom indicated that they are oÍ have in the past used the a¡ea. Two
'women, one ftom each village, indicated that they had used the area prior to
getting marrìed,

but that their responsibilities were now focused on the household. 'Women typically do not
engage in plant collection activities because gaining âccess to the high alpine areas can be
dangerous wotk requiring multi-day trips away

ftom the home. The domination of

collection activities by low-income males indicates that the activity is not one of wealth
accumulation, but rather a strâtegy for survival.

fot fun, people go because they need to. They have to go to suwive.
It's very difficult work. People are in need so they will break their legs to go there.
DS, Man Dharali
People don't go
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The collection of plants, then, is a ctitical livelihood strategf t one that is undertaken
when cash income is needed in the famJly. Many participants indicated that the agricultural
land in their valley is higtrly vulnerable to the vagades of nature, and often does not produce

high quality crops. Plant collectors explained that they receive, ofl avera;ge, ten thousand
rupees per year

fiom this activity, and that this is their only source of

cash

income. There

ate exceptions to this rule, however. Some individuais indicated that they make many dmes
this amount in a given season, while others indicated that they go infrequently for small
amounts of cash. The ban on plant collecdon has impacted use at the village level. Many
villagers expressed fear of being caught and fined. Othets expressed that they were unstüe

of their rights, but were angered because these are their forests, and they have always gone to
collect plants.

The collection of medicinal plants in the GHNP region is an activity that is passed
on from one generation to the next. Most collectors indicated that their grandparents
parents pafrook in these activities, and that they themselves began collecting the piants at a

young age, often as soon as they had finished their studies. This fact was documented at the
time of the forest settlements in the
Anderson Report (/
as they s/ere

^tea,

and as such these activities were listed

in the

886). No restrictions were placed on the collecdon ot sale of these plants,

not seen to be of great monetâry significance. Subsistence activities such

as

the

collecdon of plant, nut and bamboo were not recognized as a threat to ecological
sustainability (Shar:na, 1 998).

The primary use of the plants has changed ovet time, howevet, as market incentives
and demogtaphic changes have affected the nature of collection activities. Medicinal plants

in this region became commercially valuable in relatively recent times. In the 1960's

a

market, both regional and international in scope, emerged for a number of the Park's plants.
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Âs a resulq the harvesting season, which historically restricted the collection of certain

important species to tu/o months, between the dates of Âugust 15 and October 15,
expanded. Increasing matket demands coupled with rising prices encouraged t}e extension

of the harvesting seasofl, and as a result collectors began entering the area as eaily

as

April,

and coilecting the plants well into November. These activities impacted the biological status

of the resource. Govemmental restrictions only resulted for

t'ù¡o species; Shin¿li

Mingli and

Branj (Sharma, 1998).
Inten¡iews u¡ith collectors revealed that although some villagers participate in an
extended harvesting season, approximately half do not engâge in collection activities outside

of the traditional two-month season. The following quotations indicate both types of
behavior.

There ate about 5-6 months where there is no collection going on. For the rest of
the year I collect the plants on a regular basis. This is my main occupation.- DR,
Man Dharali
August/September is the main seasorì. for collection. This is the best time - the
plants are tipe. ,{,t the end of September it starts to snow so we come back. We may
also go ioJoly, but it's not the best month. - AC, Man Dharali
Those maintaining the traditional harvest season situate their behavior in the link between
the market, seasorrs of harvest, and status of the

planr In these

cases respondents explained

that the denser the toot the more economically valu¿ble the harvested plants. The plant
roots are most dense latet in the season, typicaily in August. Those that do participate in a
longer collection season explained that it is not a continuous activity, and that there are
vadadons even within the extended season. Some participants indicated that they go dudng
specific times for specific plants, whjle other indicated that they go when they need money
and simply collect whichever plants

xe avulable. It should also be noted, and is
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demonstrated in figure 4.7,thatall but one collector arlheres to the ban on the collection

of

Sbingli Mingh and Branj.

Another important change requiring mention is the number of men who now enter
the Park solely for the Pu4)ose of collecting medicinal plants. In the past, the most

dominant collectors were summet gràzers in the areapnmanly for other puq)oses (Sharma,
1998). This is no longer the case, however, as a number of men enter the area solely for the
purPose of collecting plants for sale to local dealers. Until relatively recentJy the access

of

outsiders to the plant collecdon system was restricted by a knowledge gap, as herb and

mushroom collection requires an in depth knowledge of plant and regional ecology. Use
was sustained through, and chancterized by, a form of a rotational harvest in which villagers
shifted use areas. In doing so, local use was sustained in perpetuity,

ot

atleast until the

market and outside usets enteted the system. Iøith the advent of cash cropping in the
agricultural sector in Kullu (Bingeman et a1.,2000) c me aflinflux of wage laborers. These
laboters partook in medicinal plant related activities, and in effect became defacto rights

holderc (Sharma, 1993). The influx of 'outsiders' over time has been partially offset by a
decrease

in 'local' use âs education and employment oppofrunities have improved for young

men in the region (Sharma, 1998).

Interviews indicated that each valley, Tirthan, Sainj, and
Jiwa has their own use areas,
and that for the most part people adhere to these large divisions. Within each use area
people rotâte the specific locations they go to, but do so in no particular order or cycle.

Collectors in Tinder and Dharali explained that they talk v¡irh each other in the r.illages, and

in the

area, about where they are going or where they have

been. It was also explained that

villagers allow for fallow years: after they collect ftom one field they do not return for a

7l

couple of years. Collectots often go in gtoups to collect medicinal plants, but go alone to
collectguchchi. As one woman explained "...otherwise people get the plants you need".

Upon collecting the herbs local collectors sell the products to local dealers located
throughout the Kullu Disttict. In many instances these dealers are located at nearby road
heads. Local dealers typically have networks of agents who act as go betweens for the dealer
and the collector @^i^j,1997). Upon receiving the products the local dealer or üader
receives a permit ftom the Fotest Depârtnìent before selling the goods to larger traders

throughout India. The prices paid to the collectors are controlled by the dealers, who are
themselves an important st¿keholder in the manâgement of the GHNP (Sharrna, 1998). The

network for the tade of medicinal plants is powerful in the GHNP region. A number of
shopkeepers act as dealers, purchasing plants from local collectors at tnil,heads and in local
bazaars. The larger ttadets, to whom the dealers sell their plants, a¡e located in market

towns. Herbs bought in the GHNP

^rea

are shipped to Amritsar,

Delhi, Bombay and

elsewhete. The traders ftom large cities place orders with key dealers in towns such as Kullu
(Sharrna, 1998).

The volatility of market prices makes this a rather

dsþ

business for plant dealers, as

they are the ones who beat the risk of changing pdces. The dealer quotes the local collector
a

price. The collector then btitgr the planæ to tfie dealer and if the pdce has remained the

sâme or risen the dealer makes a

ptofit. If

the ptice has decreased the dealer incuts the cost.

In many cases the local collectors ate in debt to local dealers,

as

tìe latter may provide

household goods ftom thei¡ shop to the fotmer in exchange for a gaxanteed supply

plants. Some have argued that dealers role,

as a

of

creditor, is exploitive of local collectors

whom are often in financially difficult situations (Sharna, 1998). Others, however, argue
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that dealers play an acdve role in community life, and bear the risk of the business: a dsk that
local collectors would be unable to accept @^i^j,1997).
There have been a sedes of regulations goveming the trade of medicinai plants in
different parts of Himachal Pradesh. Most, however, have been localizedwith unclear
applications. Th.y have also been succeeded by ever increasing market interventions into
the trade (Sharma, 1998). These include:

7.
2.

The Chamba Minor Forest Product Act,7947; and
The Mandi Minor Forest Product Rules, of 1,956.

In the absence of a state wide legai framework the princþles of
adopted across Himachal Pradesh.

h

these regulations were

7964 the Punjab goverriment fixed royalty rates

species. The problem wâs that collection wâs not well understood or recorded.
passing

of the

lY/iÌdrye Protection

Act (1972) c me a list of

for

14

!7ith the

species whose collection is either

prohibited or resldcted. In 1978 a permit system with fees was established through out the
State under the Himachal Ptadesh Forest Produce Transit

(I,"rd Routes) Rules @ajai,1997).

Under this system 14 species were listed as having royalty rates (Chhatre, pers. comrn.,
2001). The permit system was desþed to reflect reasonable market pdces. It was

no!

howevet, accompanied by hlghet regulations or the collection of dues. In market towns, the

Disttict Forest Officer has the authodty to issue transit or export permits. !Øith the
updating of the royalty tate list 'n 1993 there are now 42 medicinal plants requiring a permit

for trade. If

a

plant is not listed a nominal rcyaLty fee is charged of approximately 50-100

rupees per quintal (Sharma, 1998).

In addition to those guidelines listed above, local Pancltajaß are awthonzed to collect
fees on plants being traded. Previous studies have found that the Panchalat system is

ineffective in dealing with ovet harvesting issues (these studies are listed in Sharna, 1998).

In interviews with members of the Panchayl rn the two study villages no mention was made
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of a fee system-

,4,

previous PanchalaT Pradan in Dharali indicated that they were rÌot involved

in the collecdon of plants.

\ùØhen asked

about rest¡ictions or rules of use a number of

PancbalaÍ members explained that there were no restdcdons, but rather people were expected

to behave in

a responsible manner.

The National Park and plant þarvesting] u/eÍe never an issue befote. Everyone took
the plants in good faith. Even the Nepali people câme to the Park to colleit plants.
The arca was so big there were never any conflicts among people using it.

-

Shangarh Panchaltat

There were no restrictions before the area became a park. There were no problems.
The plants keep on gtowing. People move around in cycles. Tinder Panibal,at

-

Prior to the area becoming a naúonzlpark there u/ere no restdctions on use. It was
as if people were bringing the plants from their own fields.
Dh¿rali Pancbalaï

-

4-2./.3 The Panchalat
The Panchalad Raj is best undetstood as a tlr-tee tiered orgarttzanonal arrangement for
achieving

rual develoPment. These tiers include the district (Ztla,Prishad), Block (Pancbajtat

Samit), and G¡am Panchalat (Village Panchaltal levels of political organizaúon(Bhatnagar,

1974)- The institution of the PanchajtatrRaj was brought to India and to Himachal pradesh
in
the 1950's, at which time the village

N"gr of Kullu and Seraj were replaced by new pancbajtat

organtzzaons and their chairmen known as Pradats. Tirne was spent
organtzanons

with

rJ,e pancba-yar

in both Tinder, Nohanda Pancbajtat,and Dharali, Shangarh Pancbayt. There

are fifteen villages in the Shangarh Panclta-1tat, and thirty villages

in the Nohanda

pancba-yat.

Tinder is the main cenreï of activity for the Nohanda pancbEtat.
The Pancbaials role in the GHNP situation is important for three reasons. Firsg the
Panchalats have authority to permit plants traded

stake,

in the

sense that

it provides

¿ source

within their territorl, which creates a direct

of revenue, in the management of a contentious

resource. Second, the Pancha-ltat orgarizanons are the most active and significant political

institution litkitg local village political life with that of the outside world. In the GHNp,
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these organizadons played an acúve tole in mediating relations between the

and

!üildlife !Øi"g

tÏe local people prior to the settlement of rþhts process. For example, the village

Pradan in

Tinder explained that he was invited to the Park office every two to three months

for meetings. He stated that his role has always been to represent and corrmunicate the
concems and interests of villagets. Thírd, the Panchalafs role in the GHNP is important

given the presence of orgarized resistance at the local level. This resist¿nce, faciJttzted by
external political inte¡ests and

NGO activity,

is being orgznized through the Panchalat

system. The Shangarh Panchalat has not yet joined the agitation as they have received some
compensation for loss of use in the GHNP. The Pradan of this Panchalal tndicated that they

will agitate zfter

alL

compensadon has been received

if their dghts of use are not reinstated.

Ât the time of the research local gtoups had been actively campaigning for their

cause

through the me.lia, and had organtzed a number of rallies involving one 'illegal'mass
entrânce into the Park.
4.2.1.4 The Møhila Mand¿ls

The Mahila Mandals are women's groups
aspects of village and public

desþed to involve women more frrlly in all

life. The institution was first conceptualized to increase

women's Power in the economic and political realm. The Mabilø Mandak came into being in
the 1950's under

rJr.e

7952 Community Development Program, and received renewed

interest during Indira Ghandi's administration (R.eddy andJain cited in Davidson Hunt,
1995b). In many parts of the Himalayas the Mahila Mandal goups play animportant role in
forest protecdon (,{garwal, 1994; Bingemân et aI.,2001,;Davidson-Hunq 1997a). This
I

orgarizaaon has, however, been plagued by caste and socio-economic divisions. Â common
cdtique of the Mahik Mandals is that they are often dominated by the upper class, wealthy
and powerfrrl women qrithin the village (Davidson-Hunr, 1997a).
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The Mahila Mandals tn both Tinder and Dharali have taken a direct interest

in

activities and events ünked to the GHNP. In Tinder, the MaÌtila Mandal group was just
getting statted, and as such had not undertaken many activities. In the Shangarh area there
were two Mahila Mandal groups. The original group was formed approximateþ eight years

ago. Recently, due to political diffetences, a facdon split off from the original group and
registered their own Maltila Mandal group. The older group indicated that they have

undertaken forest conservation and productivity improvement activities in the forests
surrounding their villages, including some plantation activities.
The imporønce of the Mahilø Mandals

n tìe GHNP context stems ftom three

sources. First, the Mahi/a Manda/s organize local women into groups to mobilize for a
number of developmental objectives including forest conservation. As such, they have the
potential to facilitate programs or initiatives geared towards these types of objectives in the

GHNP area. Second, women in these groups have expressed concern with the situation ín
the Park, and feel a sense of obligation to their friends, husbands and communities.

All the husbands, brothers, and sons of the women in this Mahila Mandal use the
National Park. If the ban on using the national park is enforced some people v¡ill die.
That is where most of the families get their money. - Mahila Mandal Shangarh
Third, an initiative targeted specifically toward women in the EP,{. has been undertaken by
Park staff. This initiative, the WSCGs, aims to improve the standard of living of local
women by improving their access to financial services. It is expected that by doing so local
'women wüi be able to dectease their dependence on the National Park. The
link between

this project and the Mahila Mandak wtll be discussed ñrther in the next chapter.

4.2./.5 Tlte Deuta

Commiltees

Earþ studies in the Kullu District found that there is a strong religious culture in the
area, in

which spirituality is linked to a number of sacred places and divinities @iack, 1597).
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Diack (1897) found that almost every hamlet possessed either a Deata or Dew,male or female
divinity, of its own- In some cases hamlets shared one, and in others, sections of villages had
their own. These divinities somedmes hold the same names

as tlre

Hindu Rishis, but for the

most pârt village divinities are representattve of aunique cultural belief system linked to the
mountain environment. The historf, mysticism, and belief systems linked to these divinities
are connected in time and space to the ecological fabric of the region. The link between

spirituality and environment is not restricted to the occurrence of these divinities, but is also
expressed in spiritual des to othet natural features. The assemblage of sacred places,

divinities, and spiritual landscapes implies that understandings

of

and relations with, the

local environment are symbolic as well as instrumental in nature. Symbolic undetstandings
are derived from the link between individuals, their communities, and the envi¡onment on

which both depend fot physical and cultural sustenance (Botz, 1996). They create a sense of
place transcending utilitarian associarions with the land.
Examples of the link between spirituality, community, and individual use can be

found throughout India. An example is the presence of sacred groves suround.ing vadous
temples in which strict restricdons on resource use are placed on local villagers. These

restrjcdons ate teinforced through social sanctions for inappropriate use
Q)iack, 1897;
Tucker, 1,997)- Another example is the prayem to divinities held at the village level for tain,
good weather, good hawest, or for other'gifts'from God such as well¡ress of livestock.
When requests are made for these 'gifts', offerings are provided to the village god or
goddess. A feast may be provided when a particulatly imporønt request has been made

piack, 1897)- In the GHNP

area this ljnk was demonstrated by stories in which villagers
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consulted with the Divinity prior to undertaking a significant developmental wo¡kó.

It

was

also demonstrated through seasonal feasts, and prayers linked to seasonal changes.

The Deuta Committees are important village level organizadons, which as Tucker
(1997) points out

"foffially managed only the temples, their

sacred groves and their

endowed lands." Members of the com¡nittees are responsible

for organszngmeetings and

festivals, holding prayers, and purchasing goods. The committees also play a tole in social

life by stepping in when small fights have emerged between villagers. For example, a
Committee member in Tinder described a situation in which he was asked to resolve a

conflict between two neighbors after one of the men had plowed into the other's agdcultural

field. It was explained that most conflicts between villagers

are taken to the Pancbalal,but

when they cannot be resolved at that level the conflict will be brought before the Deuta

Committee. It is also importânt to note that imporant developmental issues are brought
before this committee when there is no consensus ¡vithin the village. .As well, political
figures often ptovide land and other gifts to Deurds in their region to gain acceptance and

populat support.
Committee membership may include a Kardar (manager), an accountâfìt, one or more
pø.1aris

þriests), musicians, several gur or

chelas

(inteqpteters of the

otacþ, standard bearers,

torch bearers, blacksmith, catpenter, florisg watchmen, messenger, 2¡d çariers of loads. All
these people are compensated for their role, and some teceive rent-ftee land in lieu

of

monetary payment Q)iacþ 1897). Membership on the DearaConmìttees in both Tindet and
Dharali was hereditary, including the position of Kardar- The following positions existed on
the committees in the two study vitlage: Kardar þresident), Pajari þriest/worshiper/gives the

ó

An example of

development.

a

proposed developmental work brought before the Deúa committee would be a road
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prayers), Shaman (Gur/speaks about the God),pahara (organizer for the area), Palsara's
helper, Schenai (musicians) , Dowsi (head musician

- when the Dowsi plays the music

the God

will come), and the Cilta (conttols the musicians). The Kardaris in charge of the temples and
all the properties of the God.

In both Tindet and Dharali people spoke at length, and witlr great concern, about
their religious uses of the National Park. It was explained that ¡}.e Deula ftom Shangarh
travels to Shakti, and to Dailla v¡ithin the Park. There is a water spring near Shakti where
villagers t¿ke the Deula to bathe at certain important dates, or when the Deula has been

spoiled. The Deuta in Shangarh owns a sígnificant amount of iand near Shakti and Maror.
128 Bþhas? of land in the high alpine pastures

of the Park has been given to Brahmen and

cows in the region.

In Tinder the Deata is taken to a place called Basu Tfuth. Approximately 3-600
people travel to this area with the God on an over night

rip.

This sight possesses great

spiritual value as it is the source of the Tirthan fuver. The Tinder DeuÍa úavels to this srght

.

to visit anot}er Deuîawho permanently resides there. This Yatra or pilgdmage is made every
three to seven years. The decision to enteÍ the area for these purposes is made by the Deura

who communicates with local villagers through a member of the Deula Committee. The last
trip made into the Park by members of the Tinder village for relþious puq)oses was in 1999.
Approximately 300 people were in attendance for this trip. The gtoup did not receive

pernission to enter the area, but was not stopped by the \Øildlife Wirg. Other villages,
including Bundal and Railla, mentioned rsligious use as a significant atea of conceñt in terms

of the development of the National Park.

7

Bigha is the locally recognized unit of land measurement

.

12 bþha

=t

hectare

=

. 01

kmz
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People from the GHNP region also use the Park for exttacdvs ¡sligious purPoses.

Members of the Deala Committees bring wood from the Natjonal Park to construct the
structure for the Divinities. It takes about 20 years to make a complete structure, but wood
is required annually to make the instrument

for czffying the God. These insüuments

break every two to three months. There are 79 temples in the Shangarh

^rea,

can

and a number

of other temples throughout the GHNP area. Wood is required fot the maintenance of
these temples, and participants expressed concern regarding their ability to collect wood

fot

these purposes. The Committee also collects dhoop from within the Park, which produces

incense used in prayers and ceremonies. Members of the Deuta Committee are in charge

of

collecting this plant, and explained that they traditionally collect an annual stock.
Concern was expressed at the local level that the staff of the GHNP is not ftom the
area, and. as a result they lack knowledge and understanding of the Deula cult.:re. Local

people were particularly concerned that staff m^y not appreciate, or be sympathetic to, these
types ofneeds.

4.2.2 TIne Regional Level
4.2.2.'l Nohanda

S angarlen

Nohanda Sangarten is a local gtoup "fighting for the rights of local people." The
group was organized in 1999, after the settlement of rþhts process, and had approximately
500 members at the time

of the research. Th"y orgarize tfuough the

Panchalat organizations.

The goup originated in the Nohanda Pancltalat, a PanchEtat that has been faidy vocal

throughout tfre recent events in the GHNP. This is significant because very few people in
this Panchalal have 'legal' rights of plant collection listed

in

the Anderson Settlement Repon

(/ 886), and as such received no monetâry compensation under the settlement

of dghts

process. ,Also, the Society for the Advancement of Village Economies (SAVE) NGO has
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been very active in this village.

At the time of research aworkshop

was being organized

in

Tinder by Nohanda Sangarten and SAVE. This workshop was attended by members of the
Congress partf , and was designed to educate people on tlle techniques of protest. The
g.toup otganizes rallies, communicates v¡ith the media, and was involved in a mass .illegal'
entrance into the National Park on September 15'h, 2000. The Park has filed
some people that participated

^

c

se against

in the 'illegal' entrance claiming Park property was vandqlized.

The president of the committee explained that they are not against the idea of a
N¿tional Park, but rather are against the removal of local rights.
People should be able to keep their rights, because they are dependent on these
things. ,{ll their work is in ttre National Park gazing,TDs, grass, hay, mushrooms,
medicinal plants and fuel wood. The public here is very poor and dependenr on
medicinal plants. It is wrong to take away these rights.

He explained their position as follows:
'We

are ready to go to prison if a complete ban is enforced. \7e will leave the cows
and children at home, and the women and men will go to the jails. There âre no
other sources of income here. A,griculture is not good. 'ùØe are rcady to go to jail.

People at the village level expressed relief that such an organszation had been created to
represent their interests.
'We

ate poor, and \r7e afe scared that they would catch us and file a case against us.
'We can't afford
the court. \ù7e formed Nohanda Sangarten and now we ieel more

comfort¿ble.- MIL Man Tinder

They also expressed suPport for the development of resoludons under which local controls
and graduated 6nes wouid be set
4. 2. 2.

2 Non

for managing resources in the GHNP.

G oaernm e nta I O rganiqatio n s

A number of NGOs are involved in activities in the GHNP region. These range
from NGOs conducting basic sociai work, including the provision of basics needs, those
involved with research and conservatiofl processes specifically linked to the National parþ
and those working with local users to better their position in the conflict over access to the

8t

Park. It should be noted that such organizatons are subject to i¡tense public scrutiny. It is
not uncornmon for local people to express, whether justified or not, contempt for the
motive and privüeges of NGOs. This has sutely colored the nature of NGO involvement in
the area, and will likely challenge newer projects such as the WSCGs.
The NGOs discussed in this section are those that have been directly linked to the
management of the Park, through the CoB project.
ten lakh rupees was set aside for

In the begrnning

stages

of this project

NGO involvement. Under the guidance of the previous

Director of the Park, in 7996, the fust installment of the NGO funds, 3 lakh rupees, was
given to Gyan

Vþn

Samiti.s The

NGO felt that it did not have the capacrty to follow the

project through, and as a result returned the installment minus 50 thousand rupees
(Chauhan, pers. comm.,2000). Mr. Pandey, the most recent Director of the Park at the time

of the reseatch, had

a

working history with Icbal Singh the Director of SAVE, and therefore

decided to include his NGO in the project.

A fust installment of 2.4lakh

rupees was

ptovided to the NGO. With this money the WSCG project began. Workshops were
organized at the village level, and six women worlcing v¡ith the

NGO began to undertake

social srrveys and to wotk with local women in cteadng savings and credit groups Pandey,
pers coÍlm.,2000). Relations u/ent sour, however, and the partnership between SAVE and
the Park ceased to continue.

The women working fot SAVE left the NGO, but were encouraged by the Park

Director to continue their wotk in the EPA. The last installment of funds to be distributed
to the SAVE NGO was deposited into the government treasury, and removed from the
administrative purview of the Park with the end of the fiscal year. The \ù7omen that left

8

A national level NGO involved in literacy and other social work activities. This NGO was forrned in

tesponse to the chemical spill in Bopal.
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SAVE formed their own NGO named SAHARA (Society for the Advancement of Hill and
Rural r{.reas), with assistance from Park søff, to continue the project. The group is

comprised of 13 women, two men, and Rajinder Chauhan the Director. SAFIAR

{

has been

firnctioning since May 2000, but the women belonging to the group had been working in the

GHNP

area

with S.A,VE for ayear and a half prior to the formation of the NGO. The

group employs a consultan! Dr. Komal, to undertake strategic planning for them. In the
eatly portions of the field season the group lacked a stable funding base.

At the end of the

teseatch season â source of funds had been located. This source remained anonymous,

as

neither the gtoup, nor tJle !7ildlife \)7irg, wanted to reveal this inforrnadon.

SAI{ARA is now actively in charge of the WSCG initiative: one ecodevelopment
undetaking in the GHNP. Although the evoludon of SAFIARA was directly linked to
ecodevelopment, and the current Director of the Park is activeiy involved in this project, the

Director of the NGO insists that it is an independent organtzatron and does not want its
mandate linked with that of the Park.

It

should also be mendoned that the

NGO

is

extending its mandate, in partnership with the Departrnent for International Development

(DFID), into the Lakh Valley, Manikaran, and Gadsa (other parts of Kullu).
4.2.2.2.T

NAVARACTTNA

NAV,{R.{.CHNA is a state level NGO established n 1994 and based in Palampur.
The mandate of the NGO is to act as a forum for discussion and for enacting policy related
change on social and environmental issues. N,{.Vr{RACHN,A. has been involved in a

number of activities telated to the mânagement of the Park as well as the ecodevelopment
activities undertaken \Ã¡ithin

it. NAVr{RACHNA

was the only

NGO representarive on the

Consewation of Biodiversity Society: a committee created late in the CoB project to aid in
tfre removal of bureaucratic hurdles in dispersal of funds. NAVARA.CHNA recendy
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removed tlemselves ftom this committee due to their disapptoval of the alienadon of local
people from conservation in the National Park (Chhatre, pers. comm., 2000).
4.2.2.2.2 lf/iHlzrt Insrirutu of India

The Wildlife Institute of India flVII) was established

n

1982

"with

a mandate

to

train govemment and non-goverriment personnel, caty out research, and advise on matters

of conservation and management of v¡ildlife resources CXiII, 2001)." The educational
mandate of the institute was derived from the need to balance biodiversity consewadon q¡ith

the developmental needs and aspirations of local peopie in practical and scientifically based

ways. The WII is tecognized

as an

important instihrtional link for the Wildlife !üiog. These

two organDations partneted in the completion of the tesearch and monitoring component

of the CoB project in the GHNP. Funds for the completion of this project were
administered by the \X{I, and the final product was a sedes of ¡esearch papers pertaining to

the socio-economic and bio-physical qualities of the Pa-tk. Intemaaonal researchers were
involved in this ptoject as well

4.2.3The State and National Level
4.2.3./

Gouernment of India, and tl¡e Coaerzment of Hinachal Pradeslt

These govemment levels are linked to the

r'eain a number of ways. Prominent

among these is the legal and policy obligations regarding both conservation and

development associated \¡ith their mandates as goveming entities. The creadon of the area
was rlirsçtly linked to acd.ons and policies at the two levels of govemment. Both levels have
an interest in ensudng the arca is protected, whether to maintain a sense of respectability

in

international and political sphetes or to ensure that futu¡e generadons are able to sustain
themselves ftom the same landscapes pâst generadons have. Both also have economic
interests in the atea, which have, and may continue to, contrâst q¡ith conservation objectives.
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In this

sense, the interest and role

contradictoty

-ith

of the two levels of govemment carì be conffadictory:

one another, and contradictory

*ith

themselves. A. clear example

of

intemal contradiction regarding government mandate in protected areas u/as tfle
development of the Parbati Hydel project. This project was facilit¿ted by both the GOI,

with the involvement of the National Hydel Power Corpotation (Chhatre and Saberwal,
forthconiing), and the Himachal Pradesh Government (Sinclair and Diduclg 2000). The
completion of this project as intended, and as mentioned in Chapter 2, required the
denotification of a portion of the National Park near Kunder and Majhan. This process
contradicts any supposed commitrnent on the part of the two levels to a representative

netwotk of protected areas.
4.2.3. 2 Forest Department

As mentioned eadiet, the Forest Depaftfirent has the pnmary administrative
authodty for the majonty of forests in Kullu. This authority is derived ftom the Indian

ForesT

Acr,which not only vested property and legislative rights in the State but also established a
classification system for In.lia's forests. The Forest Departrneng pdor to the formation
the lüildlife

I7itg in Himachal

Pradesh, had authotity over

tÏe

forests of the

GHNP.

of

Since

the l7ildlife Nüiog is considered an adrninistrative unit within the Forest Departrnent the
departrnent is considered a relevant stakeholder.
4.2.3.3 The l[/i/d/ife l[/ing

The pdmary mandate of the \Tildlife
1972, and to ensure the health of the

W-g

is to aclminister the lV/ildÌfe Pmtection Act,

GHNP region. The following quote is a descdption of

this ¡¡¿¡d¿¡eby a member of the N7ildlife Wi"g.

The patk is looking at sustainable development for local people. . ..Our prime goal
is the conservadon of biodiversity. - Wildlife Wirg
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The Director of the Park is responsible for overseein g

a17

management activities in the

GHNP conservadon area. This includes activities undertaken as p^tt of the
Ecodevelopment Proiect, and things such as plantation work, path development, monitoring

of illegal activities, and reseatch and monitoring. There are about 50 staff members in the
Park, many of whom are non-local. Figure 4.2 outlines the administradve hierarchy of the

W-9.

The lowet orie travels down the hieratchy the greater involvement, typically, that that

position will have in village life.

Conservator of Forests
Chief Conservator o[ Forests and
Chief !Øildlife Warden

Divisional Forest Offi cers

Assistant Conservato¡s of Forests

Range Offi cers/Forest Rangers

Fotest Watch

ers / Chau kidon

Figute 4.2 Administrative Hietarchy of the !7ildlife Wi"g (R.am pers comm.,2000;
Departrnent of Forests, Farming & Consewanon,7992)
4.2.4 lnternational Level
4.2.4.1 The l[/or/d Ban,þ

The Worid Bank entered the situation in the GHNP through its provision of funds to
faølttate the CoB Ptoject. The funds, approximately 2.5 million Amedcan dollars, were

provided to the park under a much larger loan infused into the forestry sector of the Inclian
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Government tfuough the Forestry Research and Education Project (FREEP) flùØorld Bank,
2001). The World Bank's role was predominantly advisory, and also one of fund provider.
Despite their limited involvement, the organization díd shape events that occurred in the

Park. This included the creation of the Sainj Sanctu^ty, aîd the initiation of the
Ecodevelopment Proiect. ,{s well, by ptoviding funds for ecodevelopment the World
Bank's involvement changed local expectations in regards to 'what they would get' from the
Park.
4,3 The Nature of Conflict

in the Park

The discussion above, outlining the relevant stakeholders in the region, illustrates the
complex and diverse interests brought to the management forum in the GHNP. The result

of this diversity of stakeholders, each with their own mandate or reason for being, has been
tlre evolution of a complex form of social interaction across different levels of social
organszalon. This complex form of social interaction, in which the interests and needs of

different stakeholders compete or vie for priority, has led to conflict. This section will
outline tlre nature of this confl.ict in the GHNP case by âppryng Mitchell's (1997) rypology

of conflict sources. The importance of outlining the nature of conflict in this câse,
discussed earlier,lies in the identification of both challenges and oppoftunities

as

in the

development of a collaborative process. In the GHNP case specifically, the deconstruction

of conflict is necessary to hþhþht chailenges posed to the Ecodevelopment Projec! which
will be discussed in the next chaptet. The deconstruction of conflict is also necessary to
complete an assessment of whethet ecodevelopment was and is capable of moving beyond
the traditional juxtaposition of different values and inrerests.
4.3. 1

Differences in Knowle d.ge and/ ot Undetstandi.g
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The first source of conflict outlined by Mitchell, differences in knowledge or
understanding, refers to a situation where the partìes to a conflict use different models,
assumptions or information to formulate their position. There may be disagreement on

whether a problem even exists, ot if the problem is mutually acknowledged, on the means to
resolve that problem. T?ris is perhaps the most visible and pronounced source of conflict in
the National Park. Different conceptionS have adsen pertaining to both the degree and

impact of use, and ate most pronounced between the local and the goverrìmental level.
They have, however, been articulated and fostered by researchers and NGOs in the area.
Differences between the govemmental and local level stem from epistemological sources,
and as such ate a function of life experiences and realities. As a result, there is no consensus
between the two levels as to whether t}ere even is a problem vrith use in the area. In the
cases where there is agteement, there are

very different concepdons of what the source of

that problem is, and what the appropriate solution may be.

Although there is no one uniform concepdon of the issues that have arisen in the

GHNP there ate Úends in the positions of different stakeholder groups. These trends are
function of the factors mentioned above

as

a

well as the knowiedge, assumpdons and

ptiotities each party btitæ to the management process. Members of the Wildlife Wirg
claim that the area was open âccess prior to the ban on use, and as such claim the area has
been subject to unsustainable levels of consumption. This position is supported by some

scientific studies done in the region (see for example Gaston and Garson,7992). On the
other hand, although there was some concern over inappropriate use at the local ievel, tlris
was not a dominant or prevalent issue for most household participants. Table 4.2 highlþhts

differences in perceptions of the

^rea

^tthe

govemment¿l and local level.
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Table 4.2

tions of the use and imrract of olant collecti on in the GHNP
Village level
Wildlife Wins
There have never been problems with people
Some species have decüned. Before GHNP was
taking too much. It's too far. People do not go
not accessible. Now some people dig all the plants
much because of this. OnIy poor people go the
irregardless of the size. Also, people are finding
area. It's so far that people can not take much. It
alternative ways into the park. Non-rights holders
is so far that people can only take one sack. They
sneak in below the rest house. Other people go to
have to bring the plants home wet and dry them.
the area when there are no \ì/atchmen. They go in
They are very hear.y. - President of Nohanda
January or February, or maybe March. In the past
Sangarten, Gushaini

There are no problems with people taking too

much. Some species rot if they are not taken out.
We know to wait until the plant has dense roots.
Then the seeds have dropped, and the plant comes
back again next year. If people don't wait it is
much more work. Even if the price is high people
know to wait. -T\ Man Tinder
There have never been any restrictions on how
much local people collect from the area. People
take as much as they can carry- There has not
been many problems. Sometimes people take the
plants before they are ripe, but most people wait.
Then the seeds drop and the plant can't finish.
With dhoop the more you pluck it the more it
grows. The plant gro\¡/s with deep roots, and
when you break the roots the plant spreads. When
people take the plants that are not ripe other
collectors tell them that what they are doing is
wrong. - ML, Man Dharali

eight years people picked, stayed, and dried the
plants. They then carried them home to sell. Now
dealers go directly into the park to buy the planrs
so there is more incentive for people to cut as
much as they can as eady as they can, because they
do not have to v/offy about drying or carrying the

plant any more
People should not be allowed to use the area. In
Match and April when people go for Guchchi this
is a-lso the same time when the birds lay theír eggs.
When people go into the area they scare the birds
away. People use a stick to move the grass and

find Guchchi.

It's better for local people if we ban use. They can
be employed with ecotourism instead.
Before the Nationai Park there u/ere no
restrictions. People went wherever they wanted
and took as much as they wanted.

We go different places every time. It is quite a
difficult job, and people have to walk around quite
a bit to find the plants. Some people bring a ior of
plants home, and some do not briog that m^ny.
People talk about where they have collected the
plants, and tell each other where to go. People
don't take too much from the area. We leave the
areas that people have already used. People
migrate around. -TS, Woman Dhamü

These comments are illustrative of three factors. First, that local people perceive the
resource base to be resilieng and that they do not necessadly feel that their activities âre
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harmfr¡l. Second, the cornments from the village level demonstrate

a

link between economic

incentives, seasons of harvest, and plant biology. This link supports mote sustainable
harvest practices. Third, these quotes demonstrate knowledge of plant ecology, and
demonstrate that local usen are capable of assessing the st¿tus of the resoutce and adjusting

their behavior accordingly. I-ncal people dedve their knowledge from expedence and regular
interaction with the resource base. Thus, Iocal people see a number of constraints governing
their use of the Park. These include:

o
o
o
o

Market incentives to wait until the plant has dropped its seed;
Knowledge of the areaand a sense of appropdate use;
Physically demanding natrúe of the work; and
Social norms and enfotcement.

The teactions to these factors translate into, at least in some cases, c'ychcaluse of particular
meadows, assessments of the plants priot to collection, and seasonal closures. For their part
Park staff rely on scientific knowledge rel¿ted to the arca. They have assumed that the area

is open access, and therefore discount the knowledge and ptactices of local users. As well,
they typically reduce local use of the

aÍea.

to simply being instrument¿l in nature, thereby

discounting the spiritual link of local populations to the Park. However, the knowledge of
the !Øildlife Wiog is often more tegional, ând encompasses larger scale resource
mariâgement issues. The knowledge of each stakeholdet is limited, then, and as a result there
ís gteat

opportunity for both patties to benefit from shared information.
The dichotomy between petceptions at the Park versus local level wâs ltot absolute.

There were parlicipants that did express concem with the quality and status of medicinal
plants in the atea. For example, one collector explained that the toots used to be thick, but
are

now as thin

as his

pinþ finger. Others made comments

such

as:

Some people are taking unripe plants which are thinner. When they are ripe they are
thicker. This is a problem and its makes the species rveak. - SC, Man Dharah
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For the most part'his was not a common concem.

If people go continuously the plants could finish. But till now there have been no
problems. Nothing has disappeared, but there is less of some species. The plants always
grow again though. The important factor is rain. The more rain the more planrc.- CJ,
Man Tinder
The roots stay there and keep growing. So there's no chance that the plants will finish.
The plants can become thinner, but not finish. - MR, Man Tinde

It

was more cornmon to hear local people express concern over the presence

of 'outsiders'

collecting plants in taditional use areas.
There is no conflict in the area. We are al). ftom the sarr'e area, why would we fight? We
would stop outsiders though. - MC, Man Tinder

We don't let outsiders in - some Nepalese have come here, but we don't let them into
the area. \We leave at night and if we see the outsiders we tell them to leave ot we take
their plants.- CL, Man Tinder

For others outsiders have not posed a threat, and they seemed unconcerned vrith other users
coming into the area.

Othet than comments about outsiders, not a single paticipant indicated that they knew
of, or had been involved in, a conflict over plant collection. Use is a function of wotk, and
because the area is large the available stock of the resource is perceived as relatively

abundant. OnIy those who are in need of cash income use the arez. YiJlagers recognize and
speak often about this need to use the atea. The recognidon of resorrrce use as a function

of

need as opposed to wânt is important, and has led to the social sanctioning of plant

collection and graztngactivity

âs a necessary

form of tesource use. There âppeârs to be an

understanrling that tåe area should not be used for fdvolous puq)oses, and that people must

only take what is necessâry. When need is acknowledged testdcting use becomes a cost
villagets are unu'illing to impose on one anotÌrer.

Not everyone goes, only those in need.

-

SS, nØoman

Tinder

... not allowing people to gr^ze, gethay, or do the things they need to is a problem.

- MK Man Tinder
One last issue requiring discussion, and related to differences in knowledge or
understanding, is the absence of concem for animal and bird species at the local level.

Mention of this issue is not made

as a

judgment, but ratherto demonsttate the reality that

there ate very different priorities between the stakeholders in this conflict. Local people do

not have the luxury to engage in debates or initiatives petraining to wildlife conseryadon. In
m^ny instances wildlife is viewed as a tlrreat to livestock, crops, and even human life, and
such often becomes

aÍ

as

are of conflict in protected areas.

How will people survive? If rhe area is protected there w-ill be more animals. The
animals will eat the people's crops and then what will the people eat? The leopards
and beats will create problems, and then what will happen? 'S7e won't be able to
leave our animals in the ûeld because the animals will eat them. DN, Man Dharali
The pdmary mandate of the Wildlife !üirg, alternatively, is t}re consewation of biodiversiry,
and their rvotk is guided by legislation designed specifically to protect and enhance wildlife

populations. A sirnilat mandate can be located arnong a number of NGOs in India, and
elsewhete. This is not to suggest that local people have no interest in wildlife, as there were
instances when people demonstrated interest in working to pïotect wildlife in the region.
Rathet,

it is to illustrate that different realities or life experiences üanslate into what has in

many cases developed into intractable differences in understanding. These differences are
often juxtaposed and enhanced in certain environments, such as the GHNP. They are
illustrative of the need for imptoved education and communication amorig søkeholders.
Sahgal (1996) highlights the destructive nature of this conflict in relation to RajajiNational

Park located in the Shivalicks, and points out that unless there is consensus on the problem,
searching for solutions become

futile. Coming to â cornmon understanding requires "...the
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PercePtjons of all piayers must be aired, not iust those of the Forest Departrrent (Sahgal,
1,996;207)"
4.3.2 Ditrerences in Values

The second type of conflict outlined by Mitchelf differences between values, refers

to a situation where one or more pardes to a conflict are seeking different endpoints. Parties
witlrin a conflict may a,gree on

a

problem, ot perft of a problem, but may disagree on what

outcome they would like to see in a process. In protected areas this type of conflict may
prove higtly detimental to the success of the initiative. Experience has shown that the
success

or failute of

a

protected area initiative hinges on the ability of individuals,

orgarnzznons and grouPs to work collaboratively to achieve a joint vision for the area.

The inability to establish a joint vision for the GHNP has been perhaps the most
damaging source of conflict in the area. This issue has been, and will likely condnue to, act
as a fundamental

impediment to the development of a collaborative process. On the one

hand, the Wildlife

Witg, ddven by a legal framework

use is fundamentally at odds

with conserr¡adon objectives, has attempted to promote the

aïea as a pristine wildemess. The objectìve
sectors of the scientific and

based on the assumption that resource

of the Wildüfe W-g, backed by support from

NGO community,

is very different than that of the local

population, which has used the area for generations and possesses a sense of divineþ
sancdoned use. There is a large sector within the

NGO community that supports the

condnued use of ptotected ateas by such local populations. This is not to suggesÇ however,

that all members of the Wildlife Witg believe that the ban on use is the most appropdate
outcome for the GHNP. In fact, maîy grâss roots Park staff expressed remorse ovet the
situation and felt some form of foint mânagement may be possible and desfuable in the

future. Â number of lower rank staff felt trapped by, and helpless to improve, the situation
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given that their mandate is dictated by higher-level government. Thus it is important to
distinguish between rhe ideas, policies and agendas set forth by hþher level governments,
and those held by more localized administradon'
,A.lthough local participants

in the study seemed to denote negadve connotâtions

with the idea of a'patk', and even in many

cases

with the word protecdon, it was clear that

there were concerns at the local level with ensudng the health of the region. A caveat,

howevet, was almost always attached to the vocahzatton of such coflcems'

protecting the ¡reais a good thing, but what's the point of
consider local people? - RC, Man Dhatali

a Park

if you don't

don't want to kill birds. We just want to collect medicinal plants so we can e t
and put clothes on our body. - AS, Man Dharali/Sundenaget

'We

rùØe can
Protecting the areais a good thing, but they should not take away our rights.
or:rselves. If someone is hunting/cutting illegally we would file a
protect th1
"re^
ãase. If an anìmal is hurt we could take care of it. - NT, Man Tinder

Thus, while there are concerns about the area at the local level, there are

fundamental d.ifferences in the long-term outcome desired among different søkeholders.

Villagers recognize themselves as stewards or protectors of an environment to which they
^ïe ^

part. They point to traditionally sustainable practices, and commonly mention both

legal and customary rþhts in these âreas.

By stopping people they are making damage in the area. People have to take
uli.rnatine routes and trample the [vegetation]. Also now people ate setting many
fues in the area. The outsiders are now coming into the arca - Local PeoPle used to
stop outsiders ftom coming here. The shepherds would tell villagers about the fues
or ãutsiders, and tJren local people would check on the situation. Since the National
Park people have not been able to check on the
- VT, Man Tinder

^te ^nqote.

The villagers can protect the arca themselves. We have been doing this fot
gen.rations. It's ;ur forest. We will only cut the trees when we need and won't hunt
the animals. - GT, Woman Tinder

The areais all natural, it should be kept this way. There's no point t"kitg care of it.
Naturally it will take care of itself. The Park only creates ptoblems for poor People.
- RU, Man Dharali

Given this, it is not surprising that the two most cornmon responses at the household level
Petraining to how management of the atea could be improved rvere to allow local people to
keep their tþhts, and to enable a form of local protecd.on. Closely behind these two were

the provision of alternative empioyment, and removing the Park altogether.
Part of the conflict over values stems from differing understandings of forest

'ownership'and who has the not only legal, but also moral authority for determining how
tlre forests should be managed. The Wildlife Wing bases their sense of dght of tenure and
decision-making authority on the legislative precedents outlined in Chapter 3. ,tlthough
participants tecognized state authodty over the forests they commonly expressed a sense

of

'true'ownership over the areas.
The park belongs to local people and they should protect it.
Dharaä/Sundenager

- DG

\)ilhatever the dghts zre they are given to the people by nature. The Forest
Department and the govenìment did not make the forests. We will fight for our
rights. - HR, Man Bundal

4.3.3 Differences in Interests

Mitchell's third category in his typology of conflict sources, differences in interests,
refers to differences in petceived best uses of a resource or

^rez-

as

well, but includes the

added component of the equitable and appropriate distibution of cosrs and benefits. This
is particularþ important in protected areas as the benefits of such an initiative may be

distributed at the global level, while the costs ate imposed at the grass roots level
(Damodatan, 1998). The distribution of costs and benefits has been a key source of concern

for local resource users in the GHNP, and has tn factbeen

a

prominent issue of contend.on.

Contendon panany stems ftom unfirlfilled promises made at the governmental level to local
users. This source of conflict will be dealt with only briefly in this secrion, as discussion

of
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the distdbution of costs and benefits of the protected area initiative is directly linked to the
Ecodevelopment Project in the Park, which wül be discussed in the following chapter.
\,X/hat requires mentioning here is the view, by members

of the Wüdlife Wirg,

members of ail levels of govemment, and the international cornmunity at large, that

biodiversity is a global 'treâsu.re' and one that must be preserved for the use and enjoyrnent

of future generations. It couid be argued that since the advent of the sustainable
development corìcePt, and with the proliferation of internatjonal âgreements, there is a
growing ttend to refer to the global community as a stakeholder in consewadon debates.

This claim has extended to even localizedinitiatives, such as the one in the GHNp,

as

witnessed through numerous examples of international involvement through development
otgarttzanons, NGO's, and even the scientjfic community. The claim by global society
to
have such a stake in localized initiatives has often been accompanied by rhetoric stating
that
sacrifices must be made for all humanity. The point of this section is not to criticize
the

nodon of global environmental responsibility, nor is it to argue that nadons or communities
have no responsibiJity to one

anotler. It musg however, be stated that the global

community, whose stake in the process is removed, should not be recognized as having
a
direct interest in local issues. These interests should be acknowledged
and addressed, but
should not take precedent over more localizsd interests, needs, concems, or even wants.

In the GHNP

câse â number

of arguments have been put forth regarding the

international importance of preserving this relatively inøct and representative ecosystem.

This sentimentality wâs expressed in the wildüfe surveys done throughout the development

of the National Park by intemational scientists, and more recently appears in
Ecodevelopment Project related literature developed by the rØorld Ban-k.
India's biological resources are economically important, both globally and nationally
flMorld Bank, 1996;1)

I-ncal people take a different stock of their envirorìment. This is true in terms of ownership
as

well as function and purpose. Under the current situation local people feei they lose out,

and that no tecognition has been made tJrat, fust and foremost, they have zhistorical, legal
and customary clatm to access and use these forests. As a result, very few people saw any
benefits to the Park, and in fact most participanrs felt that only the Park itself or the Witdlife

Witg benefited.

Because their rights were unsure, and because local people had no

guârantee that they would be able to use the areain the future, local people did not feei that

even future generations wou-ld benefit. This is quite different from how local people in the
Manah Sânctuary feit about conseryadon.

We should be allowed to use the area, and keep our rights. Then the park would be
a good thing' Right nov/ no one benefits
- not the public, and not even the
goveñrment. - PC, Man Tinder
The National Park can benefit us if a job is given to every house. One shot of 45
thousand [in compensation] won't really do anything. Oid you see rhe com? Ir,s
almost finished' The same thing can be said for theihear. This area is not good for
cultivation. climate is not good for agricurture. RBS, }y',anDha'',h
Thete v¡ili be great benefits, we u¡ill sit and die in the house.
Shangarh

-

Mahila Mandal,

This problem is recognized by the \Xzildlife Wirg at the Park level. One staff member stated
the following:

Villagets are
getting the benefits of protectin gthe atea, and v¡itl therefore agøte.
19t
If the park ñ¡lfills their obligations, and reopens th.
in five
local p"oft.
^r.Until nowyears
urill receive the benefits of ptotection in the long run.
legal rights hãlders
have stopped using the area, but non-rights holãers are continuing t.it îr".
Therefore, legl rþhts holders are losing out _ park staff
4.3.4 Personality and Circumstânces

The foutth category of conflicts is what Mitchell has termed differences stemming

from the personality and circumstânces of individuals parties. This simply refers ro rhe
tealtty that all parries bring baggage to the table in any bargaining situation. In the

GHNp
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case there has been a history

of state intervention in village life that dates back long past

colonial times. The history of forest management in colonial and post-colonial India has
latgely been one of State expropriation and control, with a general ignorance of the inter-

workings of village life (Gadgil and Guha, 7992; Guh4 2000). People have accepted,
adapted to and protested such intrusion. The development of the GHNP is a frxther
example of a govemment agency, in this case the \Xiildlife
resource management and bringing

!(/irg

entering the realm

-ith it a nerv and more imposing

of

system of rules and

regulations. This history has colored, complicated and impacted upon reladons among
stakeholders in the GHNP.

One must also consider the relatively short experience that local people have had

with the Witdlife \Øitg. \ù7ith the influx of intemational funds under the CoB project

issues

pertaining to adminisüative accountability and transparency have come into play. Questions
pertaining to how these funds were spent have been plaFng on the minds of local
individuals, families and communty orgaruzations. A number of participants also expressed
concern that the l7ildlife Witg has not been completely open with people ftom the Park's

inception. Participants indicated that they had been lied to and received misinformadon on
a numbet

of occasions. The l¿ck of communication mechanisms has led to resentment and

skepticism at the local level. The events that have occurred in the GHNP, and the

relationship that has been established as a resulg will impact future initiatives in the area. A.s
one individual in Tinder put it, .We can't work with the GHNP because they have cheated
us for so long. They will do

it again."

This chapter was premised on the atgument that much of resource management is
actually stakeholdet management. As such, it was organtzed to outline the diversity

of
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that
stakeholders pfesent in the GHNP case study, and to higtrlight the types of conflicts
have emerged from differences in stakeholder perceptions and priorities. Identified
stakeholders include:

1.

Village and sub-village level - individual resource users, resource use
comÃunities (the nvã dominant being the shepherds and herb 1d
mushroom coùectors), villages, Deula Committees, Mahila Mandak, and the
Panchalaß.

2.
3.
4.

Regioáal Level

wu.

- Nohanda Sangarten,

State and National Level

Srq.VE, SA,[{AR

\, N,A.VARACHNA,

- \lildlife'J{itg, the Forest Departrnent,

Govemment of HP, and GOI'
Intemadonal level - the \ilorld Bank'

to the
Each of these stakeholders has unique perceptions, values, and knowledge pertaining
conflict
area. Âlthough there exists complementarity among this diversiry, there also exists
in
rhar can be broken down according to Mitchell's (1997) typology of conflicts; differences
knowledge andf orunderstanding, differences in values, differences in interests' and
personality and circumstances.
By deconstructing conflict in the GHNP marked differences âmong stakeholders

^ppe

rin terms understanding of the ecological

expressed a belief

status of the area' Local partìcipants

in rhe resiliency of the local ecology, rvhile the belief at the management

This
level is that resource use has historically been open-access in nature and unsustainable'

conflict
difference stemmed ftom different life experiences and realities. Deconstructing the

in the GHNP also illustrated the lack of a joint vision for the area, and highlighted the
fundamenøl differences among stakeholders in terms of what each would like to see in the
arca inthe

future. As wel! by using Mitchell's typologies it became aPparent that within the

cuïrent mânagement framework the costs and benefits of the conservadon initiadve wete

not distributed equitabiy. Lastly, it was argued that the State govemment has historically
dominated policy and decision-making processes regarding natural resources, and that this

history influences the relationship between the Wildlife'üØing and villages in the
GHNp area.
The traditional reladonship between the fwo levels, founded on resentment and mistrust,
has
been reinforced by events occurring under the Ecodevelopment Project.
These events

will

be discussed at length in the following chapter.

The next chapter will explore the implementation of an initiative specifically
geared
towards the tesolution of the tyPes of conflict mentjoned in this chapter. Chapter
5 explores
the ecodevelopment concept in theory and in pracdce, and assesses its ability
to resolve

traditionally state dominated models of biodiversiry conservadon.

t0l
Chapter 5
Cross-scale Institutional Intetaction in the GHNP: Linking Institutions and
O rganizations Thro'gh Ecodevelopment

The restrictive framework for managing National Pa¡ks in India, as outlined in
Chaptet 3, has led to conflict in a number of protected areas acïoss the country. The
previous chapter deconstructed this conflict as it pertained to the GHNP. Conflict of this
nature has led to debate within policy and academic cfucles regarding the relationship
between protected areas andpeople. Key to discussion on this topic is the identification

of

the 'appropdate' tole local people should have in the management of protected areas,
and

how the costs and benefits of such initiatives should be d.istributed. These issues have led to
a

number of models for including local resource users, ranging from complete grass roots

control over the management Process, to more cooperatìve ventures between local
populations and govemment' These models are designed to improve both reladons between
tåe conservation administrad.on and local populations, as well as the overall management

of

protected ateas' The valuing and use of local knowledge, as well as issues of social justice
and equity, have played a key role in discourse on this topic.

Âlthough not all of these soludons are restdcted in applicad.on to the Indian context,
some âre distinctly tailored to the realities of the In.lian physical and cultural landscape.
For
example,

it

has been suggested that ptotected ateapractitioners learn from, and use, the

expedence of previousJFM initiatives rhrosgþeut India. Others propose that although
lessons should be taken from such experiences, collaboradve management
within protected
ateas should take on its own character.

known

as

In these

cases

proponents have suggested a concept

Joint Ptotected AteaManasemerit 0Pr{I\4 to address real and perceived conflicts
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between Protected areas and people (I(othari et a1.,1995;Kothari, 1996b;Kotha4 |996a).e

An altemative apptoach, which

sees significantly less devolution

of porver, and that is being

implemented across the Indian subcondnent, is the ecodevelopment model. The
ecodevelopment model, in essence, refers to a bundle of

desþed to decrease local

rual development strategies

use of protected areas. One commonaliry among all models is

that some form of institutional or orgznizational linkage between stakeholders at the local,
state, nadonal andf or international level is necessary for project success. Resolving real and

petceived conflicts between different stakeholders requires the provisio n

of

aplace at the

'bargaining table' for all those involved, and a rlirect attempt to link local use needs and
desires with conserwation objectives. This chapter explores whether ecodevelopment has

been able to tesolve conflicts bet'uzeen stakeholders in the GHNP by exploring the nature

of

institutional and otgarnzational interactìon occurring under the Park's managemen t generally,
and the CoB Proiect specifically. I(ey to such an analysis is the explorarion of the extent ro

which early, approptiate, and consistent opportunides were provided for local particþation.
To that end, tlris chapter first provides a discussion on the project in general, and
then moves on to discuss the ecodevelopment component specifically; the component

desþed to addtess both conflicts âmofig people

and protected areas, and the issue of local

particþation. From here, the discussion moves on to an exploration of the two
otgantzaions established to facilitate interacdons between the Park mânagement and local

level the VEDCs and the WSCGs. The project is then

assessed

in terms of its ability to

atign with local socio-economic and political realides, or in other words, to engage local

Kothari (1996;26) definesJP,{M as, "the manâgement of protected areas and their surrognds, v¡ith the
objective of conserving natu¡al ecosystems a¡d their wildlifã, as well as of ensudng the livelihood security
of
local t¡aditional cornmunities, through legal and institutional mecha¡risms v¡hich Jsu¡e an equal
partnership
between these communities and govemment agencies."
e
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organzanons existing prior to the CoB project in ecodevelopment and conservation

activities. Lastly, this chaptet discusses the provisio n of early and appropriate opportunities
for local participation in the project. This includes a discussion of the types of information
flows both up and down the management hierarchy. Tracking information flows is key to
analysis

of ctoss-scale interaction,

as

it highlights

areas where cooperadon and

coinmunication break down.
5.2 Biodivercity conservation

in the Great Himalayan National park

As outlined in chapter 2, the coB project began in the GHNP

n

1994.

Ecodevelopment was utilizsd as the mechanism to involve local people in both the CoB
project specifically and in conservation more broadly. According to rhe GEF (1996)
ecodevelopment has tlrree components: management capacity building; local involvement in
planning and protection; and, the location of sustainable livelihoods not dependent upon the
protected arca in question. In theory, the implementation of an ecodevelopment strategy
enhances collaborad.on among local people and park stâff to ftuther the mutual goal

of

biodiversity conservadon. Collaboration is achieved by removing the root of potential

conflict: local dependence on, and use of, the land base (GEF, 1996). In the GHNP the last
component identified by the GEF, shifting livelihoods, became the central focus of the CoB

ptoject Fot a variety of reasons local particþation fell to the way side throughout the
Project. It is important, then, to contrast the international and theoretical ideal of
ecodevelopment with the realities of implementation on the ground.

The theoretical ideal of ecodevelopment is closest to Berkes' (2000) classification

of

development-empowement-co-manâgement linkages. Ecodevelopment is desþed to
tesolve the petceived conflict between protected areas and people tlrrough the provision

of

livelihood (dcuelopneø) altemadves. This wouid empower people by allowing them ro move
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away from purely subsistence-based economies to those enhancing quality of

life. -According

to the theory, ecodevelopment enhances the role of local populations in protect

ed, area

management (empowerrzent)thereby moving towards a collabonttve (co-managemenl) approach.

Defining principles of ecodevelopment a\grung vrith Berkes' classification include:

o
o
o
o
o

That the program is voluntary in nature;
The approach taken is process oriented;
The project is flexible, particþatory, gender sensidve and transparent;
The project tePresents â movement
ftom power, com:ption, manipulation and
^w^y
control; and
The involvement of gtass root organisations working with people (Pandey,
unpublished).

What should be noted ftom this list is that there exists an assumpdon that capacity to
facilitate a parncipatory project such as ecodevelopment exists at the nadonal, state, and local
governmentai level. The GHNP case, as will be demonstrated below, challenges the basis

of

this assumption, and highlights the difficulties associated urith attempting to develop such
capacity while a project is already underway.

Both physical inftastructue and social orgarnzaaons v/ere constructed to facilitate
activities in the GHNP area. The main organtzations at the village and sub-village level were
the VEDCs, and the WSCGs.

It

was made explicit from the outset, however, that local

people wete only to be involved in those programs with the potential to enhance their
incomes, and theteby decrease thefu use

o{

and dependence on, the National Park (GHNp,

2000). Local people were not involved 1n any decisions regarding policy, managemenr,
conservation, or development within or around the

GHNp. Already

one can see a

divergence from the ideals put forth in the project related lirerature. Although this project
has been touted as a particþatory process, the next section

will demonstrate that its

implemenøtion failed to live up to original expectations. This fact is demonstrably clear
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when one undersands how the ptoject was implemented, and tlre expedences of both the

VEDCs and the WSCGs.
5.3 Ecodevelopment

in Theory and in Pracrice

A-lthough ecodevelopment sounds promising and appropdate on paper, its

implementation in the GHNP was not without difficulty or opposition. This research
identified numerous challenges to the Ecodevelopment Proiect. Prominent among these
were issues related to the linking

of organiz.ations

at the local level, inclu.ìing those

established under the project as well as those existing prior to it,

with those at the Park

management level. They also included the inability of government to involve local people, in
a meaningfrrl way,

in decision-making and project planning related to ecodevelopment.

These issues provide the focus

of the following secd.on, and ateimportant because they

highlight not only the challenges of implementing ecodevelopment in a chmate of complex
social interaction, but also the realities faced by any large-scale conservation initiative.

The ecodevelopment component of the CoB Project was implemented in the EPA,.
This area contains approximately 773 villages comprised of 1600 households urith

a

population of about 11 000 people @andey and rü7ells, 1996: 1279). Since the
ecodevelopment portion of the CoB project dealt only with the villages located within the

EPA, it was not desþed to deal with the impacts of the National Park on seasonal users,
migratory pastoralists , oÍ any villages using the park outside of these arrificial boundaries.
This fact is significant in itself, as the customâry dghts of seasonal users and mtgatory
pastoralists were recognized in the original demarcadon of the Kullu forests

The gaztngrights of local villagers

as

@ir.L,

1gg7).

well as migratory grazers from Suket (À4andi) and Seraj

(outer Kullu) were listed tn the Anderson Repon ('lss6) (Pandey and Wells, lggT).
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Onginally, ecodevelopment activities were to be facilitated through an institutional
contract, a microplan, which specified the distribution of dghts and responsibilities between
local people and the tVildlífe

S7itg. Microplans were supposed to be d¡awn up using

Particþatory Rural,{ppraisal techniques, and vrith the involvement of local villagers
@abla,
1996). The process wâs to be facilitated by members of the l7ildlife Wirg, and implemented
at the välage level. ,{, microplan applies to all villages within a parúcrret microplan unit.
These units are defined on â wâtershed basis and delineate the forest beat of individual

Forest Guatds (Pandey pers coÍrm.,2000; Pandey, Unpublished). Once the microplans
were completed, the activities outlined within them were to be implemented through the

VEDCs. These organtzatons, which were intended to receive and distribute incoming
monìes, were to be tesponsible for ensuring the fair dispersal of funds, and equitable

opportunities for all villagers to participate in the project.
,4.

number of individuals within and outside the Wildtife !Øirg indicated that the

development of microplans in practice was a somewhat slow and inappropriate process. ,{.il
completed microplans were rejected by the World Bank

in

1996, on the basis that they did

not enhance "ecological productivity" outside of the National Park, were not enforceable
contracts outlining the forgoing of local rþhts in retum for the provision of ecodevelopment

activities (Baviskar, 2000). As well the microplans, completed with rhe assistan ce of a
prominent NGO, wete highly complex and detqiled documents with little relevance to local
villagers. To make matters worse, rrlarty were only in Englisþ, and as such did not serve the
Purpose fo¡ which they were intended (Ânonymous source). By the fourth year of the

project 14 out of the 18 vEDCs had a microplan @andey, unpublished).

In total there

a_re

1g

VEDCs covering the Ep.A.. Each village in the microplan unit

was supPosed to have a cornmittee, made up of elected representadves. As well, one
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member ftom each village was to serve on the larger VEDC for
the whole microplan unit

(r(umar et' al', No Date). The vEDCs were desþed to be twelve-member
committees, but
the size of the committee often varied with the size of the microplan
unit. Ideally each
committee was to be composed of a chaþerson, a vice presideng
treasurer, and otìer
members elected from the particþating vülages. Each VED
C has asecretary, which is
always the Forest Guatd ftom that
as

between for the
^ 80

unit. The F'orest Guard, in the position of

secretary, acts

!7ildlife !7ing and the local level. one member on each commitee

was to be from the Pancbalat, and two to three of the members
were to be women. The

inclusion of a role for the Pancha-yaton these committees stems
ftom the requfuements listed

in the 73d amendment to

the PanchalatrRaj .Act
@abla, 1996). Each

of the committees was

to be in chatge of their microplan, which has a conft acitallife span
of five years. The
VEDCs were to act as filters for information exchange between
the two levels: villagers and
Park management' Âs such, they were

desþed to âct

as fora

for resolving concems

stemming from either P^tV, and fot involving local people in decision-making
processes
under the CoB project.
This linking of organizadons at the two levels had the potentialto
zct as a
mechanism for infonrration exchange and communication. However,
the VEDCs never had

z chance to gtow into this tole,

as the

gtoups received no funds and were therefore unable to

undertake ecodevelopment activities. Many members of these
committees spoke at length
abouÇ "never being taken into tlre confidences of the departrnent",
and ..never being given a
chance to work fot the people". As a resulg the vEDCs were
largely inactive throughout
the lifespan of the CoB project, and were never frrlly integated
into the decision-making
process for distributing ecodevelopment funds. Most ecodevelopment
works were
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undertaken by the departrneng

desþed without local involvemenE and for the most part

amounted to what is refered to as 'trust and confidence building meâsures,l0.

With a change in leadership midrvay through the project came new efforts to involve
local people in ecodevelopment activitjes. Under the leadership of Mr. Pandey, Director

of

the National Park, âttempts wete made to both rework the microplans, and refocus
ecodeveiopment activities on improved forest production'for non-timber products.

Attempts wete also made to revive the VEDCs, and in some areas, including both Dharali
and Tinder, to constitute them for the fust time. The new Director also felt that it was

imperative to work with local womerr in the EPA, and as a result set out to organize the
WSCGs in partnetship with a local

NGO. ,{lthough funding for

the project began

n

1gg4

most ecodevelopment wotk has been done since the Wodd Bank refused to extend its
original loan, and pulled out of the ptoject

n

lggg (Pandey pers cornm., 2000). Figue

indicates the intended f¡amework for linking orgarnzattons under the project.

m Kumar et. al.
Q'do Date) describes these as things such as the disttibution of grain storage tanks, path
development, livestock vaccinatìon, and some road construction.

5.1
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Government of
HP / Wildlife

Government of
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Figure 5.1
Desired organtzattonal Linkages under the Ecodevelopment project
(Sowce: field interviews)
,{,s illustrated

in Figure 5.1, the project was desþed to facilitate linkages between the

multiple levels participating in the ptoject. The tu/o main links betq/een uppel manâgemenr
and local communities dependent on the ecological goods and services of the National park
were the VEDCs, in the earþ stages, and the WSCGs, more recently. In theory these two
otganizanons would act as mechanisms for communicadon and information exchange, and
serve âs the main orgarnzaaonal faclhøtors

of ecodevelopment. In the

case

this link wâs to be fostered and strengthened by the microplan: a document

of the VEDCs

desþed to

Promote consistency and transparency between the two levels. ,\I¡þ6rrqh there were
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interactions with hþher ups in the Wildlife Wirg, the Forest Guard was the main
departmental link with the local level.

It was expected that the VEDCs would funcrion

as a

reptesentative link for the local level. .As well, a member from the Panchalat sits on every

\rEDC tinking the committee to the local govemance structure. In the

case

of the WSCGs

this link was to be fostered and strengthened urith the assistance of an external NGO:

originally SAVE and at the time of the research SAI{,{RA.
The World Bank's role in the project was strictly as a financin g agencJ,and not one

of implementation ot monitoring. Implementadon of the project was r}re responsibility of
the HP Government. The Bank did, however, underøke standatd superr.ision, which

included sight visits every six months. These sight visits were for tlre larger FREE project,
and as such did not translâte into visits to the GHNP every six months. Specific visits we¡e
made to the GHNP once a year. World Bank representatives met with project implementers

in Delhi every other year. During actual field visits in the GHNP staff members of rhe
\World Bank would attempt to assess whether the project was impiemented as desþed.
They would also make trips into the villages. During these trips translation serv-ices were

provided by members of the Wildüfe N7itg (lVfott pers. corrìm .,2007). As an aside, a
nurnbet participants in this study expressed concem that their grievances were not
adequately communicated to the World Bank, and on some occasions explained that they

wete asked to "keep quiet" about specific issues while Bank members were in the field.

5.3.1constructing otgantzations for Exchange: The vEDCs and the wSCGs
5.3.1./ The Village Ecodeuelopment CommilTees: The Tinder and Dltarali Experience
Given t-he conceptual toots of ecodevelopmeng one might expect that the VEDCs
received some degree of autonomy, ând v/ere set up in some consistent or well thought out
Plocess in the earþ stages of the

project. This was not the case, however, and in most

lll
microplan units the committees were set uphaphazardly and in the final stages of the

project. The process of establishing the VEDCs, in both Tinder andDharals, was both
sPontâneous and rathet casual. The ptocess failed to ensure that all villagers had zn

understanding

o{

and say in, the process. A number of individuals, particularþ in Dhatali,

indicated that they had never even heatd of a VEDC, and were unsure what the term meânt.
Many other individuals interviewed had knowledge of the committees, but indicated that
they had not participated in the selecrion process (see able 5.1).

Members of the VEDC in both Dharali and in Tinder described a similar process for
establishing the committees. In both cases it was indicated that the Director of the Park and
a few ot}er individuals came to the village, in 1998 in Tinder and

in

1999

nDharali, called a

meedng, and then instructed the villagers to choose representatives. Once the committees

were struck the members selected a president ftom amongst themselves. In Tinder, the
committees were selected after the Director of the Park held meetings in all parricþating

villages. The mictoplan was completed in paticþation with local people at these same

meetinç. The selection of the president requked three further meednç, and was followed
by a feast. In the Shangarh microplan unit all individuals were called to the Shangarh temple

gtound to select the VEDC. The president was selected at this same meedng. Unlike in
Tinder, the president knew of the microplan but e:plained that local people weïe not
involved in its development.

lt2
Table 5.i
Involvemen
nvoìvement in and knowledge of VEDC related activities in Tinder and D anls,
Attended the Had
Had no
No
Total
VEDC
Knowledge
knowledge
Response
Respondents
selection
of the
of the

meetins

YEDCs

VEDCs

0

2

6

0

I

Dharali
Men

7

I

4

7

13

Tinder

4

9

0

1

10

Tindet

9

12

1

0

13

Men
Total

20

31

11

1

42

Dharali
Women

Women

,{.n issue that must be intoduced before delving further into the VEDC experience

is time. ,{,ttendance of meetings pertaining to ecodevelopment initiatives, including those ar

which the VEDCs were selected, has proven problematic for

a

number of villagers in Tinder

and Dharali. Many individuals explained that they were too busy to leave their homes and
travel to

otler villages in order to attend meetings.

Some individuals even expressed

concerns regarding meetings held in their villages.

I have never gone to any meetinç. I am always in the fields, and have no time.
Woman Dharali

-

The departnent had meetings in Shangarh with the Pancbalatpeople, but I never
went. I didn't have tjme to go. - PT, Mans Dharali/Sundenager

I go to the villages on a tegular basis. People don't have much time so they don't
come to meetings. But we try to have meetingS once a month. !Ø. try to hr.r.
meetings at the Shangarh grounds.

-

\)Øildlife \X/ing

The ìssue of lack of time, although acknowledged by some members of the Wildtife Wirg,
does not zPPeff in the project related literature. Time will, however, conl-inue to a.ct

^s

a

PS,

il3
m^ior inhibitot to local participation in any ecodevelopment works. The lesson to be leamt
from people's comments in this regatd is that development proiects must be brought to the
people, and in doing so, be worked around their demanding Iivelihood schedule.

Despite thehaphazatd way in which the VEDCs were established, there appeared to
be local interest in the process in the early stages of the project. This rvas most prominent irr

Tinder, but also evident in Dharali. In fact, the Tinder VEDC undertook work to enhance
the protection of the area, because they thought the project would progïess. As was
explained in Tinder:

Before the zrea was a Park people were hunting. .A.fter the VEDCs v/ere set up the
members tried to teach people not to hunt or destroy the area. \When the Deata
committee had meetings they would call the people who were hunting. Either the
Deuta commiftees or the VEDCs rvould [chastise] the hunters. Before the area was a
National Park people cut trees illegaliy and were hunting. The VEDCs have tried to
stop this behavior. - TR, Man Tinder
This quote is illusuative of a number of things. First, it illustrates the early ânempts by the

VEDC in Tinder to become involved in conservation related activities. Second, it
demonstrates an acknowledgement at that level that some illegal activities may have been

occnrring in the area, and that if provided some benefits or altematives villagers were willing
to take acdon against such activities. Third, the statement mentions the involvement of a
key village level institution: the DeaTa

comrittees. This is both interesting and important

given that no formal attempts were made by the governmental level to include these
organnaaons in the process (as demonstrated by its absence in Figure 5.1).

Earþ interest in the VEDCs was soon teplaced with disappointrnent and skepticism.

In the months after the VEDCs were struck the committees expected a budget. Members of
the VEDCs in both Dharali and Tinder had developed proposals with ideas on how the

money should be spent. The VEDC in Shangarh held two or three meetings after the
committee rvas originally formed. At the time of this study no funds had been received by

tt4
the VEDC, and the grouP had been unable to undertake any activities. As a result, they had
stopped meeting. The experìence in Tinde¡ was somewhat different in that the Committee
had been more acd.r'ely involved in ecodevelopment activides in the eady days following the
selection Process. This was likely due to the fact that a number of families in the Shangarh
Panthalat had received monetary compensad.on, whereas

in the Nohanda Pancbalalvery few

families teceived direct monetary compensation. The President of the Tinder VEDC spoke

of having some sây in decisions about how funds would be spent eady on.
Members of the Tindet VEDC also explained that once the Committee was struck
meetings wete orgarized with the Director of tlre Park every two to tÏ¡ee months.

Ât

these

meetings they would talk about the concems, priorides, and wants of the village. They

would also discuss what plans would be developed under the project. Workshops for the

vEDCs were organized by the wildlife

wirg

and held in Gushaini, sairep2, and,Lary¡.

Every VEDC unit ftom the Tirthan side sent 2 to 3 members, and the Director of the park
attended as well'

At

these workshops ecodevelopment works were discussed, and some

mention was given to strategies aimed at v¡ildlife protecdon. VEDC members were told that
they would be able to work

with the Forest Guards to leam how to protect the forests

against illegal activities. They were also told that they would be given the powet
to fine

people involved in illegal activities both inside and outside of the Park. There were 5-6

workshops held over a one-year period.

In Tinder, the VEDC would attempt to hold meetings with the villagers two times
every month to discuss and report on the outcomes of

meetinç urith the l7ildlife Wirg.

Members of the VEDC explained that many vìllagers did not want to, or could not,
attend
these meetings. Meetings between the

VEDC and the Wildlife Wing level

ceased

with the

onset of conflict in the region stimulated by the settlement of rights process (1999).
Both

lt5
the Range Officer and the Block Officer indicated that they continue to make regular

into the village to discuss Park related

issues

tips

with local people. Regular visits to the villagsg

made by the Range Officers or Forest Guards, were common in the Shangarh unit as well.

This participatìon in Tinder, even though only at

^very

rudimentary level, was short

lived. VEDC members were told that an account for developmental works would be

set up,

and that they would have authority over how those funds would be dispersed. Funds were
never deposited into such ân account. Rather, the president of the Tinder

VEDC explained

that the Forest Guard teceived the funds intended for the VEDC, and that he came to the
villages when he had wage labor opportunities to provide to the local people. The \Øildlife

Witg retained all control over incoming funds, and determined independently the programs
that would be faciltated under the Ecodevelopment Project.ll Local people were involved

only as temporary wage laborers. ,{lthough the Forest Guard attended VEDC meetings in

Tinder two times every month, he consulted the Range ofñcer, his superior, about
important matters and decisions rather than committee members. This top down decisionmaking Process has charactenzed the project since its inception, and continued to dominate
all activitjes undertaken in the EPA up to the time of this research.
,A.t the

local level, individuals, as well as members of the VEDCs themselves, felt that

the committees failed because they wete never given a chance to succeed. Most individuals
indicated that the haphazard way in which the VEDCs were established was not the central
issue, but rather the fact that the N7ildüfe Wing "did not tâke the committees

into their

confidences." From the governmental perspective the VEDCs failed due to the way they
were established, the lack of a mandate at the local level, and ølackof a sense of ownership

1r

Âctivities r¡nderta-ken in Tinder include Chakkatahí provision of a water source and the provision of gain
storage tanks' In Dharali they include the provision of a water source, â water tank and a bridle path
@umar
et.al., No Date).

lt6
of the project pandey pers coÍìm., 2000). This latter factot stems &om the reabt¡ that all
monies came ftom external sources, thereby reducing the sense of obligatio n to

a.

gtoup of

mutual community investors. It does not appear, however, that any real investment was
made in their establishment or success. Comments ftom local people supporting this
observation include:
Park peopie are doing nothing: iust eating tJle money and going on trips. They aren't
doing anything for the poor people. They talked about making the roads and
developing the area. It's all just talk. - LS, Man Dharali

I am a member of the VEDC, but I

have not gone to
meetings. There haven't
^fly
been any meetings so we haven't been able to do any activities.
The department said
they would give the VEDC funds and the VEDC could give loans. Loans were to be
given to buy cows or build a road. The departrnent has not talked to the group since
the committee was selected here. - ML, Man Dharali

I was told that whatever budget and funds came it would go through the VEDC to
be given out to local people. !üe were told that there would be one âccount, but the
Forest Guard brought money directly to fhe village. He paid people 45-50 rupees a
day if they had time to work. People made the paths and the check walls that the
department wanted. ...we were told that we would get money to make group
decisions about how is should be spent. \ù7e didn't get any. The guard came here,
and he got a budget. He would decide that he needed so many laborers. Eight ro ten
Lakh rupees came to the Forest Guard. This money was supposed to come to the
VEDC, and the President was supposed to make sure the funds were spent properþ.

-

SP, Man

Tinder

They made the VEDC members at the last minute when the World Bank started
checking on them. The committee wasn't made until two years ago. The VEDC
had a nice dme too. The Director chose some people then asked locals if they
thought this was fine. The Director selected the people and just made sure they were
akight. The members of the committee onty did what the Park wanted, not what the
villagers need. - CJ, Man Tinder

The marginaltzalon of the VEDCs, the provision of false information and promises, as well
as the lack

of transparency in administtadve matters has spurred concerns over corrupd.on at

the government¿l level. Many local people, as well as committee members, expressed
concenr regarding how project funds were actuaþ spent.

It

q/as common to hear comments
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such as, "the departrnent does whatever they want, they just spend the money and have

a

nice time".
Park staff were not evasive on the issue of VEDC invoivement, and a number

of

members admitted that there u/ere not many opporrunities for the committees to funcdon
they were intended.

as

,{n employee of the Wildlife !üing in Sainj explained that the Wing

decided to do nursery work and build paths on their own, but in thei¡ defense explained that
local people are hired for these works at a duly wage of 52 rupees. This top down approach
was justified through the provision

of examples of corruption at tÌre local level. This

same

Forest Guatd explained that the president of the Neuli VEDC received funds for
ecodevelopment works in his unit, and proceeded to deposit these monies in his bank

âccount. Other claims of local corn:ption came from the Director who spoke of an instance
when 100 looms, costing 4500 rupees each, were bought u¡ith project firnds, and sold to the

VEDCs for

a discounted

price. The surplus from the sale to the VEDCs was supposed to

be used as a rolling fund for ecodevelopment works. In this particular example the VEDCs

bought the looms and sold them externally for 3000 rupees keeping the difference, 1500
rupees, for themselves pandey pers cornm., 2000).

Two issues regarding the VEDCs and ecodevelopment require further discussion.
The first is the transmission of false information throughout the lifespan of the projecq and
the second is the issue of govemment and project fund dispersal. It should be noted that
although resentment and conflict related to the VEDCs and fund dispersal has arisen in the

GHNP region, the tq/o sides were notpolanzed in the earþ

stages

of the project. People

indicated, and condnue to express, a willìngness to forego use within the area if given real
alternadves. In most instances real altetnatives meant monetary compensation coupled with
the provision

of ajob fot

one male ftom every household. This was the promise was made

t18

to villagers eady on in the ptoject development stage. Promises such as these were
obviously undeliverable, and served to raise false hope. As a member of the Shangarh
Panchajtat explained:

The written contract from tÏe depatbnent said that peopie will only get 45 t-housand
ruPees - nine thousand per year. Jobs were only promised to [appease] people, and
this was not included in the written conftact. The written contract only promised

money. People will get their rights back in fi.ve years. This is not written in the
contrâct, but the Disttict Commissioner câme to Largi and told the people that their
rights would be given back to them after compensadon was over.
There was evidence, at the time of the research, that the making of false promises was still

occurdng in the area. In fact, although the Pønchalat in Shangarh was aware of the nature of
the promises made by the

Witg, they were not

aware of the true nature of the restrictions

in

the GHNP. Th"y believed that rights would be reinstated in a five year period, but as one
member of the Wildlife \Øirg explained:
The villagers have been told the park area will be reopened in five years. This was
told to them to get their support. World Bank funds came, and to receive this
money the park had to deceive the local people. So they told them they could have
their rights back in five years. - Wildlife tVing

Othet membets of the Wildlife N7iog were unclear

as

to whether rights would actually be

'given back to local people', but stipulated that there 'may'be an opportunity for joint
management in the future.

In terms of funds dispetsal, it must be noted that the structure of the Forest
Department, and the rùTildlife Witg, is very hie¡archical. Much like in the Manali Sanctuary,

it was discovered that lower rrunagement's ability to obtain funds for Park management and
ecodevelopment activities was seriously challenged by a centraltzed bureaucradc structure.
Funds under the CoB project were administered by the HP Government. The abüity to

obtain funds for ecodevelopment works at the gïass roots level was far more difficult than
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obtaining funds for general Park management activities. As one source put it, "there

.q/as

a

genenl fund flow crisis under the project."

Fund flow issues combined with the failure of the VEDCs led the Wildlife \Øirg under
the Director's leadership to form a new body for the purpose of dispersing funds. This

body, known as the Conservadon of Biodiversity Sociery, was envisioned as a technical
committee compdsed of experts in the field (Chhatre, per corrun., 2000; Pandey pers cornm.,

2000). As such, its membership is largely made up of highJevel government srâff from

a

numbet of deparnnents, with one position provided to a selected NGO's. There is no local
membership on this committee. The failwe of the VEDCs, and weaknesses of the
Ecodevelopment Proiect as a whole, also led to the creation of the wSCGs.
5.3.1.2 Tbe lØomen's Sauings and Credit Groups: The New Link?
Since January

of

1999 Park staff have been working through a local

NGO to

orgzrize women, preferably those below the poverty line, into small groups with the goal

of

saving their own money. Once saving has reached a substantial level it is hoped that these
groups will embatk on ctedit based acdvities, thereby encou.taging members to invest money

in alternative income generating activities (GHNP, 2000). The r-heoretical basis of this
proiect is tooted in contemporary development theory. In recent times access to financial
otganiraflons, and particulady access to credit, has come to be recognized as a cdtical
developmental issue. Approximately B0 percent of the world's population lacks access to
credit and savinç facilities beyond what is provided by family members, friends, or high
pdced moneylenders SVoolcock, 1999). Barriers to accessing financial services stifle microentetprise development, which is commonly recognized as a key srrategy fot poverty

alleviation. These barders, combined u'ith concems for continuing and worsening levels of
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global poverty, led both development practitioners and academics to consrruct models for

micro credit and micro- fnancelz programs (R.utherford, 2000).
Programs acknowledging the distinct conditions of impoverished rvomen in

developmental theory are not new, and neither ate efforts to improve women's economic
status. 'S7omen's economic position has been directly linked to their position and degree of
bargaining power v¡ithin the family unig their abüity to act against violence in the home and

in the world atltge, and their abiJity to purchase needed improvements in health, housing
and education for themselves and thei¡ family ([JNEG\øF,7995). In the 1950s and 1960s

this tealization led, in some cases, to the intoduction of training courses and programs for
women's cooperative development. Such programs received fairly widespread support from
international development agencies, as they u/ere seen to contribute to both family welfare
and child health. Development priodties shifted in the 1970s and 1980s to improving

women's access to income and resources. This shift in focus coincided with both increased
interest in the potential of the 'informal sector' in the developme Írt a:renz, and the beginning

of the United Nations Decade forWomen (1976-1955). Â key focus of the UN Decade for
Women was women's ability to eaffi income, and as such this was held up as a key objective

in household poverty reducdon and gender equiry strategies
Sdayoux, 1995).
Programs focusing on income generad.on schemes were later critìcized for their

failue to achieve sustainable economic gains or to change women's roles within the home
and society atlarge.

,A.s a

result, many development agencies abandoned the focus on

income genetation activities in favor of greatet political objectives targeting the urider social,

political and economic agenda. Some NGOs, however, continued to focus their energy on

12 Micro finance
is defined as "a system of savings and credit desþed for people who cannot gain access to forma-l banking
or credit unions" (Gow,2000; 12).
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increasing the effectiveness of income generation project.

At the same time a number of

programs started in the 7970's and focusing on the micro finance altemadve came to the

forefront of the development stage. These programs, recognizing the importance of access
to financial services to the improvement of women's economic posidons, had been
successful in attacting significant âmounts of intemational funding, achieving significant
levels of gtowth, and had become fairly

vocal. Examples included the Grameen Bank and

the Bangladesh Rural,{,dvancement Committee. By the eatly 1990s micro-enterpdse

development fot women, and related micto finance progîams, was being promoted by
development agencies at all scales (I4ayoux, 1995). Development ageocies have come to
view credit provision, one component of micro finance programs, as a cost-effective means

of reaching large numbers of women, and of providing easily quantifiable results. Credit and
savings projects have also come to be recognized as an important means of improving

women's control over income, as well as their access to resources (X4ayoux, 1995).

In the GHNP context micro enterprise development, and thus

access to micro-

finance, is not only recognized as a means to teduce poverry, but also as a tool

of

ecodeveiopment. It is believed that by fostering micro enterprises, in this case tlrrough the
creadon of \)ØSCGs, women participating in the project will be able to engâge in sustainable

livelihoods independent from Park resources. This ptoject was also undertaken in
tecognition that the VEDCs are largely male dominated, and that women are the poorest of
the poor in the EPA.. Poor women, according to the Wildlife

\Øirg

are viewed as being

most affected by conservation related acdvides, and as being the most vulnerable urithin
larget social organizadons such as the VEDCs and the Pancbalats (GHNP, 2000). Intewiews

with local people in the two study villages, however, indicated that men overwhelningly use
the National Park to a greater extent than women, and that men specifically depend on the
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^tea

for the collection of medicinal plants and herbs sold on the market. A number of men

ín the two study villages indicated that this was their main source of cash income, which they
need to buy supplement^ry food, clothing, and other household goods. Research also

indicated that in the two study villages women typically undertake livelihood activities,

including the collection of fuel, fodder, and food in the forests surrounding their villages,
rather than in the National Park.
.A.s

mendoned in Chapter 4, the WSCG project was originally facilitated through an

NGO named S,q.VE, but at the time of this research was being facilitated by SAFLA,RA.
Members of the nüildlife Wing expect that by going into the villages and working with local
'women SAII{.RA will educate villagers about the Patk and its proglams. Information
regarding the Park is to be complimented with the provision of information on alternative

income genetafion strategies geared towards raising local living standards. S,{.HÂR

A.

and the

!7SCGs, then, ate viewed as a means to link local needs with conservation objectives.
SA.HARA,, however, is expanding their operadons to other a¡eas in the

Kullu District, and

when conversations were held vrith members of the NGO reluctance to be directly affiliated

with the GHNP was expressed.
The primary obiective of the WSCG ptoject is the empowermenq education, and
otgantzzton of local women tlrrough a process that not only conserves naturâl resources,
but also reduces women's uaditional expioitation (SAIIART{,

ND). The WSCGs project

was founded on a number of guiding pdnciples and objectives. According to Rajinder
Chauhan (2000), Director of S,{HAR

o

{,

these include:

Savings: Women must wotk to sâve, and must save in order to have the resources to
become independent and self-sufficient. Savings provide security and a foundadon for
future development.
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Building The project will build on women's self-esteem by ptoviding
opportunities for active involvement and control over decisions that affect their own
lives.
Employment Local women will be employed approximately 300 days out of the year,
and this employment is important to both savings, and self-esteem building.
fncome Generad.on:'S7omen will be involved in income generation activities that will
bring needed cash income into their households. Âctivities will be linked, but not
dependent on, the National Patk and will therefore gamer support for the gre tet
consewadon initiative.
The project and the groups must be independent and self-sustaining. No outside money
is allowed inside the'Women's Savinç groups, as such a precedent would threaten the
sense of ownership of the project, and of mutual obligation of participants.
Self-esteem

.According to Rajinder Chauhan of SAFIARA, and the Director of the GHNP,

activities that are being undertaken, or that are planned under this project include:
1..

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

Handicraft Production and Sales: Ât the time of the tesearch leadets of SAFIAR A. were
pianning to organize a workshop u¡ith the group organÞers to explote possibilities fot
handicraft production using cannabis. The NGO expects that local women will be able
to make, and sell in distant markets, items such as thread, baç, foot mats, and tablemats.
Localwomen will receive taining for this endeavor. A buyer, Vid Han Nagar
Development Craft Society in New Delhi, has already been arranged.
Production and Sale of Beans: Five varieties, organically grown with no chemical
fertilizers, v¡ill be produced for sale locally. The beans arc abeady grown in the EPA,
and will eventually be sold to merchants in Delhi.
Ecotourism: '\ consultant is currently working with Srq.HARA, and in partnership with
the Wildlife Departrnent, to market treks in the gtoup ateas. Local people will be hi¡ed
as potrers, cooks, guides, and otgantzers, and the family members (mostly men) of
women in the savings and credit groups will be given pdoriLy for all related employment.
The group was expected to start ttaining local individuais for this endeavor the sumrner
the reseatch was undertaken.
Vermicomoostins: Women ftom the osrouDs had aheadv besun undertakins comoosdns
activities. The Forest Departrnent acts as the ready-made buyet for the compost, as they
use the fertilizer in their nurseries. Women ftom the groups arepud 7 rupees per kg.
Medicinal Plant Ptopapadon: The park. with the cooperation of local women ftom the
WSCGs, is now raising medicinal plants in nurseries in the EPA. ,A,rrangements have
been made with the Ayurvedic Indian Society to buy the products ditecdy ftom the local
womefl
thereby removing the middleman þlant dealer) and allowing u/omen to get the
fi.rll market value of the plant.
Production and Sale of Fruit Oils: The women's groups are curendy collectìng wal¡ut
and apricot seeds for the production of fruit oils.
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All the acdvities, whether planned, or currently being implemented, require zero input
technologies. In other words, they are desþed to capitaltze on the resources and skills
present at the village level, as opposed to requiring inputs ftom extemal sources.

The link between the NTSCGs, the \Wildlife Wing, arìd conservation initiatives within
the Park is strengthened by the priority distribution of wage labor in the EP,A, to
participating women and theii families. To date, women participating in the gtoups have
been given priority in the preparation of medicinal plant nurseries, planøtion work, and trail

repair. The dispersal of such work on

a preferential basis is also

desþed to enhance the

savings czpacity of local women.

SAIlrq.RA has an established process for organtzrne the groups at the village level.

lVhen the NGO is approaching a village for the fust time they complete a social survey to
profile that village. Ideally, only the poorest villages in the EP,\ ate t¿ken into the project.
The degtee of poverty within a vilage is determined by visually assessing housing conditions
and other standard of living indicatots. After a villags is selected, SÄH-,\R
the poorest women within

it.

q,

then identifies

They do not take women ftom more tlan one village at

a

dme, and try to restrict group size to no more than twenty, and no less than ten women.

One member of S'{.H,{.RÂ, generally a womân, is appointed to a microplan unit, and is
responsible for all groups u¡ithin that

unit. This wornan is known

as a

group otganizer.

All

group organizers meet on the 7ú of each month to discuss their progress, experiences, and
problems faced in the field. The Director of the National Park participates in these meetings
on occasion.
Meetings are held in the village of the women's group two times per

month. Each

'woÍran must save one rupee per day to particþate in the projecg and if this tzrget is not met
the gtoup does not meet. The group appoints an atimztor, and this woman is in charge

of
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depositing the money into a collecdve bank account for which each woman receives

a

passbook. Two women from the group have signing authority over the account, and the
g.roup orgznizer from S,{.FIARA is always with the women at the bank. The atimator is paid
one to two rupees per woman per

month. No woman is to feel that

she is working

for ftee.

The women of the group make decisions regarding their savings collectively, and all
expenses are born jotntly by the

goup.

'

In theory, the groups arc orgzntzed according to

caste

in ordet to allow all women to

participate frrlly. The Wildlife Wirg, and SAFIARÂ leadets, felt that the Mahila Mandal¡ are
heterogeneous groups, and as such tend to be dominated by the wealthier women in the

village. As a result they have not involved these orgarizanons in any stages of the projecg

as

to do so would jeopardize the principles under which the ptoject was established. It is also
important to riote that SAFIARÂ did not consult with any local orgarizations pdor to
establishing the groups, and thus bypassed all traditional means of entering

¿

¡¡illage and

establishing trust and respect atthatlevel. This fact is importânt for a numbet of reasons,

which will be discussed later.

In the beginning

stages

of the ptoject 43 gtoups were creâted, each with 15-20

members. By September 2000, 51 savings groups had been established, and 90 000 rupees
had been saved (Chauhan, 2000). Most of the gtoups have only been saving funds so far.

However, it is expected that the loaning phase will begin in the near futwe. Loaning
transactions will be divided into tq¡o major categories: those for petsonal consumpdon, and
those for income generadon activities. The !Øildlife !Øirg and members from the SÂFIARÂ

group feel that local women have responded positively to the project. About four hundred
women have been included. They hoped, or expected, to have about 800 women, between
70-80 groups, participating in the project by December of 2000 (I(omal, 2000).
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There are a number of challenges facing this projec!

as

well

as questions

pefiaining

to the process through which it opetates. ,{.lthough it is too early to judge the project

as

eithet â success or failute, it is possible to discuss some issues that had arisen ât the time of
the reseatch. According to both members of the Wildlife

!7irg

and leaden of S,A.FIARA,

the gteatest challenge faced by the initiative has been keeping the group orgarúzers focused

on the pflfrlary objectives of the projecr Group organizers have a tendency to work with
the most accessible women, and therefore some¡mes miss the target gloup: scheduled caste
and poor women (I(omal, 2000). This fact was reiterated by local women in both study

villages who indicated that the gtoups were not based on caste structure, but rather anyone

who showed interest was invited to participate. One local woman explained that S'{.Flr{,R {,
had tried to only take the poor women, but no one showed any interest. As a result,
S,AH,A.R-A. was

forced to take any one that would participate. A member of the Wildlife

Wing indicated that this might stem from the fact that none of the gloup orgarizers are
scheduled caste, and they therefote find

it

easier to work

with the wealthier women. Also,

the status of the group organizers may make poorer women hesiant to particþate.

,{nother factor influencing participation m^y, once again, be the issue of time. When
asked about the WSCGs and SAH,A.RA a numbet of women mentioned that although they

knew about the project they did not have time to participate. Women in rural willages such
as

Tinder and Dharali are responsible fot a number of household activities and duties, and

typically do not have time to attend meetings. !ühen developmental projects or meetings are
organued at the village level women typically rely on their husbands or other male figures

ftom the household to participate.

I am not a member of SAFIARA. The group
alone at home, and don't have time to go.

-

called me, but

NB,

SØoman

I never went. I am

Tinder

r27

l know about the SAFLTRA groups. I do not participate. Thete is one for this
vilage, but I don't have time to go to meetìngs. It's a good idea though. -MS,

'\X/oman

Tinder

Proiects such as these must be adapted to the condidons of each woman. Fot example, one
woman indicated that she had participated in SAI{AR

A.

and some of the medicinal plant

nursery acttviLy, but was now too busy to particþate. In her case the project needed to be
flexible so tåat she could enter and leave when necessary.
The project may also run into difficulty with its requirement that every woman save
one rupee per day. A younger womân in Dharali explained that some women were having

difficulty achieving this, and a few had even boffowed money ftom wealthier women in the
village so that they could participate.
People said they would save 25 rupees a month. But how can we save
have any money? TC,'Woman Dharali

if we don't

This fact again points to the need for flexibility in gendered apptoaches to development.
Also, and somewhat linked to this, control over money v¡ithin the household has adsen
issue

as an

for some local womefl. Some women indicated that their husbands have not allowed

them to partìcipate, even though they expressed interest in the ptoject. It was not clear,
however, whether the men in these cases prevented women ftom participating due to

cultural or other reasons, ol because they linked to the project to the Park. If the latter was
true, the failure to allow women to particþate mây mereþ have been a fotm of resistance to
the GHNP.
The WSCG project has run into difficulty by faüing to adequately communicate the
concepts and guiding principles to local women. A number of women in both villages, but

more so in Dharali, had never heard of the project (see table 5.2). Á. number of women,

who were participating in the projecÇ seemed unclear

as

for, and who exactly had control over the saved funds.

to what the money would be saved
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A group came to my house, and collected money ftom me. They collected 30 rupees
for one month. I have not gone to any SÁ,H,{R { meetings. I was not told very
much about the group.

-

CC, rWoman Dharalt'

\

One participant explained that some local womân feel that SAF{-A.R

is fooling them, and

trying to steal their money. The Mahila Mandal Pradan in Tinder, who was participating in
the project, indicated that they v/ere not provided with very much information when the

group was established in this village, and wondered what would happen to the interest on
the account. ,{, goup organtzer from SAFIARA. acknowledged this lack of understanding,
and seemed to intimate that undemtanding the savings and credit process can be a slow and

confusing process, as the concept is largely

foreþ

to local v/omen.
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4
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7

4
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1

10

Women
Total

72

4

6

2

5

1

18

Another factor that has, and wül undoubtedly condnue to, challenge the ptoject is
the highly political nature of the situation in the GHNP. The gtoup organizets from

SAHARA ate currently having difficulty working in a number of villages, including Tinder,
as local

people are opposing any projects telated to the National Park.
rWhen one looks at the puq)ose, firnction, and experiences of both the WSCGs and

VEDCs, quesdons ernerge as to whether preexistin g otgantzattons were consulted or
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included in the process.

,{ fundamental developmental

lesson, dedved from decades

of

expetience, is that communides do not embark on the developmental process from scratch
@ayon, 1996). Ratler, the existence of preexisting organizations within a community is

indicative of ptocesses social learning and zdaptaaon. The weaknesses, strengths, lessons
leamed, and experiences of existing organtzanons and institutions can be used to fr¡rther

consewation and developmental objectives. Their importance to village life, and in fact all
social organtzanon, should be recognized. Overriding established institutions and
orgarizanons may serve to erode their authority within a community. This is also true in
tetms of the existence of local institutions, such as the social sancdons and rules of harvest

mendoned by plant collectors in both Tinder and Dharali. It is therefore necessar7 to
explore the role existing orgarizzttons, established prior to the CoB project specifically

anð/or the National Park in general, were included in the Ecodevelopment Project.
5.3.2

^

Role for Established Organizations?
This section will discuss the extent to which the three main village organizations

were involved in the conservation initjative: the Panchalaß, the Maltila Mandals, and the Deata

Committees. Before moving into detailed discussion of the inclusion, or lack thereo{
local organizadons in the Ecodevelopment Project,

it should fust

of

be pointed- out that both

the Mahila Mandals and the Deata Committees are visibly missing in the desired and intended

linkages mapped out in figure 5.1. Also, given that the Ecodevelopment Project was

desþed to curb local use of the atea,loczlinstitutions did not figure into the
Ecodevelopment Project, as ecodevelopment in this context was desþed to halt rather than
supPort teal and potential sustainable uses. The actual role of identìfied village organizations
is summarized in øble (5.3).
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Table 5.3

ln consefvatlon
in
â the GHNP
conservadon at
Direct Attempts to
Consulted on
Consulted on
include in the Process the SAIIAR.{.
the Park

nat involvement
Ítvolvemeflt
OrsartizatTonal

Consulted on
the VEDCs

GrouÞs

Shangarh
Panchayat

No

Yes

No

No

No/thepradan
from one group
was not even

No

Invited to early
discussions which were
restricted to
ecodeveloÞment

Shangarh

No

No

Mahila
Mandals

aware

of this

proiect

Dharali
Devta
Committees

No

No

Politicians may
have asked the
Deura about the
Park

Some funds mayhave
been provided to the

No

No

Deuta to appease the
public
Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Tindet
Panchayat

No

Tinder

No

invited to
meetings to discuss
ecodevelopment and
local concerns
No

No

No

Pradan was

Mahila
Mandals
Tinder
Devta
Committees

Some funds may have
been provided to the
Deula to appease the

Þublic
5.3.2./ Tbe Pancbalat
The role played by the PancltEtats in the two study villages were somewhat different.

It does appeair, however, that some attempts were made to include this organizadon,
although at a very restdcted ievel, in project planning. In Tinder the Pradan of the village
indicated that he was not consulted about the establishment of the National Park. However,

with the begtnning of the CoB project interaction with the Wildlife Nfli"g did inqease
somewhat. T'he Pradan indicated rhat after the project began he would meet with members

of the Wildlife !Øi"g every 2-3 months. He went to these meetings on his own, and would

t3l
go to discuss the concems of local people. He also stated that atsuch meedngs
he suggested
that the Fotest Guatds accomPâny local people into the areato confrrm
claims that local
people are negadvely impacting the ecology of the Park. ,A.ccording

to the pradanin Tinder

either the Range Officer ot the Director of the Park came to Tinder evefy
two to thrss

months' Such interactions have ceased since the conflict erupted in the

area

following the

final notification process. The Forest Guard still goes to the village,
but there are rro
otganized meetings- The Pradan,who had held his position in the Tindet
village for a long

period of time, had found out about the Park from the District Commissioner
in 19g0 or
1982.
T},e Pradan of Tinder vülage was consulted on the development
of the

VEDCs. In

fact, he was invited to a meeting organized in Saþopa to talk about
the formation of t¡ese

committees' He had concerns though, that the VEDCs were only made
one rnonth before
final notification. His permission was never sought in establishing
the rVSGC in his village,
and S,{FIAR

4,

never approached the Pancltalaî to discuss this project. The villag pradan
e

jn

Tinder explained that no one consulted with him prior to setring up the
WSCGs, and as a
result the village was not letting the NGO into the village. This hints
at the failure

of

S'A'H-,{RA to account for local systems of power and influence,
as well as cultural norms.

The group failed to gain the âcceptance and permission of appropdate
organtzanons prior to
setting up the groups.

In Dhatali, no one consulted the Panchajatprior to the esøblishment
of the National

Park' A previous Pradan of the Shangarh unit explained that he first heard
about the park in
'1991/92' At ttris time members of the
\X/ildlife Wing came to rhe Shangarh grounds ro talk
about the Park, and ecodevelopment. Each house was promised
that they would receive a

iob' The previous

Pradan had concems that the process was

not clearly outlined for the
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Pancbaltat' He also felt that
is was important

to

recogntze that no one had
come to tark about

the environment' Rather, they
only came to the region to talk
about ecodeveropment. rn
terms of the coB project involvement
seemed to be more of the ,informatiofr
out, type tåan
meaningfrrì participation' The
crurent Pradanof the pancbalatexprained
trrat he particþated
in a trip' sponsored by the wildüfe
!Øirg, to Gujarat. The pu¡pose
of this trip was to anow
local people to see how ecodeveloprnent
was working at Gir National park.
The wardpancbe
fo¡ the Dharali region explained
that he went on a similar trip,
but the locare was Sagarnatrra
(À4ounr Everest) National park.

comments stefnming from the
Pancbalaton the issue of particþation
included:
The departrnelt only came to
talk
the Panclta,yatafter
park was estabrished
and the VEDCs had aheady
¡vrth _ pradín,Dharalithe
been forme
d.

If there is discussion I want information. \ù7e
want information, we .want to
what is going on. No one tets
know
us anything. - ward pancbe,Dharari
It must be noted' that in this village
the Forest Guard is a local individual
and sits on the
Panchalat rndependent of other
positions. Thus, not onry is the
Forest Guard a mernber

the

wildlife

wi"s

of

but also the Panchalatand the
vEDc. He a*ends arrpancbqyatmeedngs,

and aftended the early meetings
held by the VEDC.

Despite the lack of consultation
and involvement of the pancbaiat
inthe shangarh
atea' the Pmdan expiained
that until now they had relatively
good relarions v¡ith the l7ildlife
s7its' He feit that this was because
the shanga rh pancha-yaÍhad
tegal rights documented
in
theAnderson settlementReport
(/886),and as a result, most
famiries

in this ateahad.teceived
compensadon' For the most
part they have received what
they were promised to date:
one
installrnent of nine thousand
fuPees per family. The panchalathere,
as well as the local
people' were told that when
their compensation ends in
five years they would have their
rights to use the a¡ea back.
,{s a result the pradanstated, ..Ffust
let us take the mone¡ and
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then we win ioin the agitation." rt should be noted that the Shangarh pradansuggesred
a

iotnt management plan to the \X/ildlife Wing that would enable people to use areas within the
Patk in rotadon. The Director said no to this idea, explaining that herb
collection disturbs
the animals, and it would therefore be impossible to have such a plan.
The implications of the margþalization of the Pancba-1taßin the Ecodevelopment
Project are significant, particulatþ

gr..r

the 73'd Constjrutional Amendment Act

of

that deals w'ith issues of self-governance and decentr altzaflon. There
were a ngmber

1992

of

envitonmental areas dealt with in the Amendment including decision-making
authority in the
area

of minor fotest ptoducts, and participation in projects such as social forestry.
The

amendments were

desþed to enhance the link

betq/een Panchajar orgarnzaaons and the

Ministry of Environment and Foresrs (singh, 1994; Gadglr, 2000). The
implicarions of
margþalizadon are also important given the recognition that involving
grass roots
dernocratjc otgarnzatrons in the conservation process is key to the
future of protecte

d arca

management in India (Gadgü, 2000).
5.3.2.2 Mabìla Mandals

For both study villages the involvement of the Mahik Mandals
was negligible. No
specific âttempts we¡e made to involve this institutjon in either park
management or the

CoB project' In facg in the case of the rJØSCGs atrempts were
specifi cally madenot to

involve the Mahila Manda/s inproject development or implementadon.
The pradanof one
SouP in the Shangarh arcahadnot even heard of thìs initiative. Neither gfoup had been
consulted about the project before or after its initiation. .Although
SAI{-,q.R

Wildlife Wing had reasons fot bypassing the women's groups,

as

t

and the

indicated above, the Mabila

Mandals play animportant social role w.ithin the community,
and thus, at the very least, could

of aided in spteading information related to the project. This fact
is particularþ important
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given that rhe Mahila Mandalstn both study villages were relatively new, and thus may not yet
have become entangled in class and social hierarchies. Also, given the fact that the Mahila
Mandals rvere relatively nerv, t-hete was potential for SÂHAR

{

to work with these

otgarnzanons to possibly prevent or reverse some of the issues that have plagued this
otganizanon in the past.

In terms of orgarnztng meetings, or 'getting information out' the Mahi/a Mandals
explained that members of the rù(/ildlife

Witg simply enter to the village

and call everyone to

attendance. They do not make any specific attempts to târget any one group. The Pradans

of all gtoups explained that they typically find out about what is going on in the Park
tlrrough village talk. The Pradan of the older Maltila Mandal group in Shangarh had attended
some meetings pertaining to ecodevelopment, but explained that she was the only womân

who attended the VEDC selecd.on meeting. There is no representation of the Mahila
Mandals on the VEDCs

in either village.

5.3.2.3 The Deala CommiÍîees

No one from the Patk has come to talk to the Deúa. No one asked the DeuTds
permission to make a National Park. Some people came to the DeuÍa to talk about
their concetns. They asked the Deuta to become involved, to give advice. We have
not gone to the departrnent yet. - Deula Committee, Tinder
The Deula committees have largely been

GHNP,

as have

þored in the conseryation

process at the

religious and spiritual tinks to the areaingeneral. There was some

indication that funds, or other gifts, had been given to local Divinitjes ro quell dissatisfactjon
and resentrnent. Concem was expressed at the local level that because most Park

not from the area they did not have

a

søff was

knowledge or understanding of the Deala sÍrture. This

fear is perhaps justified by actìons taken, or more accurately not taken, by the Wildlife

Wirg.

In Dharali some local people explained that the Deulahere gave the government
permission to make a small National Park. The DearainTinder had not been consulted on
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such issues. Neithet committee had been invited as an entity

to

zny meetings, and nor had

they been consulted on conservation or ecodevelopment acdvities. Much like everyone else,

committee members explained that they find out about what is going on in the area through
village talk or other informadon sources.
\What is interesting to note, however, is that these organizations had become active

in

ecodevelopment related issues throughout the CoB projec! and later in resistance to the

National Park. Members of the VEDC in Tinder explained that the Deuta commiftees were
involved in eatly efforts to combat hunting and other illegal activides, including the public
chastising of those involved in such activities. In terms of resistance, members of the
\X/üdlife

Witg explained that the Divinity ftom Shakti and Maror

was telling local people not

to move out of the Park. As well, although no orìe from the Wildlife Wing had called the
Deuta Committees to meedngs or directly consulted them on Park related works, local people

went clitecdy to the Committees rvith their concems in a number of cases. The DeaÍa
committees may not lobby directly to members of the Wildlife Wirg, but they are definitely a

powetñrl instigator and supporter of local resistance.
The Deata Committees have become a problem. The Deuta does not want to leave
the area - the people did not want to leave the area in Shakti. They were offered a
temple in Shakti, Mator, Lapah, and Shangarh. ...400 rupees is the cost of a cart to
take food stuff into Shaktí and Marot. These villages could have saved this if they
would have moved. It is the cultute - th.y did not want to move. - Wildlife \Øi"g
5.4 Communication and Information Exchange
Communicadon and information exchange have been a constaflt challenge of not
only the CoB projecf but of the whole conservadon initiative in the GHNP. Tracking
networks of communicadon, and info¡mation exchange is important for two reasons. Firsg
breakdowns in commr¡nicadon and informadon exchange have the potentìal to fuel conflict.

In the GHNP

case, as

will be demonstrated below, breakdowns in communication have led
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to misinformation, and

as a result,

mistrust and anger towards conservation officials.

Mutually productive forms of social exchange require the development of trust and respect

(Ostrom 1998), and

as such

cannot be developed without open and appropriate

communicadon mechanisms. Second, information flows illustrate the types of networks,

intentional or not, through which ideas, concerns, and values are passed. These networks
demonstrate pattems of social functioning, and are telling of how communities react to

particular situadons. This is key to analysis of cross-scale interaction.
5.4.1

Transmitting Information Down the Management Hierarchy
The Director of the National Park explained that at tJre time of the research there

was fro mechanism in place for communicating management decisions or information from

the Park management to the local level.

-A,s

mendoned above, the VEDCs were originally to

function in this role in the earþ stages of the project. Given that they did not, it is now
hoped that SAFIARA and the WSCGs wül be able to señ/e as a mechanism for getting

information to the local level. It was indicated by lower ranked members of the Wüdlife

!Øirg that the Forest Guards still attempt to pass on information regarding mânagement
activities and labor opportunities to the village level. This mechanism, however, is not
consistent and had been hindered by the dse of conflict between the local and Park
management level.

The issue of open and well-targeted communication is perhaps one of the greatest
follies, and lessons, of the GHNP experience. The failure to adequately communicate the
nature of the conservation initiative and the implicatìons it would have for local users is

demonstrated by tables 5.4-7 below. These t¿bles illusttate how participants found out
about the Parþ and how they discovered the subsequent restdcd.ons that accompanied that

desþation.
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It

should be noted that thete were a number of individuals in both villages who

found out about the Natìonal Park by either being physically prevented from entering or by
hearing about others who had been stopped. These tables demonstrate the failue of the

Wildlife Witg to adequately communicate the desþation of the

area

in general, and more

specifically the nature of that designation. In other words, Park authorities failed to devolve
derails on tlle impact the Park would have on the lives of local people

in the region. \What

the tables below do not demonstrate is that by failing to create open communicadon
mechanisms the doo¡ was opened to external interests. Prominent among these are the

nlünerous political âctors who have taken a rlitect interest in the situation, and NGOs who
may not be involved for altruistic purposes.

At the time of the research

Pancltalat elecdons

were very close, and as a result poìitical parties on both sides had become involved in the

situation at the GHNP.
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he had intentions for
In
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on use
2-3 years ago they
heard about people
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Forest Depart.
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Heard of other being,
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when the ban on use
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6-7 yearc ago saw
physical works being
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Park
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attended a meeting in
Sai Ropa
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Total
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13
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Table 5.6
How partlctpar rts m Dharali discovered the restrictions on use in the GHNP
No response

rü7ere

Found out last

Saw the check posts

physically
stopped in
August of

yeat when people
were being

being constructed
in the area

stopped/checked

Heard about
people being
stopped three

Heard about tl¡e
compensation

Total

years ago

1999

Women

1

0

4

0

1

2

8

Men

3

)

4

1

2

0

13

Table 5.7
How participants in Tinder discovered the restrictions on use in the GHNp
Saw signs
in the
ar.ea

3-4

yeafs ago

Saw or was

Heard

stopped at

during

the check
posts 2-3
years ago

the
meetings
that were

(1ee7)

held in

Heard about
others being
physically
stopped in

\X/as

after the

1999

ban in
1999

yet

physically
stopped

The Director

Heard at the

No

meetìngs
held in the

Response

Director's

gave a speech
about the fir¡al

speech last

notification in

village 3

1999

years ago

1

0

1

1

10

0

t

J

0

13

Heard
about the

Total

the village

Women

0

2

0

4

Men

1

3

1

2

1

UJ

\o
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S.4.2Tnnsmitting Infonnation From the Grass Roots Up
In terms of information making its way up the management hierarchy, the process is
somewhat ambiguous. SØhen asked who they would communicate their concerns and needs

to paticipants mentioned a number of different avenues (see Table 5.8). It should be noted
that this behavior has changed over time, with a significant number of participants indicating
that they would go strâight to the Park Director or other upper management to
communicate their concerns. The diversity in responses to this question is indicative of

a

general failrre to constí.lct transparent and consistent networks for information exchange.

It is also indicative of the differences within a village, and the effecdveness of different
víllage level otganizations.
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A numbet of participants in both villages indicated that members of the Wildlife
!Øitg have sporadically come to the village since 1992, and provided the opportunity for
open discussion on issues related to the Park. It was also explained that the Park Director
makes trips into the village for discussions.

,{t

these

meetinç the topics of discussion have
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included the benefits of ecodevelopment (ersey cows, hand looms, and jobs) and
compensadon. There was not, however, a gre t deal of sadsfacdon that concerns raised at
these events were heard and valued.

As well, a number of meetings were held throughout the lifespan of the protected
area. These meetings provided some oppoffunity for tnformadon, or simply the voicing of
concems, to flow up and down the management hieratchy.
held in both the Tinder and Shangarh microplan

A

series

of meetings had been

unit. These meetings wete held

sporadically, and dealt with a vanety of issues. ,{.ttendance at different meetings varied, with
some household participants indicating that they had attended multiple meetings, while

othets indicated they attended one oÍ none (see table 5.9).

Table 5.9
Attendance and awareness of meetings related to the Park or ecodevelopment in Tinder and
Dharali
Had attended
Had heard about Was not awate of Total
meetings
Respondents
meetings
any meetings
regarding the
regarding the
regarding the
Park or
Patk or
Park or
ecodeveloument
ecodevelooment
ecodevelooment

Tinder

2

5

J

10

9

7

J

13

0

4

4

8

I

3

2

13

Women

Tinder
Men
Dharali
Women

Dhatali
Men

In Tindet meetings or events that were mendoned ftequently included'

o
o
o

A meeting in the village tlrree years ago when researchers and Wildlife Wing staff
câme to discuss ecodevelopment ptospects for the village;
,\ speech or talk was given in 1999 at which time people were informed of the final
notification and subsequent ban on resource use;
-,t meeting was held in Sai Ropa in 1999 to discuss the issue of rþhts. This was an
imporrant meeting mentioned by a number of men. People mentioned that the
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.
o

!7orld Bank and senior government officials attended this meeting. At this time
local people wete informed that 6 crore rupees had been spent in theTirthan area,
and that if they did not want the Park they would have to return the money;
APptoximately fout to five years âgo members of the Wildlife Wing came to discuss
the Park and ecodevelopment possibilities; and
A.bout 5- 6 years ago researchers came into this village to identify priorities, needs,
and socio-economic conditions in this mictoplan unit. The researchers made charts,
and asked people what they needed (ersey cows, hand looms, jobs).

Information regarding meetings is passed on from the Wildlife Wirg to the local level
through the VEDC or the Pancltalat.

In Dharali meetings or events that were mentioned frequently included:

o r\ sedes of meetings held in Neuli village to discuss ecodevelopment works;
o Four to five years âgo the departrnentand/or an NGO câme to the Shangarh
o
o

ground to talk about the Park and ecodevelopment. At this time people were told
there would defirritely be a Park;
Around 1995 the Park staff started coming to Shangarh to discuss funds that would
be coming from the \)7odd Bank; and,
About 2 to 3 yeârs ago a meeting was held in Shangarh. Ât this meeting promises
wete made tegarding the provision of jobs and other benefits to local villagers;

It was also explained by the Fotest Guard for the unit that workshops
asLzf;g| and Neuli to

inforn local peopie about restdctions in the

are held

in places such

area. He srated that by

holding meetings rr,Larytit is fair to all tlree rânges. However, the distance of Largl from
mâny affected villages is gteat, and as a tesult not many participants mendoned tlese

meetings. To inform people about these meetings letters oï messages are sent to the

VEDCs, who ate then expected to communicate such information at the village level.

It

appears that

fot the most part local

users

in the GHNP are excluded from the

information loop. Since the assumption of the project was that local users would be shifted
awzy ftom use on

tJr'e atea,

no attempt was made to undert¿ke environmental education.

Only a few attempts wete made to discuss issues of mutual concem to Wild1ife officials and
local people. It appears that some attempts were made to breach issues of v¡ildlife
management and tesource use, but even these did not take the shape of open forums for
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exchange of information or ideas between the two levels. By restricting interactions

with

local people to issues specific to the shifting of livelihoods, and by not exploring in any

meaningfirl way possible ateas of mutual concern and interest, the \ùTildlife \X/ing failed to
czpitqlize on the vast amount of local knowledge and social capiøL. They also failed to
adequately communicate the nature of the CoB project, what it would entail, and the

importance of the National Park'desþadon.
5.5 The Follies of

Matginalization: The Case of the Medicinal Plant lrfirrseries

Ân example of the top down cenüalized flature of ecodevelopment in the GHNP,
and of the complete disregard for local knowledge pertaining to the ecology of the area, is
the medicinalplantpropagation schemes undertaken by the Wildlife

Wi.g. The Wildlife

Wing has undertaken medicinal plant ptopagation in the hopes that nurselies located in the
EP,A

will thrive, and eventually be opened to local use. If the nurserj.es are successfrrl, it is

expected that the seeds will be teplanted in the EP,A redirecting herb collectors from the
Park to the forests surrounding their villages.

,{.lthough some villagets thought the nursedes mþht be a good idea, many othe¡s felt
that the idea would fail" and was a waste of money. Individuals feeling negatively about the
proiect argued that the altitude of the nursedes was too low for the plants to suryive. These
individuals felt that if the government had come to talk to local people about such issues this
situation could have been prevented. ,{.s one elderþ man in Dharali put it:
People have been using the zrea for generadons. Th"y would have grown the plants
from seeds if it were possible. Does [the Director] think people have never thought
of this? It's hard l¿bor. People would have grown them if they could have. The
plants wofì't suwive. - HR, Man Dharali
,{. member

of the Dhatali

Pancbalar explained that although he

thought the Director was a

smart man, he also felt that he tried to think above everTone else. He too felt the nursedes

would be unsuccessfrrl and stated the following, '{We send apples to Delhi. Delhi wants
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apples. But does that mean Delhi should gtow apples? You grow apples in the mountains."
He was illustrating, metaphoricaily, the relationship between the plants and theit local
environment.
Local people explained that there are only a few plants that they enter the GHNP

for, and that these plants only survive in high altitudes. Explanations such

not

as these are

only illustrative of the lack of communicadoh between the govemment and local level, but
also

of the failure of the N7ildlife !Øirg to capiøl:ze on, or simply value, the wealth of local

knowledge held by people in the region. This glaring omission on the part of the Wildlife
Wing is also evident in the total lack, despite a signi-ficant budget for alarge research profect

in the
5-6

^Íe

,to

undertake any studies on tradidonal conservation practices (GHNP,2000).

Discussion and Conclusion
Government makes policy. Locals can't do anything.

-

VS, Man Dhara-li

The above quotation hþtrlþhts the frusttation and sense of powerless commonly
expressed by patticþants in Tinder and Dharali. The statement is telling of the nature

of

interaction occu:ring between the st¿te and local level in the GHNP. The management
model is largely asymmetrical with the Wildlife !Øiog, backed by the support of a sect of the

NGO community, dominating the decision and rule making

process

in a hierarchical way.

It

should be noted, however, that negotiation and bargining occrú u¡ithin this system, as local
users and interests vie for both a greater portion of the developmental pie and a say in the

process (Chhatre and Saberwa\2001). Organtzatons at the multiple levels interact

functionally, and in this case it is not difficult to locate how the mandates and interests of the

different levels are brought into contact, or more âppropriately, conflict. Nüith the
enforcement of the V/ildW Pmtecñon AcL / 992 the State adopted an Exclusive Model
undermining all systems of land tenure and resource management.
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The Ecodevelopment Project was undertaken to address the roots of conflict
between people and ptotected ateas.

It therefore is representalve of an attempt to move

towards a more political form of interacdon in which the mandates of the different social
levels align for a common goal: in this case the better rnanagement of the

GHNP. Despite

the original objectives of the CoB project, which included greâter participation by local
people, mânâgement capacity building and ecodevelopÌneng

it

appears as though the whole

endeavor has fallen short of its otiginal objectíves. The most not¿ble failr¡res are the

complete absence of a tole fot dependent populations in decision-making and the overall
mânagement of the

Par\

and the inability of the project to resolve inequities in the

distribution of costs and benefits related to the conservation initiative. The participatory
spirit of the theoretical model was lost in the attempt to creâte a þristine' environment

v¡ithin the Park, removed from all human use. fn this sense, and

as paradoxical as

it

sounds,

ecodevelopment became a plocess in which local users would be 'participatonly'excluded

ftom both the area in a physical

sense and the management process

in a democratic sense. It

became a w^y for management to demonstrate that they were addressing local concerns and
needs, while allowing them to go about the business of Park manâgement'as usual'. By

maintaining the exogenic management frameworÇ ecodevelopment was not capable
addressing the roots of conflict
was rooted

of

in the area. This is true because conflict, in most instances,

in historic inequities between the state and local level. By imposing

a framework

on toP of this inequity, rather than addressing ig the model served to enhance rather than
alleviate the conflict.
Specific weaknesses of the project, which are rooted in the problems addressed in
the above pangraph, include:

o

An inabiJity to devolve power and funds to the VEDCs;
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o

historic telationship of mistrust reinforced through inadequate communicadon
infornation shadng networks;
A hietarchical governmental structu-te in the Wildlife Wing creatìng a fund flow
crisis at the Park management level;
,t failure to involve local people in greater management, protection and decìsionmaking; and
A disregard, or Iack of appreciation, for traditìonal conservad.on strategies, and
local knowledge.
,4.

and

r
o
o

Although thete appears to be institutional learning within the Wilcllife Süirg, as witnessed by
the \X/SCG project, at the time of the research no real attempr could be located to involve
local users in the larger mâflagement of the area.

This said, positive impacts resulting ftom the interaction between local systems of
land use and resource managemenq state and national institutions, and intemational
conservation and development objective, can be identified. One positive result of crossscale interaction was the organtzation at the village and sub-village level through the

Panchalaß. The purpose

of

organizadon was not only to lobby against the consewation

model, but also to lobby for the devolution of authority and responsibility for conseryadon

to the local level.
and gtoup

,A.s a

result, Nohanda Sangarten was formed providing a sense of secudty

force' Under this otgantzaaon, and with the support of the Panchalats,local

people have been given authority to catch illegal users.

,4.

gtaduated system of penalization

has been accepted whereby itlegal users receive a warning the first and second time they are

caught, and then are teported to the N7ildlife IØirS after that. The group announced on
September 77ù that they would enter the Park and remove ail traps to save the animals and
bfuds. This was published in the newspaper.

In terrns of the Wotld Bank's involvemeng interaction has had positive and negative
impacts on the system. In the case of the Sainj Sanctuary, World Bank guidelines prohibiting
involuntary resettlement led to the manipulation of the rules to allow for continued
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habitation. On the negative side, \World Bank involvement contdbuted to the exogenic
mânagement model: at least in the sense tlrat it ignored national legal framewotks, and
such supported the status quo.

,A,s

as

well, funds provided by the Wotld Bank seemed to add

fuel to tlre fue, as local organtzanons and villagers feel the government had no accountability

in terms of how project funds were spent.
In summary, ecodevelopment in the GHNP, both during and after the CoB proiect,
has failed to address the roots

fact,

tïe project

of conflict amoflg stakeholders addressed in Chapter 4. In

may hzve fi¡rther entrenched rhe polanzation of positions by reinforcing

mistrust and skepticism of government intention at the local level, and by raising false hopes

in terms of what villagers would receive under the CoB Proiect. By failing to address the
historical inequities between the state and local level, ecodevelopment became a tool thtough

which the State reaffi.rmed its role as sole stakeholder in the GHNP. The next chapter
introduces the stakeholders in the Manali Sanctuary, as well as their perceptions of the uea.
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Chapter 6
Stakeholder Anaþsis in the Manali Sanctuary

6.l lntroduction
The historic and current situation in the Manali Sanctuary u/âs not as complex as that
of the GHNP. ,A.lthough confl.ict was present, relations between the \)?ildlife \liog and'local
usets had not become so polarized as to tlueaten the future of the conservation initiative.

There were, howevet, a number of stakeholders involved either directly, or indirectly, in the

conservalion and mânagement of the area. Much like the GHNP, these stakeholders were

identified at multiple levels of social orgarizaaon. Âlso similar to the GHNP, the
management of the arca fell under the purview of the l7ildlife

!Øirg. Unlike the GHNP

region, tlre Manali area is highly utban and receives a large amount of toutism throughout
the summer months. Human-environment reladons, then, are shaped by different factors
than in the GHNP area. As a result, interaction among stakeholders in and around the
Sanctuary, as well as the conservation initiative itself, is influenced by

local regional, and

state level developmental pressures

The following section highlights the st¿keholders identified in the Manali Sanctuary,
and discuss their role, function and interest in the area. A bdef discussion is included in this
secdon on the types of local uses occurring in the Sanctuary, and the formal and informai

testrictions that guide them. This is necessary to distinguish the forests of the Manali
Sanctuary from other use areas. Rather than exploring stakeholders in

tle

area through the

lens of conflict, this chapter discusses each stakeholder group by hþhlighting their different

perceptions of, and interests in, the area. This approach is taken due to the discovery, ezrtly
on in the reseatch Process, that many people using the Manali Sanctuary were not even
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aware of the areas

desþadon, and that conservadon activities under the purview of the

Wildlife !7ing were restricted due to a constant shortage of funds.

6.2Yillase and Sub-villase Level
6.2.lLocal Communities and Resource Userc
Time was spent in all eight villages using the Manaü Sanctuary: Old Manali, Dhungfi,
Nasogr, Malsari, Syal, Chyal Kanyal, and Suinsa (See figure 3.2). Interviews and discussions

conducted during this time determined that the Sanctuary forms patt of a complement

of

resource use areâs to which villages possess different sets of rights. The greatest

if

dependence, resulting from logistical and dme constraints, was on forests located close,

not ditecdy adjacent, to the villages. fnterviews in the eight villages also conårmed the
suggestion made by the Range Officer in Manali that Old Manali, Nasogi and Dhungri

Village use the Sanctuary to the gleatest extent. Old Manali was selected for in depth study.
6.2.1.1 Resoarce Use in Old Manali

AII but 3 of the 42 individuals interviewed in Old Manali used the Sanctuary to
obtain necessary agricultural and household inputs. Individual use of the Sanctuary wâs a

function of whether orchard lands were owned, whether the household raised livestock

as

part of their livelihood strategy, and the extent to which the household was integrated into
the wage economy. In Old Manaü, it was determined that local people use the Sanctuary for
a number

of household and agricultural implements including wood, grass, pine needles,

ferns, medicinal plants, spices, fruits and mushrooms, and that they depend on the area
the grazing of livestock. The most dominant uses of the Sanctuary are the gaztng

fot

of

livestock, and the collection of wood and grass. Unlike the GHNP, villagers explained that

it

is mosdy outsiders that are engaged in medicinal plant collecdon in the Sanctuary, with the
excepdon being some subsistence use ât the household level. Since the

a.r.e^

c

me under the

l5l
âdministration of the rVildlife \?iog

n

1987 there has been no export of plants

ftom the area

(HP Forest Department, 2000 / 01).
The use of forest areas such as those in the Manali Sanctuary is a necessary
component of an interlinked human-environment system in which forest inputs support the
local agriculrural system, which in turn supports critical life functions. This system is
described by Davidson Hunt (1997a;156):

Through the collection of fodder and bedding [from forests such as those contained
in the Manali sanctualyl, the agricultural system is fed by the production of cow
manure. Manute, put into crop frelds and apple orchards, also aids in the byproducts of weeds as fodder, and branches from large apple trees that are pruned
and used for firewood. In this way, indirectly, the fodder and bedcling from the
forest goes into the agdcultural system in the form of manure and provides for
household needs in by-products of firewood and fodder for cows.
Use of the Sanctuary is seasonal, and structured around the agricultural andwage

labor schedules of individual households. During the summer and fall months, usually
between May and October during the time when agricultural labor demands are at their
peak, the Sanctuary is used for grazrng. Livestock is moved from the village area through the
Sanctuary to high alpine pastures. This ftanshumânce pattem
capitaltze on different grazngresources, and

of

graztngis undertaken to

in doing so, enhances livestock production

(Davidson-Hunt, 1995). Many villagets send their animals into the atea with a local
shepherd who is paid a wage, in cash ot in kind, for his sewices. After the sufiuner gaztng

period the village shepherd may take the villagers livestock to more nearby pasrures during
the day, but retums to the village in the evening. This is done until mid November. Some
villagets graze thetr own cattle once they have come down ftom the high alpine areas. Some

participants explained that during this time villagers often take tums, or shifrs, graztngthe
livestock locally. These shifts last three to four days, but may also be urilizsd during a
fifteen-day pedod in

Apd. During

the winter months villagers grazetheb own animals in
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tÌre surrounding forests.

Mþatory gnzers enter

the Sanctuary on their way frornBzra

Banghal and Mandi to Lahul.

Dry wood for cooking is collected by women throughout the year, and also

of
stockpiled by men in the fall to heat households tluoughout the winter. The stockpiling
wood begins once the agricultural season is over. Typically, men begin collecting wood in
October and finish near the end of November or eaÃy December once the snow has begun.
,A.s

with all resogrce use, there is some vananon among local users. Some participants

explained that they may also collect wood for a couple of days in March, Aptil, May or even

dry and fallen wood allyea4 the area is
June. Âlthough the area is open for people to collect

not

as accessible once snow has fallen.

Other resources collected from the Sanctuary include hay, which is collected at the
same dme as wood: a small âmount in

April, May orJune' and then again from October undl

November or December. Grass is collected in August and September, and then dried for
use

in the rvinter months. A number of women indicated that they collect one basket in

in the season. Ferns are collected in July and
June for their cows, and then go agatnlatet
,A.ugust. Needles are collected in May and then from October through November.

A

number of women in Old Manali indicated that they collect needles in the Reserved Forest
located in the Manali Township. Mushrooms and spices ate collected

inJuly. Fruits

are

collected throughout the fall: September, November, and December.

Both the grzztr:,gof livestock and the collection of wood in the Sanctuary are issues

of concern and conflict. Gnzingis recognized
Wildlife

as an ecologically damaging

activity by the

lyirg ftIP Forest Departrnen\2000/01), and a necessary üvelihood

activity by local

users. Concern with grazng in the Sanctuary is primarily focused on the impacts it has on
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plantation areas. Other issues pertaining to gnztngidentified by the !Øildtife !øing (FIP
Forest Department, 2000 / 01) include:

r
I
I
.

Competition among rvild species and livestock for food;
Disturbance;
Transmission of disease;
Soil erosion; and
Increase

in tlie quantity of unwanted

grasses and weeds.

Concem with wood collection, whether for heating, cooking or TD pulposes, is an
arca

of concern at both the local and the governmenøl level. Particþants provided

examples of illegal cuttings by individuals outside of the local user community, and of local
usets collecdng excess wood for sale in the Manali
a

bizxre. Illegal and inappropriate

uses are

byproduct of shifting economic actir.ities, and as a result, changing human-environment

telationships. Wood collection has been greatJy affected by the changing socio-economic
characteristjcs of the Kullu District, including the shift to horticulture, tourism, and

popuiation migration @ingeman et. a1.,2000). For example, one participant explained that
he does not even enter the Sanctuary himself anymore, but instead pays other locals to enter

the Sanctuary and collect wood to heat his hotel.
6.2.2 Restdctions On Use
6.2.2.1 Forrual
,A.ctivities
Protection

AcL

within the Sanctuary Me restricted by the provisions set forth in the V/il¿Ìirt

1972,

which states that the Chief \X/ildüfe Warden has the authority ro allow, or

disallow,local use depending on whether such use is determined to be detrimental to
protected area values. Local rights urithin the area,much like in the GHNP, were delineated
undet theAnderson SenlenenîRepoñ, 1886. The forests of the Sanctuary are distinguished

ftom othet fotests in the Manali region by the unique restdctions imposed on local use. One
such testriction is tlle ban on cutting live trees, even for tìmber distribution

fID)

purposes.
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TDs are necessary for the construcd.on and maintenance of buildin5, and are distributed by
the Wildlife \Wing at the household

level. TDs

are supposed to be given out every five-

years, but actual provisions are subject to need assessments. Unlike other forest areas, in the
Sanctuary TDs are restdcted to dead, fallen or uprooted trees.

A second restrìcdon that distinguishes the forests of the Manali Sanctuary is the
fencing of plantation areas to gnzing. Approximately .5 km'z within the Sanctuary is fenced

off for plantation purposes

ß"-,

pers. cofirm., 2000). Once an areahas been fenced local

users are prevented from entering for a ftve-yeat period.

After five years rights holders

are

permitted to collect grass and needles, and after ten years are allowed to collect dry wood.
Partìcipants at the local level indicated that the Forest Guard in the Sanctuary is very

strict, and good at catching individuals committing illegal activities.

lüithin the last 2-3 years a new guard has been working in the
strict. So things are improving.- BS, Woman Old Manali

area, and he is more

,{ long time

ago, about seven or eight years, the department fenced the area. Local
people took the fences out to fence their own homes. The Forest Guard was not
that strict at the time. Now the Forest Guard is interested.- SS, Man Old Manali

In most instances people spoke of this development positively. Others expressed lament
with the lack of flexibiJity on the part of the government. Concern with the lack of flexibility
was expressed specifically in regatds to grazing needs. One participant explained that some
villagers have been fotced to sell their livestock due to a combination of declining availabitty

of good gazngland, and increased governmental rest¡icdons.
There is not enough open ìand for everyone's cattle due to illegal encroachments
upon the land, and because certain areas have been sealed. - PP, Woman Old Manali

It did

appeat, though, that there was flexibility for some members of the community. One

participant descdbed his ability to get a tree for his daughters wedding vrithout requiring

TD.

a
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I would talk to the Forest Guard if I needed something. Once I needed a :uee for a
family wedding. I got the tree, but did not require aTD for it. For this you talk to
flle Forest Guard and fi.ll out an application. JK Old Manali
,\nother woman expressed that she was aware of other villagers being provided with 'special
dghts' in the Sanctuary, but that she, a poor woman, could not even collect the wood she
needed for survival.

The Forest Guard is quite stdct, but he can be bribed. I told the guard that I needed
wood because I was sick, and would die without it. He did not give me the wood I
needed. - GR, Woman Old Manali

This fleúbility fot some hints at inequities in the distribution of power at the village level.
In inst¿nces where strictness is perceived to exceed what is necessary, or in other
words, where the government has failed to balance conservation with local needs, conflict
has arisen. Conflicts between the local and governmental level were mentioned by both

parties. A rigid enforcement of the rules at the governmental level despite the fact that a
number of participants identified t}js as a meâns to improve manâgement in the Sanctuary,
may undermine local orgzntzattons.

It prevents the flexibility provided by community

decision-makers and loca.l otgantzadons, as well as the rapid zdapøtion to emergency

situations. Thus, while strictness may enhance short-term conservadon objectives, it may
also señ.e to erode community adaptation and

functioning. It should also be noted that

despite the recognition of stictness at the local level, it was suggested on a number

of

occasions that illegal activities s 'll occur. For example, a male patìcipant in Old Manali

indicated that in order to by¡rass gaztngrestdcd.ons he simply lifts his livestock over the
fences surrounding sealed areas. Otfret particþants spoke

level and the illegal cuttings or smuggling of wood.
6.2.2.2Informal

of 'hoarding' at the household
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'{,ll

participants indicated that other than the formal restricdons outlined above, there

ãte not many restrictions on the quantities

of the resources they collect from the Sanctuary.

Intangible restrictions, such as time and physical abiliry, were mendoned as guiding or
restdcting behavior. The average villager, due to their multiple livelihood activities, did not
have time to engage in illegal activities.

There are no testdctions on how much we take. People that have more dme bdng more
and those with less time bring less. People aren't t^kìrg as much because they have gas,
but they still need wood for the winter months. - ZS, Woman Old Manali
The only other informal ¡estriction on use, was the 'watch dog' role the Mahila Mandals play

in the forests, but this role was restdcted to the monitodng of illegal uses. People wete,
however, very aware of formal restricdons on TDs and graztng, and on the sale of tlre

products they collect from the Sanctuary.
Given the perceived lack of more informal restrictions, participants were asked
whether they felt this was a problem. ,{s table 6.2 demonstrates there was no consensus orl
this issue.
Table 6.1
Petceptions in Old Manali of whethet the lack of restrictions has led to overuse or other

The diversity in opinions tegarding whether overuse is a problem are ¡eflected
below:
There's no ptoblem with people t king too much from the area. Smuggling is rare.
It's very expensive fot someone to cut and produce a tree. The average villager can't

afford to cut trees. - NS, Man Old Manali
There are no testdctions on how much, it depends on your strength. There âre no
ptoblems with people t"kirg too much. Some people don't have much time and
some people have lots of time so it balances out. - AK, Woman Old Manali
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The lack of rest¡ictions is a problem. The population is growing, and people need ro
- RP, Man Old Manali

use the atea.

People have to go farther to get the things they need, and as a ¡esult are unable to
take extra. The distance is great, and the work very difficult so people only take what
they need. -'n{,Iù7oman Old Manali

Among tìose whom expressed concern with overuse, mendon was made of both
greed, and the issue of need. Villagers do distinguish bet\¡/een the two, and as a result speak
negatively about overuse stemming from gteed, and compassionately or realisdcally about
overuse stemming from need.
People took too much even a long time ago, but nothing can be done because people
need the things they collect. HS, Woman Old Manali

There are no restricdons on how much people take ftom the area. They can't do
anything. They need to bring things from the area, but there are people using too
much. Slowly, slowly, they can't borrow hay from anyone. So tÏere's nothing that
can be done. - RV, Nüoman Old Manali
Some people take too much, and are greedy. Even if they are fed they keep taking
more and more. In olden days people wete scared of the Forest Guard, but now

they aren't.

-

MB, Woman Old Manali

Need is assessed by projecting use demands over seasons. Villagers are active in assessing
their stock of vadous resources, and in predicting what will be requfued to sustain the
household over the winter. In the case of wood collection, people refer to this assessment,
and the amoufit actually collected, as tÏe "u'inter quota".
Perceptions of need are mediated by a sense of responsibility to a community
users, and by an understanding of what is appropdate and respectfrrl.

of

,{n illustration of this

was provided by a female participant who explained that although there are no formal rules

fot collecting grass, there is only

a small area andu/omen

know to only take ten to fifteen

bundles. Women restdct their use to a level that does not prevent others from collecting
what they need

as

well. This illusüadon demonstrates

an understanding of the stâtus of the
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resource, a recognition that resource use should be a function of need, and a recognition that

individuals have a responsibility to othet women in the resource collection community:

a

community that is restricted by a physically bound area.
Problems adse, however, when population growth or shifting economies such as that

of

present in the Manali region change the context in which need occuts. The perception

need at the village level, and its use as a social yardstick for collection activities, mây not hâve
changed over time, but external factors beyond local control may change the envi¡onment in

which that need exists. !7hat is interesting in the Old Manali case is that household need
may be less now than in the past due to the availability

of altemative fuel

sources, but

because of population gtowth and incteases in other timber or resource demands household

or community need becomes increasingly difficult to sustain. That said, comments and
observations made at both the local level and by members of the Wildlife

Witg

seemed

to

intimate that the Sanctuary is in far better condidon than other forest areas, and that need
has not yet exceeded carrying capaitty of the tesoutce base.

Despite concerns with over use and

ill.g l activities in the Sanctuary, most

participants felt that tlre average villager takes only what is needed. Inappropriate uses are

genetaþ associated with'outsiders', or those who are somewhat disengaged ftom the
historical use community.
There is enough for villagers in the zrea. The ptoblem is that the Nepalese are
settling here and taking too much. There were flo problems until the outsiders
- HM, Woman Old Manali
These individuals mây not have the same unders¿¡rling of need or oblìgation to others

c

me.

in

the use community. Concerns were expressed that some households and individuals had
become disengaged from the forest-agdcultual-livelihood system described by Davidson-
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Hunt (1997a) znd Ham (1997), and as a tesult were partaking in collection activides

as a

professional activity.
People who start earþ in the season can get more. Some people are bringing too much
ftom the area andit u¡inds up rotting. People should only bring what they need for one
year otherwise it rots and is â waste. People should think more about this - the stuff
that is wasted could be used by other families. These people create problems. - MR,

Man Old Manali

People who go to the
to collect fot home use are not the problem, but the real
^Íe
problem is the people who sell the wood and who smuggle. It is these people that are
destroþg the forests. - BR,'Woman Old Manali

In these cases the recognition of need and appropriate

use wâs

not acting as a social

consttaint.
Given the fact that over half of the participants expressed concem with overuse, and
that others recognized changes in the socio-economic environment around them as fueüng
overuse, local people were asked whetJrer, and how, their use of the Manali Sanctuary had
changed over dme. Participants indicated almost unanimously that their use had been

impacted by changes around them, and for the most part these changes were not positive.
Table 6.2

lft use ovef ûme
Use had
changed
ovet time

Use had

not
changed
ovef time

Ffas never
used the
alea.

No

Total

Response

Women
Men

18

7

7

7

27

17

2

2

0

21

Total

35

3

.,)

1

42

The impacts of change wete largely an increase in taveling distance and time to
collect the resources.
When my grandparents collected from the area they could go very near. My parents
had to go farther, and now I have to go even farther. !øithin 10-15 years without
plantations thi5 fe¡ss¡ will finish and we v¡ill have to go even father - MR, Man Old
Manali
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Before I could get two bundles of wood, and one bundle of grass in one day. Now
can only get one bundle of wood, and some grass in a day. - RH, \Woman Old
Manali
Population has increased drastically, so everything in the area is used more. As a
result people have to walk fafihe4 and work harder. I used to be able to take live
trees ftom the atea, but now the departrneflt ¡¡/ill only allow villagers to collect dead
ot dry wood. -AJ, Man Old Manali
The fotest and graztnghave decteased in my lifetime. Now there are more bushes
where there used to be gtass. As a result village shepherds have to go to different
areas. -JIÇ Man Old Manali
Potentially positive changes were also mendoned.

!7e have to go farthef to get the same things. But many other people's use has
changed because of industrial changes. Many people don't even go âny more.
Woman

AK

People
taking as much because they have gas, but they still need wood for the
^ten't
winter months. - ZS,lù7oman Old Manali
People are taking less from fhe area, because they have geezers, and can use gas
heating their house. - GS, !(/oman Old Manali

for

Interestingly, although individuals at the local level suggested that declining
avñaÏll-hty of tesources was the predominant factor influencing the change in resource use,
they also mendoned othet factors. These other factors included increasing govemmental
rest¡ictionsl3, which both burden and help local users, and the locadon of alternative fuel

soutces. The use of altemative fuel sources is a function of increased cash income withifr
the household as a result of involvement in the toudsm or apple trade. In these cases use
has actually decreased over time.

Use of the Sanctuary, tìen, may be both increasing and decreasing at the same dme.
IJse among those involved

in the apple, tourism or other cash based trades have likely

decreased over time as witnessed by comments pertaining to shifting fuel sources. These
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individuals do, however, condnue to rely on the fotests for wood to heat their homes over
the winter. Other groups, those not fully integrated in the cash-based economy or involved

to a lesser extent in it, may be increasing their use of the area. The source of this increase is
two fold. First,

as

population increases, and both dejure and defacro rights are passed on

generationally, use of the area necessarily increases. Second, as fotests closer to the villages
are depleted, ând sorüces of fuel wood and foddet decrease

in availability, villagers

are

fotced to use more remote areâs located above village fotest use areas.
'We

have used the sanctuâry for generations. We used to only go there for grâss.
Befote we never used that atea fot wood, but now we have to go that far because of
population Pressure and less is available. We started to go there for wood about 3-4
-ÃI, Woman Old Manali
yeârs ago. -

The search for new sources of fuel wood is likely translating into either a gre^ter number of
users, or the same amount of users collecting greater quantities of resources,

within the

Sanctuary. Use of the Sanctuary may continue to increase with population gowth andf or

ubanization.
6.2,3 TllLe Village Committees

Unlike the GHNP

^Íea,rese

tch identified Village Committees (VC) functioning

within the villages using the Manali Sanctuary. A member of the VC in OId Manali indicated
that tlrese institutions traditionally took on the role the PanchEtat flow assutnes. The
development of the Panchajtat orgarnzanons in the post-colonial era significantly eroded the
Power of the VCs. These organtzanons condnue, however, to play an important social role

in village life and in mediating human-environment interacd.ons to some extent. In Old
Manali there are nine members on the VC. These members are nominated by |6ç21 ¡¡illagsls,

13 Restdctions mentioned recurrently
included the closing of çsrtain fo¡est areas to grazir,g, and increased
restrictions on TD provisions.
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and hold their positions for one year. The ptesident of the vülage selects the members ftom
âmong the nominees in April

of eachyear

The VC is responsible lor z number of community activities, and is recognized at the
local level as keeping order vrithin the village. They organize special functions such as feasts
and festivals, and are involved in some developmental wotks in the village. As well, the VC
deals
a

with conflicts âmong villagers, ptoviding rulings to the different parties of

a

dispute.

If

problem cannot be solved through the VC it is sent to the PanchEtat, and if it cannot be

solved there it is sent to the courts. The committee has the authority to fine community
members for particþating in inappropriate activities, and does so in a graduated mannet. An
example of dispute resoludon by the VC provided during the interview process was the

fining of a local resident fot allowing his animals to gruze in a neighbot's agdcultural fields.
The committee can be lenient in its decisions, but does have the authority to banish
individuals who fail to abide by their rulings. The authority of the VC is recognized by other
organtzattons, including higher levels of goveffìment. This recognition is witnessed by
examples of police officers, and the Pancltalø, sending disputing parties to the VC to resolve

conflicts. There are no formal decision-making processes for this organization. The
committee meets, discusses an issue and comes to a decision in an informal way.

In Old Manali the VC is tesponsible for contracting out the thatches in the village's
forests to shephetds. The VC is not directly involved in activities related to the Sanctuary,

but does patticipate in discussions on developmental works undertaken by the Wildüfe

Witg. Also, the committee

does collectwood for needy villagers

ftom the Sanctuary.

Unlike the GHNP area, where the Deula Committees are reladvely autonomous, the
VC in Old Manali has significant authority over the activities of the religious organtzaton.

ln

fact, the VC is responsible for sorting out all teligious activities: prâyers, feasts and
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building temples.

'{.t

the local level, the VC ptedominantly works independently, but does

collaborate with the Panchalaf on important developmental works or political issues. Both

otganizalons have Cbaukidnrc that act as go betweens for the tu¿o organizations

6.2.4Th.e Panchayat
The Manalgard Panchaltat includes Old Manali and Dhungri Vülage. Nine people sit
on this Panchalat. Elght membets are represent¿dves ftom Old Manali and one is ftom

Dhungti village. There are three women on this committee, and one member is selected
from the Scheduled Caste. Members of the Old Manali Paxcltalattndicated that the gtouP
did not play a significant role in the management of the Sanctuary. Th.y do, however,hzve
authority over the distribution of medicinal plant permits. Tlr'e Pradan in Syal Village
explained that the Pancbalat is active in distributing trading permits to local users. The

Wildlife N7iog determines the rate of the fee collected from the uset, but the Pancltalat retains
the funds. Âlthough interviews with participants determined that this was not a dominant
use of the Manali Sanctuary

in Old Manali, the Pradan in

Syal indicated that locals are Sfven

priority in the distribution of such pennits.
Although the

Panrha-yat is

not direcdy involved in the management or conservation of

the Manali Sanctuary, members of the Wildlife Wing make regulat âttempts to discuss
development works in the area with, and elicit management suggestions ftom, this local

orgarizanon. For example,

a

member of the Panchaltar tn Old Manali explained that in the

past the Block Officer has come to disquss the location of plantation areas in the Sanctuary

with the Pancltalat. This consultation, though, is neither guâranteed nor consistent. Members
of the Witg also approach the Panchalat to obtain alabor source for govemmental works.
This interaction will be discussed further in Chapter seven.
6.2.5 The Devta Committee
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Much like the GHNP region there are Deuta Committees in the villages using the
Sanctuary. The people on this committee are viewed as the servants of God, and are

tesponsible for all ¡sligious duties. Members of the committee have been given land from
the God, and are in tum expected to fr:Ifill vadous obligations such as temple maintenance.

Nine people sit on the DeaÍa Committee in this village. The membets of the committee are
selected by the villagers, and can also be removed by the vülagers. The main responsibility

of the Deuta Committee in Old Manali is to take care of the temple. This particular Deuta
Committee is not involved in mediating social intetaction urithin the communtty. The Deuta
Committee does not have authodty, social or administradve, in the Sanctuary. They do,
however, use the area for extractive purposes. The Deuta Committee travels to the Sanctuary

to get rvood to make the wooden structures on which the Deala sits. They get wood from
the area for the structure every eight to ten years. The cornmittee also enters the Sanctuary
to get wood for temple repairs. The committee is required to get permission ftom the
tX/ildlife Wing to collect wood, live walnut trees, for these purposes.

6.2.6The Mahila Mandal
The Mahila Mandal tn Old Manali has been functioning in Old Manali for

apptoximately 19 yeats. In the past the Mahila Mandal group had rougtrly 30 members. In
more recent times tfre membership and activity of the gtoup has been declining. The Pradan

of the gloup indicated that the otganizatton is challenged by a lack of willingness to attend
meetings on the part of local women, and by alack of recognition and respect ftom other
villagers, particularly men. The main function of the Maltila Mandol

n

Old Manali is forest

protecd.on. As such, rhe organszation is key to analysis of the rcaI and potential
opportunities for joint management in the Manali Sanctuary.
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The group has nevet dealt explicitly with issues related to the Sanctuary, but has been
ínvolved with the Forest Departrnent in other areas. The MabiÌa Mandalhad concerns that
the Wildlife !7itg pteferred to give labot oppotunities to outsiders, and did not follow
through with ptoposed plans in the zrea. The Pradan wâs concemed that illegal uses and
'outsiders' threatened the status of forest resources u¡ithin tÏe Sanctuary. There were
instances where other Mahila Mandal groups using the Sanctuary, had taken action against
such activities.la

6.3 State and National Level
6.3.1 Goveffimerit of

India

The GOI is considered a stakeholder in the Manali Sanctuary given their
commitrnent, through the passing of the lVild@ Pmtection Act (1972), to a protected area

netwotk. This stake is somewhat lemoved, but important in the sense that it

has impacted

activities undertaken within the Sanctuary.
6.3.2

Himachal Pradesh Government
The Govemment of HP's stake in fhe area is threefold. Ffusq and much like the

GOI, the HP Government has committed to establishing and maintaining

a

network

of

protected ateas in the State. Reputation and funding are at stake in upholding this

commitrnenl Second, the Manali Sanctuaty seryes a valuable function by staving off
deveiopmental pressures, such as urbatizztion, in the Manali region. The areas ecological

importance, futther justif ing the State's interesg was discussed in Chapter 3. Thfud, and
linked to the above, the Sanctuary has immecliate and long-terrn economic value in its

Tlte Prad¿n of the Mahìla Mandak tn Syal explained that about four yeats prior to the research the gtoup had
caught illegal smugglers taking wood ftom the Sanctuary. In this case the smugglers had a whole truckload of
wood, and were attempting to üansport it to Lahul at two in the moming. ,tbout five sleepers were seized by
the Mahila Mand¿ls a¡d used it to build thei¡ cente¡. The ¡est of the wood was given to the Wildlife V4ng.
1a
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potential development as a tou¡ist-point. Ecotourism has become bþ business in many
countties, and is recognized as an important means of contributing to sustainable

development. Interest in this potential, although perhaps not so eco-ftiendly, has been
demonstrated by the proposed road development right though the heart of the Sanctuary,
and by campsite and path development aimed to increase the number of trekkers visiting the

zte

.

6.3.3 The

Wildlife Witg

The \X/ildlife Wirg has responsibiïty for both the Manali Sanctuary and the Resewed
Forest located in Manali Town. The offices are located in Manali, and are therefore more
accessible to local people than tlre main offices in the

GHNP. The management or

conservation acd.vides undertaken by the Wildlife \7iog are constrained by a lack of {tnancizl
resorüces at the operational level. ,A.s such their main activities to date have been largely

restricted to plantation work ßutrr, pers comm., 2000). The \Øing is interested in increasing
tourist development in the area, and at the time of the research was planning to facilitate
growth in this sector through path and campsite development. When undertaking such
activities, or other developmental works, the Wing in Manali develops proposals and submits

them to higher levels of govemment. It was explained that, "Äfter we hand in the proposal
all we can do is hope for the best."

In the Sanctuary there are two Fotest Guards, one Block Officer, and one Range
Officer. As explained in earliet chapters,

as you

move down the management hierarchy

direct interacdon with the local level on a day-to-day basis typically increases. In the Old

Manali Village it is the Range Officer who has the greatest amount of interaction with local
useÍs. ,4,t the time of the research members of the !7ing explained that they were not
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enforcing or veriSring local use, but did not feel that overuse was a problem. The exception

to this statement is the cutting of wood, which is higtrly monitored in the area.
6.3.4 The Forest Department

The Forest Deparrnent wâs not identjfied as having a rlirss¡ mandate in the Manali
Sanctuary. In fact, control over this specific àtea was transferred from the Forest
Departrnent to the tVildlife \7iog in 1987 (HP Forest Departrnent, 2000/01). The Forest
Departrnent does, howevet, have administrative conúol over â number of forests in the
Manali region. .As such, many participants constantly referred to their relations urith staff

of

this departrnent. It should also be noted that the Forest Departrnent has interest in, and has

in fact approached the Old Manali village about, establishing aJFM comminee to
collaboradvely manage some forested areas.

If

this project is implemented

it may have

implications for any similar initiative by the Wildtife !7irg in the Manali Sanctuary. In facg
given the greater dependence on forests located closer to the villages, which are under tlle
puruiew of the Forest Act, if such an initiative were followed through there would likely be
significantly less interest ât the local level in starting a similar project for the Sanctuary.
Aiternatively,

if

all parties worked collaboratively there could be great potential

scale JFM initi¿tive dealing

for alarge-

with multiple use ateas. Regardless of these hy¡rothetical

assetdons, jurisdictional overlap

will influence the activities undertaken by the nØildlife S7iog.

6.4 Perceptions of the sanctuary and the conservation rnitiative
Given that the lWildlife Witg felt incapable of undert¿king major conseryation
activities v¡ithin the Sanctuary, that no project exploring collaborative management had been
undertaken, and that thete was some concem at the local level over the type and nature
resorüce use, it is necessary to explore local views on the area in general, and the
conservation designation specifically.

It must fust be stated, however, that local

of
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understanding of the

ate was not as ptonounced

as

in the GHNP case. In fact, oaly two

women and two men in Old Manali were even famthar with the term Sanctuary. Thus,
although most local panicipants were able to distinguish between the forests of the Manali
Sanctuary and other forest use aÍeastu, this did not translâte into a clear ot definite

understanding of the protected area designation or its implications.
When asked whether protecting the Manali Sanctuary v/as an important objective the
unanimous response of participants was positive. This statement is true of local

orgarizanons as well.

It is important to protect rJr'e area, and very good. If people do not cut tfre ttees
there will be more wood andhay in the future. - TK Woman Old Manali

If

the forests are not protected they will finish, and people can't sur\¡ive.
revolves around wood here. - RM, Man Old Manali
Statements such as these were, however, quite often followed by the

c

All of life

ve^t that while

protection was important and desirable, so to was the protection of local rights.

The forests are like a daughter, and a daughter has to be ptotected. The forests
should not be completely banned, because people need to use them. - HM,'ù7oman
Old Manali

It is important to protect the area, but they shouldn't be too strict. They should not
close the whole area. \What will children do if the ateas are not protected? But they
are sealing some âreas too close to the village.

-

-ß1, Woman Old Manali

The fact that local people recognize consewadofl as an important and desfuable objective is

important, and telling of a number of things. First, that local people recognize possible
pressures or tlueats to the health

of the resonrce base. This obsewation was supported by

statements outlining concems with overuse, population pressures, and the presence

of

1s The ability to distinguish between the forests of the Manali Sanctuary and other forest areas was
demonstrâted by explanations that the area was under the administration of the 'wildlife people', awareness of
tl:e closu¡e of certain areâs to gr.øing, mention of fences, mention of sþs, knowledge of the ban on TDs, or
knowledge of plantation work.
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'outsiders' (see comments above). Second, that people do not feel t}reatened by such an

initiative. ,{.nd third, and partly because of the fust and second, there is great possibility for
gor¡ernment to partner, to some extent, with local people to ensure the integrity

of

the area.

The recognition of consewation âs an important objective is teinforced by the
positive perception at the local level of the distribution of costs and benefits of the initiative.
Participants were asked who they felt benefited ftom protecting rhe area, and the diversity
responses is demonstrated

people.

,A.

in table 6.3. The most cofrunon beneficiary recognized

of

was local

number of other benefits, ranging ftom the ditect, tangible, or immediate, to the

intangible, inditect and long-terrn, weÍe also mendoned. These are illustrated in the
corrìments below.

Table 6.3
PerceÞdons of the benefit stream ftom Þrotectins the M .nali
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It is a group benefit, not

an individual benefit.

-

FJ, Man Old Manali

Local people are not getting benefits fiom protection, but the smugglets ate doing
well. If protection wâs improved, if they were more stricg than we would
benefit. - MB Woman Old Manali

very

The villages wül benefit envìronmentally and the children will have wood to build up
their houses. Everyone benefits. - SS, Man Old Manali
Villagers receive benefits, but when they ban people ftom using the fotest villagets
are forced to do illegal activities. Villagem get fined or have to bribe officials. - PP
Woman Old Manali
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There were very mixed feeünç at the local level regarding whetler or not the area
was Protected

well.

\ù7hen questioned on this issue, pardcipants were almost evenly split in

theìr perception.

The area is not protected propetþ. If someone applies for a TD and is poor they
don't get it. Other people get the TDs and then sell the wood. They should check
people's need propedy. -JM, Man Old Manali
The departrnent is making bad decisions. They are not taking care of the natural
species. They are planting broad leaf trees, which are not natu¡al. They are only
doing this to earn money and a name. Th"y want the forests to grow fast they don't
plant what is natural. These trees die after 20 years. The shot-lived trees should be
planted near the village not ât high altitudes. - EM, Man Old Manali
The departrnent has become mote stdct in protecting tJrre area. They are doing a
better job. The guard in the block is very strict and active. The departrnent does not
alTow grazìng, or people to cut down trees. GS, Women Old Manali
Three women indicated that they did not know if the area was protected well, as they
did not feei they could assess this. It should be noted that a number of comments at the
local level on this issue dealt with the issue of fairness. In other words, peoples concems did

not always pertain to the ecological stâtus of the area, but rather focused on whether human
âccess and needs were dealt

with fairly. Hence

a number

of people did not t}ink the area

was Protected well, because they felt TDs were not distributed equitably. ,{nother

coÍunon

coûcern, which came uP tlrroughout the interview process, dealt'u¡ith the long-term mandate

or capacity of the Wildlife Wirg to prorect the area.
The departrnent is doing their best, but are not doing very good job because they
^
get transferred and cannot foilow through. - ZS, !Øoman
Old Manali
This issue will be discussed furthet in the next chapter dealing with interaction and
opporturrities for joint management.
Given that roughly half of participants felt that the area was not prorected well,
participants were asked to cofirment on how they felt protection cou-ld be improved. Table

6.4lists the spontaneous responses of local people pertaining to this issue.
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Wildlife
The suggestions listed above can be contrasted with those made by the

\Øirg. The latter focused on funding

issues, and the need for more staff to allow

for

By contrasting these
increased field visits and enhanced personal safety while in the area'
suggesdons the differences in mandate, and

life rcaltty become clear'

6.5 Conclusion

of
There are a number of stakeholders with different interests and understandings
the areain Manali Sanctuary case. These include:

¡
r

Village and Subvillage Level - local communities, users possessing identifiable
ttghtE 'new users', lte Panchaitaß, Mabila Mandals, anðVillage Committees; and,
Govemment
St¿te and National Level - the Forest Departrnent, Wildlife Wiog,
of Himachal Pradesh and the GOI'

A. significant degree

product extracd.on

of dependence on the Sanctuar1, for gnzin$, timber and non-dmbet

",'d

¡gligious uSeS' was identified in

formal restricdons delineated by the V/ildffi
Repoø (1886), and by more

Pmtection

old

Act

Mana]i Village. Use is guided by

(/ 972)and the Anderson Senhment

informal restrictions at the village level.

It was determined that there is concem with illegat and inappropriate
the local and Sancnr

^ry

recognzeprotection

rrrarragement

as a

uses ât

both

level. It was also determined that all stakeholders

positive activity, but that there are differences between the local

and Sanctu Lry m^î^gement level in perceptions of how protecdon could be improved'
use
Given the generally positive perception of protection in the area, the concefns with ovet

to be
at all levels, the fact that relations between the local and govemment level appear
as the main
relatively stable, and that local people identiS themselves and future generadons

joint management
benefactot of conservation in the area, it appeats as though some form of
may be possible in the Manali Sanctuary.
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The next chapter qualifies this belief by exploring the nafure of interaction among
the different stakeholder groups identified, both in the past and at the tjme of the research,
and by discussing the realities {zctng a proposed JFM initiative in the Sanctwzry area.
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Chapter 7

Interaction Among Stakeholderc in the Manali Sanctuary
7-1

fntrodrrcfion
Cross-scale institutional interaction

in the Manali Sanctuary is mediated by two

important factors. Fitst, and similar to the GHNP, interacdon between the govemment and
the local level is influenced by the set of complex social relations chanctenzine vülage life.

Within

a village there exists

kinship networks, and power divisions based on caste, socio-

economic stâtus, and gender. Second, reladons are mediated or affected by changing socioeconomic and demographic characteristics linked to the changing economy of the District.

Unlike the GHNP area,the Manali areahas undergone significant changes related to
urbanization, the tourism boom, and a shift to hoticulture (Bingeman et a1.,2000; Berkes
and Gardne4 7997). These changes have influenced local use of the forests, altered soci¿l
relations, and in doing so, have changed the way local people interact with members of both
the Forest Departrnent and the Wüdlife

Wi.g, and vice versa.

This chapter explores the nature of interaction between the stakeholders identified in
the previous chapter, and discusses the factors that affect this interaction. This requfues an
analysis of the changing nature of interactions throughout recent histor|, as well as those

occurring at the time of the tesearch. This chapter uses the example to two initiatives
impacting upon the identified stakeholders to describe interactions between the
governmental, institutionaf and household level. These two events are the constn¡cdon

of. z

toad to Lamadugh, an alpine meadow located in the Manali Sanctuary, and the relatively
tecent imposition of test¡ictions on certain uses within the Sanctuary. This chapter then
explores the possibility

ofJFM developing in the Sanctuary, including

a discussion

of local

perceptions of such an initiative, and the challenges identified to its implementadon.
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7.2 The Nature of Interaction

in the Manali Sanctuary

As mentioned in the previous chapter, there was a generallack of understanding of
the Sanctuary designation and its implications ât the village level. This lack of understanding
stemmed ptedominantly ftom tq/o factors. First, there was a general failure on the part

of

the Wildüfe \7ing to adequately communicate the nature of the designation to the local level.

Â member of the Wildlife Wiog explained that environmental education has not been

pafi

^

of their activities related to the Sanctuary, and that they have not made rrirsç¡ attempts to
communicate the distinct mandate, importance, and value of the protected area to local

people.

,A.s a

result, the area is tegarded as 'just another forest'. Second, the

desþation of

the Sanctuary has gleater significance on paper than in terms of management activity. The
tX/ing is severely hindered in its ability to either undertake works in the Sancruary
itself, or to

undertake ptojects in partnetship with local people. A general budget is provided ro rhe

Witg to cover

basic costs, such as wâges and administrative expenses, but members of the

Witg must submit proposals on

a case-by-câse basis

to obtain government funds to

undert¿ke proiects. The result of these two factors was a general understanding that
Sanctuary is 'different' from othet fores t

^teas,

but a gener al lack of understanding of the

importance of the area fox wildlife conservation. Although people were generally aware

of

the distinct restrictions imposed in the forests of the Sanctuary, not many people attributed
these types of restrictions to the Sanctuary

In

a generic sense,

desþation.

relations between the government and local level in Old Manali

Village seem to be positive, or ât leâst similar to relations with the Forest Departrnent in
other forested areas. There is, of course, a poweï difference between the two levels as the
govefüment remains the administrative'keeper'of the forests on which local people depend

fot surrival' Given this exogenic mânagement model, it

is not su¡prising that instances

of
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conflict were mentioned ât both levels. It is likely tlat such conflict is a natural form of
intetaction in arrangements where govefliment acts as a watchdog on forest use, with local
usets regarded as exploiters.

7.Z.lrntenction Between rhe wildlife wirg and Flousehold Level
To get at a mofe direct measufe of local involvement in the protecdon of the area,
and to get a stronger sense of the nature of cross-scale interaction, people at the household
level were asked about their participation in meetings held v¡ith members of the Wildlife

Witg,

and whether they had patticipated

in any tFpe of discussion with rhe government

pertaining to the atea. Not a single participant indicated that a member of the Wildlife

\7irg

had come to speak with them about the Sanctuary arc^. Two women and one mân indicated

that they had attended a meeting with the Wildlife

!üi"g. There rvere rhree men,

and one

woman, whom thought the Wing had held meetinç urith local organizanons to discuss the
forests in the Sanctuary.

No one talks to us, because we aren't that smart. 'We are uneducated.
Old Manali

- RG, \ù/oman

They just come to take care of the area. They don't consult us. pJ, Man
Manali
The departrnent does whatever they want.

-

old

AC, Man Old Manali

Two issues, or events, require mentioning. First, although it appeats

as

though no

direct attempt has been made by Sanctuary staff to directly communicate or interact with
individuals at the household level, a number of participants indicated that they initiate
interactions specifically pertaining to TD issues quite frequently. This is typically done on an
individual basis. Second, a number of female participants in Old Manali mendoned
attending a meeting with members of the Wildtife
Reserved Fotest in Manali

Wirg to discuss

issues pertaining to the

Town. This meeting was organtzedafter Forest Guards
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confiscated baskets of grass coilected from the Reserved Forest by local women, and began

preventìng individuals from entering the forest. Localwomen orgarized in protest to these
restdcdons, and as a result a compromise was struck between the trvo stakeholders. The

womerl are now permitted to collect needles for two fifteen-day periods annually within the
Resewed Forest.

'

Membets of the NØüdlife Witg conf,rmed that there is a general lack of interacdon

betu/een the govemmental and household level.

\,)Øhat

interaction does occur is on an

individual basis, and generally occurs only when alocal user is confronted for illegal or
inappropdate activities while in the Sanctuary. One Forest Guard felt that even t}lis
interacdon was decreasing as local people shift to the use of gas for cooking instead of

wood. The \X/ildlife \7itg regularþ checks on use in the Sanctuary. If someone is caught
committing an illegal activity the rüØildlife \üirg makes a record and takes it to the Block
Officer or Range Officer who then fines the local person. If the incident involves an
endangeted species the \)7ildlife

Witg

fi.les a case, and

it goes to coult,

as these situadons are

out of their authority.
Membets of the Wing typically felt local people âre not very interested in the area,
and that this impacted the amount and type of interaction occuring between the two levels.
People are not even interested in being hired by the departrnent for development
wotks. So fat all laborets have been outsiders. No villagers show interest in
patticþating in such wotk. This may be because of the number of villagers with
their own businesses. - Wildlife Wirg

The Forest Guard indicated that people do not typically go to him with their concerns, rhe
exception being TD requests. The Range Officer disagreed with statement in paft,
explaining that on occasion local people do report illegal activities, such as poaching. He did
agree

with tle Forest Guatd, however, in his assessment of more typical interacdons, which

he described as stimulated by "sel[-interested" purposes like

TD requests. The Block
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Officer confirmed the st¿tements of the two søff members, but indicated he interacts w-ith
the local level to the gteatest extent. The Block Officer is directly responsible for ensuring
ttees in the Sanctuary arc not felled, and for marking the trees granted to villagers for

TD

puq)oses. The Block Officer also explained that he interacts personally with the Panchaltat
and the Mahila Mandals. This intetaction witl be discussed further in the next secdon.

The Fcirest Guard explained that some interaction between the two levels occws
when the l7ildlife

llitg

enters a village to hire local labor for developmenral works in the

Sanctuary. For example, the Forest Guard attempted to hire local labor for the construcdon

of a footptath to a wâter sight near Glamlang in the Sanctuary. The rate of pay for such
projects remains lowet than average v/ages elsewhere in the Manali area, and as a result local
people have not been very responsive.

Despite a regular forrn of interacdon, there have been events throughout the history

of the

area that stimulated a high level

of engagement between the local and governmental

level. For example, individuals in both Old Manali and Nasogi commonly mendoned

a

meeting orgaaþed by the fr,to Pancltaltals in an attempt to bdng their concerns with potential

gtazngresüictions in the

^tea

to the attention of the Wildlife rùüirg. Staff members had

developed a proposal to close areas in the Sanctuary

to

grzzìnE

in

a

rotational manner. This

proposal was brought to the Pancbalatlevel, and given the types of restrictions this would
mean for local users a number of concerns were raised at the village level. The meeting, held

in Dhungd, brought the two levels together to discuss the resftictions and related corìcerns.
Due to the amount of concem raised atthatmeeting the proposal was then sent to a higher
goverffnental level. Members of the rù(/ildlife

\lirg

also mentioned this incident, and

indicated that agreement on tåe matter still had not been achieved.
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The reason the proposal was brought to the Panchalarlevel in the fust place wâs to

g

mer local support for what would be a fattly intrusive undertaking by the !Øildlife

Witg.

As pointed out in chapter 6, grzztngis an important component of the local livelihood
strategtr and any restdcdons on access to the Sanctuary for such purposes, without prior

consultation and coflsent, would undoubtedly cÍeate conflict. Instructions pertaining to
consult¿tion requirements have come ftom higher-level govemment.

A

factor possibly

inhibiting firrther direct interaction is the nature of the relationship betq/een the Wing and
the local people. On a few occasions participants descdbed the Forest Guard for the area

^s

less than personable, and prone to starting fights with the villagers.
7.2.'l

.

I Inþrmation Fbws
7.

2.'1 . I . 1

Transmittin¿ h{ormation D own Íhe Management Hierarchl

The transmission of informadon from the governmental to the local level is pdmarily
done through the PanchalaÍ. rùØhen ímportant events, projects, or issues atìse, sanctuary staff
communicates directly with the Pancbalat. It is then expected that the Pancbalatwil, pass on

fhe necessary information to villagers. It is the Block Officers responsibility to attend
Pancbalar meedngs, and provide to the local govemment with information peftaining to

administrative works. The Block Officer indicated that he only attends meedngs of the
Panchalatin Old Manali Village, and only when thete are planned activities at the

goverrimental level.
Given that rlitss¡ interacd.on between the local and governmental level is minimal,
and that the !Øildlife !7ing'?s commitrnent to information dissemination is restdcted to

interactions with the Pancbalal, participants were asked how they find out about activities or
events pefiâining to the arca. Table 7.1 lists the ways in which particþants indicated they

find out about activities in the area.
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that they would lose an importznt source of hay, grass and wood. This story was also told in
other villages using the Sanctuary with some variadon. In other villages, participants were
concemed that tigers ot leopards were going to be introduced, and they felt this would
threaten their physical secudty as well as the safety of their livestock. Others expressed
concems over croP depredation. Members of the !Øildlife

!7itg, however, explained that

there were no plans to introduce wild species into the area, but rather at one time there was

a

proposal to stâfi a small zoo. By failing to adequately transmit such information the lüildtife
S7itg allowed local fears and skepticism to arise. In doing so, they facilitated the
development of barriers between consen¡ation and local interests/needs. It should be noted
that this example is also demonstrative of the underþing conflict betq/een humans and

wildlife: a form of conflict resulting from human-wildlife encounters, and ünked to crop,
animal and human predation.
7.

2.

1

./

.

2 TransmiÍting Inþnnarion fmm the Grasytots Up

In terms of information getting from the local level to the govemment, tïe
transmission pattem is not as sttaight forward. Despite the lack of open, consistent and
transparent networks of communication and information sharing, when asked whom they

would talk to if they had a concem in the arezlocalpeople predominantly stated that they

would speak to
Table7.2
Who

a

member of 'the departrnent', referdng to the !7ildlife !øirg.

ants comfnunicate their concems in the Sanc

The
No one
department
Women
Men

It

Panchayat

to

Village
Committee

District
Forest
Officer

77

4

2

0

0

15

1,

2

1

2

should be noted that for the most part when local people indicated that they would talk to

the

l7ildlife Wing they most often mentioned the Forest Guard or Block Officer specifically.
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It should also be noted that two of

the women whom indicated they would speak to no one,

explained that they felt this way because it was the duty of a male in the household to deal

with concems of tlis nature. The other woman in this c tegory stated, 'lWho will listen to
me?", indicating a sense of powedessness to impact upon the system. Other respondents

indicated a graduated progression in term of whom they would approach with their
concerns. For example, one man indicated that he would first speak to the Range Ofûcer,
but if necessary he would progress up the management hierarchy, to the District Forest

Officer, to have his concerns addressed. One l¡loman indicated that she would fust speak to
the Pancbø1at, then the Forest Guard, and then

firrlly

tlre Block Officer. The man that

stated he would not speak to anyone indicated that he had no coflcerns in the area, and undl

this time had no difficulties getting the resources he needed.

A number of individuals, although they would t¿lk to the !Øild1ife !7irg indicated
that they did not always feel theit concerns would be addressed. This concern was most
vocalized in regards to TDs.

The people/smugglets ate finishing the forests, but us people can't everì get a TD.

,{.Ç !Øoman Old Manali

I have asked for a TD two
It

times, but been refused.

-

Man #19 Old Manali

is interesting to note that local people go directly to the Wildlife

!üirg with their concems

in most instances, but that the lfildlife !üirg has made no consistent effort to

engage

villagers at the household level in this fashion.
7.2. I . / .3

lrfornation Needs

\,Mhen asked whether local people had an

-

important role in protecting the zrea,

members of the Wiog typically indicated that yes in fact local people were an important
resource in this regard. However, this belief primady dealt vrith the ways in which local
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people could decrease their consumptive behaviors, and not the ways in which local

orgatizaaons could be ptovided with a gre ter management or protecdon role.
They could gtaze less, have less cows and sheep. They could get gas stoves to
decrease pressures. - l7ildlife Wiog

It

is not surpdsing, then, t-hat members of the Wing felt that environmental education was

key to the improved management of the area. Members of the \X/ing felt that local people
v/ere unâware of environmental issues, and were only interested in the benefits that could be

obtained from the area.
This perception stems from different conceptions of the human-environment

relationship. Diffetent conceptions of this telationship are similar to those outlined in the

GHNP

case, and linked

to differences between the two levels in terms of knowledge, values,

interests, and personality and circumstances (I4itchell,7997). The forests are a necessary

component of the household livelihood strategy at the local level (FIam, 7997), and as such
villagets conceptualize these areas in aveny different way than an orgarization charged v¡ith
its preservation. Duffield (1997) found that local people possess

"

¿søiled understanding

of

their local environment, and in talking with local people in the Manali region identified
sustainability indicators for the valley. Research conducted in the Old Manali Village also

found that local people rccognze environmental issues in the region, locate the source

of

degtadation in socio-economic and demogtaphic changes, arid possess ideas on how these
issues shouid be addressed.

It is true, however, that coflcems pertaining strictly to wildlife

were not comrnon at the local level. Instead, concerns were situated in the local realities and
experiences, and as such typically dealt with resoutces linked to the forest-agdcultural

system. Wildlife was commonly viewed as a tlreat to livestock, humans, and agricultural

fields. There is room in this tegard, for environmental educadon on larger-scale wildlife
issues. There is also a need to address the concerns of local users pertaining to wildlife
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predation, and to identifr real and potential benefits derived by villagers in wildlife
conservadon.

7.2.2lnteraction SÍith Established Village and Sub-village Level Organizations
As noted in the previous chapter there are three village level otganszaaons relevant

to a cross-scale analysis: the Mahila Mandal, rhe Panchalal, and the YC. The Deara
Committees are an importânt village level institution in Old Manaü, but do not appear to be
involved in mediatjng either human-environmerit interactions, or social interacdon, at the
village level. Even though there appears to be very little rlìrsç¡ interacdon between villagers
and the Wildlife Witg, it was explained that there ate instances when Sanctuary staff meet

with local orgatizalons. This secdon will explore the nature of interaction between the
tWildlife Wing and the VC, Mahila Mandal, andthe PanchEat. The extent to which these

orgarizalons have been involved in management and/or consen¡ation initiatives in the
Sanctuary

wili be discussed.

7.2.2./ The Village Commiltee

Although the Wildlife Witg and the VC do not interact directly, it is important to
note that this institution is involved in fotest consewadon. The VC is not dfuectly involved

in the Sanctuary, but does play an important role in mediating human-environment
interactions in general. The Secretary of the VC explained that in the year he has held his

position no one fiom the Wildlife
plantztion work in genetal.

-4.

\l/*g

has approached him to discuss the Sanctua U,

or

any

previous member of the corrrmittee expressed the same

sentimeng explaining that duting his time serving on the committee no one had called him

to a meeting or attempted to work with the committee. There was some indication,
however, that members of the NØiog speak with the VC when a villager, or group of villagers,
is participating in illegal activities in the Sanctuary.
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The secretary felt the Wing wâs not interested in involving local people in the
everyday management

of the area. Members of the VC conûrmed the lack of information

and cornmunication networks, suggesting there is no mechanism for local people to obtain

information about what is going on in the area. Itwas also explained that local people go
direcdy to the Witg with their concerns because the Panchajtatis not capable of delivering
results.

A number of members on the VC indicated that a joint management forum would
be a positive development that should be pursued. Th"y felt it was extremely important to

involve local people in the protecdon of the forests. For example, one member pointed out:

$Øitlout supPort people will not obey departrnental decisions. They vzill use the areas
irregardless. - Member of the VC Old Manali
Members of the VC provided suggestions on what a joint committee should iook like, and

how such an initiative should progress.
The people who are most interested in protecting the forest should be called on to
participate on the committees. Membership should be based on interest not status
or position- not iust because someone is the Pradan of the Mabik Mandals- When
committees are made they should ensure that they function properþ. Membet of
theVC Old Manali
-A concern exptessed by members

of the VC was that joint committees are often only

formed on paper, and that no real pov/er or authority is transfered to them. One member

felt that if this is what ioint management would look like, there is no point forming
cornmittees.

Other suggesd.ons dealt with accountability, and included the recommendation that
once or twice a year the District Forest Officer or Range Officer should go into the forest to
check

if

the work is being done

propeù. Th. participant

suggesting this felt that although

the Block Officer entets the Sanctuary to ensure that TDs are being distributed

apptopriately, it is necessâry that a higher level of govemment, such as the District Forest
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Officer, become involved in monitodng activity on tfre ground. The justification for this
recommendadon stemmed from concems that higher levels of goveffiment have a
significant amount of influence on the management of the area, but

^r.e

very far removed

from the local tealities of what actually goes on.
7.2.2.2 The Maltila Mandal

Äs highlighted in the previous chapter, rhe Mahila Mandal groups siere created to
bring the needs, priorities and interests of rural women into the political and developmental

^ren^.

Given that women are responsible for a significant portion of household sustenance,

and that household sustenance is highly dependent on goods and sewices dedved ftom the
forest, it is not surprising that a number of Mahila Mandal Pradans in villages using the
Sanctuary indicated that forest conservadon is an atea of central concern for

surprising, t}en, that the Wildlife

!üirg

them. It was

had not made a specific attempt to meet or work

with the gtoup in Old Manali. The Pradan could remember only one incident, approximately
six years ago, when the Wildlife
as

Wirg approached

the Mahila Mandal. Tþtts was undertaken

part of the envfuonmental education tour mendoned earlier. The destination of the tour

was a locadon known as Renuka Lake, and the purpose was to show local women the fences

that were placed around protected sites. The nØirg used this as a sort of environmental
educadon seminat, which included discussions telated to the wildlife in the area. The Mahik
Mandalbeheved the tour u/as really

desþed to prevent local women from tearing down

fences like they had in the Resewed Forests. A.pproximately 35-40 women were taken on

this tour.

It should be noted that dependence on forest resources does not always translate
into social acdon to ensure their pteservation. The Pradan of the Mahila Mandal expressed
great concem with the lack of interest among local women in terms of forest conservadon.
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She explained that female attendance at previous meetings held in the village, by either the

Forest Department or the Wildlife

Witg,

has been very disappointing. She also expressed

frustradon with the lack of initiative or interest in the Mahilø Mandals

n

general, and

explained that this is a serious challenge to the functioning of the group in general.

Despite the challenges faced by the Mahila Mandal,

r}.'e Pradan is

very interested in

working with either the Wildüfe Witg or the Forest Departrnent. Her interest is mostly in
partaking in plantation activities. She felt, though, that for the most part the government has

not been responsive to the group's ideas. For example, the group has held meetings to
discuss the forest, but the Fotest Guard has never particþated in these meetings. ,{s

wel!

the Mahila Mandal tn this village had offered to share responsibility for an area being fenced

off for plantation work. However, the group never received any follow up commitment or
information from the Departrnent. Despite the fact that no attempt had been made by
members of the

Witg to meet or talk vrith

the Mahila Mandals, the Pradan

of the group feit

that there was a strong possibility that they couid work together in the future. She felt that
an initiative, such

as

JFM, could be helped along if the women of the village met with the

Range Officer.

Discussion with othet Mabila Mandal groups using the Sanctuary revealed similar
expedences u¡ith the

W-g. A number of other groups indicated that they were concerned

with illegal activities occurring in the Sanctuary, and would like to receive trees for planøtion
work.
7.2.2.3 TÌte Panchalat

As highlighted above, the Panchaltatinteracts urith the Wildtife Wirg ro the greatest

extent. Interactions between the two levels are typically initiated after a membet of the !ilirg
enters the village with a proposed developmental

work. The Pøncltalatreceives the proposal
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and proceeds to organize a meeting between the two levels. The example of interaction

provided by the Pradan was the meetings held in 7999 to discuss the proposed closure

of

plantation areas in tlle Sanctuary. H" intimated that a meeting was fust held between
Sanctuary staff and the Panchalal, but tfrat a second meeting was later otgarnzed to involve
local right holders. Interacdon, tJren, only deals new wotks or programs being implemented,

or when a governmental initiative is going to affect local rights. Consult¿tion, as it is
tefer¡ed to by staff members and villagers, is neither guaranteed, nor consistent. The
Panchalar has

not been involved in greater conservad.on or land use planning.

There was great interest on the part

of

the Pancha-1tat orgarlzznons to develop some

form of joint manâgement. Members of the Old Manalt PanchEtaî expressed interest in, and
concern for, the protection of the Sanctuary.
The government can't protect the area on their own. There must be participation of
the local people. Governments only hold their positions for 2-3 years. If the
government handed over protecdon to rhe Pøncltalats this would be the best thing. Old Manali Pancbalat

The development of

a

joint committee was a comrnon recommendation made by members

of the Panchalat to improve the management of the Sanctuary. Reasons for developing such
a committee included:

o
o
o
o

The need to increase government accountability;
The possibility to share responsibility for government funds;
To enhance the transparency of management activities; and
To provide opportunities for environmental education.

Panchalat members typically felt that creatìng a

jont committee, which includes

the Pancbalat,

wouid provide local people greater recourse for their concerns.
The experience of other Panchqarsholdtng rights in the Sanctuary was quite similar

to that of OId Manali. TIte Pradan of Syal Village explained that although ttre !7ing comes
to talk about guidelines and specific activities, relations have been quite conflictu¿I. The
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Pradan

of Syal Village also explained that the

\ùØing discusses issues

in the Sanctuary with

people in his village, and that they usually hold two wotkshops pet ye^r. He specifically

mendoned a wotkshop that was held inJune, at the Wildlife information center in Manali.
Only leaders ftom certain groups, such as rhe Maltila Mandalswerc invited. lüØhat was
interesting is that he felt the VC would be a more appropriate institution to involve in
conservation activities than the Panchalat.

7.3 Exploring Historic Examples: The Road to Lamadugh and Use Restictions
Given that the preliminary research indicated that the predominant'ways individuals
at the village level obtain information linked to the area is through village-talk or direct
observation, and that when concerns arise villagers typically speak directly to the Sanctuary

administration, tlvo case studies were employed to track real examples of information
exchange. These two exâmples, tlle road to Lamadugh and the imposition of use
restr-ictions, highlight not only interaction between the govemmental and local level, but also

the ways in which villagers are involved in, can influence, or

^re

affected by decisions that

impact upon their lives.

7.3.1The Road to Lamadugh

In

7991 the Wildlife

\üitg

began constructjn g a road to Larnadugh, an alpine

meadow located in the Manali Sanctuary. This road, approximately ten kilometers in length,
was designed to facilit¿te the development of Lamadugh as a tourist

point. Only one

kilometer had been constructed at the time of the research. The decision to const¡uct the
road was made at the State level. Sanctuary staff hâs some concems regarding the negative

environmental impacts that the road could facilitate. These largely pertained to the
possibility for increased smuggling. Altematively, staff members felt that the roads would
bring positive impacts through incteased tourism. The understanding of the road at the

l9l
goveflìrnental level was sumrned up by one member of the \üildlife \üirg who explained
that, "From a consewation point of view it's a bad idea, but from a tourist point of view it's

good." Although it is unlikely that the road will be completed, due to a lack of funds at the
goverrimental level, its construction serves as a good pro)ry for highlighting the transmission

of information tegarding developmental decisions in the area. This is particularly true given
the importance of such a development,

if it was followed through, in terns of both the

village economy and the ecological stâtus of the Sanctuary.
Participants in the study were asked about their knowledge of tlre road, how they

first heard about the development,

as

well as what their thoughts were in this regard. Table

7.3 demonstrates that the majority of participants knew about the road, but that a significant

of number of women did not.
Tabte7.3
Knowledse of the Road to Lamaduøh

KnewAbout
the Road

Did Not
KnowAbout

No

Total

Response

the Road

Women
Men

15

6

0

27

19

1

1,

27

Of the people having knowledge of the road, more than half did not know who had
constructed

it or what it would be used for. None of the locú organtzations in Old Manali

were consulted on its development.

Not surprisingly, the majority of particþants having

knowledge of the road discovered the development through village talk, ot by witnessing
construction activity personally.

!?hen asked about their thoughts on the development of
participants identified both negative and positive impacts.

a

road to Lamadugh,
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Table7.4
Local tho
thouqhts on the road
Positive
Negative

impact

No
opinion

Both

imÞact

No

Total

ResÞonse

Women
Men

9

3

1

8

0

21

2

8

0

Total

10

1

21

11

T7

1

18

1

42

There were more women than men identifying only positive impacts,
and more men than

womeû identifying only negative impacts telated to the road development.
There were also
significant numbet of individuals identifr¡ing both negative and
positive impacts. The
difference between the responses of men and women likely stems
from the nature of use on
the part of the two gïoups.
'üØomen are involved in hay, grass and needle collection from
the atea, which are highly labor-intensive activities requiring
long travel distances on foot.

Both are involved in the collecdon of wood, which is equally difficult,
but it appears that
v/omen travel to the area more often than do men. It is therefore
not surptising that female
participants felt that the development of a road would aid in the
collection of resowces from
ú;.e atea.

If a road is made t, d.l:".fit

the villagers through tourism. If the deparrrnent
properly there vrill be no negativãs. Ho*eier, if the departrnent
is not
lorks
checking the area properþ there wül be increased smuggling.NS, Man old Manali
The-road is a good id-ea, because paths âÍe not very good
and this u/ay u/e can walk
up the road. HM, \üØoman Old Manati
-

The toad would only benefit the smugglers, who u¡ill eventually
finish the forests.
]he vjtlagers will.orrtiorr" to carry thä lo"d, on their backs, and will receive no
benefits from the road. Hp, !7oman Old Manali
-

A toad might encourage smuggüng. Â toad in the area would
also increase tourism.
People would then be able- to go
to the arcaby car. This will only finish the
beauty. People will th¡orv"Þ
their garbage ev.rywhere and ponute.
11T:4
-,{,G, Man
Old Manali

a
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The positive and negative impacts identified by villagers are summaized in tables 7.5
and 7 .6 respectively.

TableT.5
Identified positive imÞacts of the road
Increased
Improved
tourism
access for
Iocal people

Women
Men

NIo specific
fesponse

Bears will be
scated away

Improved
access

3

15

0

1

2

6

4

7

0

2

Table7.6
Identified
nü
negadve
üve impacts o
of the road
Encourage No one
increased
specific
smuggling impact
Women
7
1
Men
14
2
7.3.2 Restdctions Imposed on IJse
,{.s mentioned

fot

the
department

toLama
Pollution

Disturb
Animals

Easie¡

Increase in

access

Tourism

for locals
0

1

1

0

2

J

0

1

in the Sanctuary

in the previous chapter, two restrictions imposed on local users

distinguish the fotests of the Manali Sanctuary fiom other forest areas: the ban on cutting
Iive trees and gnzingrestrictions in plantation areas. Parricipants were asked a series of
questions tegarding their knowledge and understanding of these resrdcdons

.

Table 7 .7

demonstrates that the majority of respondents felt that the restrictions were a positive

development, or at least had some positive and some negative attributes. This reinforces the
expressed sendment that ptotection was a positive initiative and that increased

involvement in the area would improve protection.
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Restrictions are the only way that the animals and ftees wili suwive. If there is a big
foresg and only a little is closed there is no problem. - PJ, Men Old Manali
People found out about the ban on cutting live trees from a number of sources

including the Pancltalal, 'the department', village talk, or ftom family members. Sühat was
problematic in the case of the ban on cutting live trees is that a numbet of individuals
mentioned they only became àwate of this restriction after appiyingfor a TD. In other
wolds, no attempt was made to inform local people of this important restdcdon, and as a
result villagers found out about

it only when they attempted to obtain a TD.

I found out about the ban when I went to apply for a TD. I was told to find a dead
tree. But v¡here v¡ill I find a dead tree? -,{S, Woman Old Manali
I was told that I would get a TD in five years, and that this TD would only be for
dead ttee. - FP, Man Old Manali
Some participants, although

imposed

it.

^wate

a

of the ban, did not understand its justification, or who

For example, one elder man explained that he thought the Panchalathad

authority to determine which areas would be closed. In fact, he believed.that the PancltalaT
passed resolutions on such matters, which were then given to the !Øildlife

Wirg.

7.4loint Forest Manasement A Possible Link?
The Range Officer for the Sanctuary indicated that, due to the nature of use by

Dhungri and Old Manali, the N7ildlife nüirg planned to initiate aJFM program with the two
communities. The proiect will be designed to both address human impacts on the area, anð

to establish a cooperative relationship. F,aÃy discussion with local orgzntzaaons, particuJady
the Mahila Mandals,indicated that there is local interest

in such an initiative. In

facÇ most

organszanons have their own ideas on how protection could be improved, and what

manâgement should look like.

joint
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Although members of the Sanctuary staff indicated that aJFM project would be
initiated during the freld season, the project never matenalized. Despite the Range Officer's
flumerous claims that meetings would be organized over the fieid season, nothing of this
soft came to fruition. The Range Officet explained that this project would require dme, and
explained that he had abeady attended two

or thrce PanchalaÍ mee(tnss. His sense, from the

meetings he had attended, was that thete is not a gre t deal of interest in the project at the
local level. Other members of the Wildtife

W-g

stated that although the project had not

gone forward, preliminary discussions at the local level demonsüated alack of interest in,
and commitrnent to, such a proposal.

We are trying, but there just isn't enough interest. 'We can't even finish the proposal
due to the lack of inreresr. - Wildlife \7irg
There were villagsrs that concr¡rred with this stâtement. In fact, one participant
explained that the Fotest Guard had come to Old Manali to elicit supporr, but did not
teceive any interest. He further explained that although a number of individuals are
uninterested in the concept, others simply do not have time to participate. One participant

illustrated the lack of support u¡ith the example of a governmenral attempt to initiate
JFM in
neighboring Goshal Village:

In Goshal they were going to make aJFM committee. They tded to choose
members, but no one participated. They were going to give 50% of the
responsibility and ownership to the village. The Village Committee would be in
charge of rDs - the department would have had ro listen.
-,{P, Man old Manal
,A'

o

lack of interest at the local level may have stemmed from the follov¡ing factors:
DePendence on the Sanctuary ât the household level has declined over time as
the economy of the region has moved from a traditional subsistence based,
towards a cash-based, economy fueiled by tourism and apple harvesting.
Improved quality of llfe has allowed villagers to purchase alternative fuel sources,
such as gas and ke¡osene. Âs well, the shifting economy has witness ed a greater
number of villagers particþating in wage labor activities. As a resuk local people,
in many instances, have decreased their dependence on the Manali Sanctuary.
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Interestingly, mâny people feel it is these same factots that have posed the
greatest thteat to all forests surrounding the village.

o

The villagers in Old Manali indicated that there were a number of areas they use
fot resource collection and use. People were not solely dependent on the
Sanctuary for timbet and non-timber products, and thus the costs of investing in
the protection of the area may exceed the benefits of doing so.

Lise (2000) identifies four factors influencing local participation inJFM: good conditions in
the forests, a high degree of local dependence on the fotests, high levels of education reladve

to other family members, and

a

high level of women's participation in village life. In OId

Manaü these factors are workirig both for and against the implementadon

forest conditions

^ppear

ofJFM. The

to be good, at least reladve to other forest ate s, but local

dependence on the area is not as high as it is elsewhere. There is a high degree of use in the
Sanctuary, but the fotests of the protected aÍea

^reas.

Âs well, women's

paticþation in

^re

only one component of a complex of use

the Vìllage is unclear. The Mahila MandaÌ Pradan tn

Old Manali indicated that the instinrtion is severely challenged by a lack of interest and
support by the village on a whole. These factors may also have influenced the lack of
interest in wage labor opportunities within the \)Tildlife Sanctuary.

An altemative petspective to that presented above was constructed ftom household
inten'iews ifl Old Manali. Very few participants at the local level had heard about the
prospects of aJFM project being initiated in theit village. There were only two women and
one rnân that indicated they had heard about the possibility of such a project. Some viliages

were familiar with the nature of the project, as they were aware ofJFM initiatives conducted

in other villages. ,{lso, the Mahila Mandal had not been asked to participate in the project.
This reality demonstrates that the \X/ing has not communicated the nature of the program to
all members of the community.
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.As

well, when asked their thoughts on the formation of a joint committee,

participants responded almost unanimously that such an endeavor would be positive and
desirable.

Protecdon would be improved vrith aJFM committee. Local people could work
together with the department. This is a very good idea. Neither side can do
anything on their own. - BR, Woman Old Manali

A managernent committee would be a very good idea. People would be more willing
to protect the atea if there wâs a management committee. -JK Man Old Manali
\Whether oÍ not a committee would be a good idea depends on the morality of the
people, and who sits on the committee. If the smugglets are chosen what's the
poínt? - RK, Man Old Manali

The delay in implementing aJFM initiative in Old Manali, tJren, is likely attributable to a
number of factors. Responsibility in this tegard is shared by all stakeholders. It appears

as

though alack of communication has hampeted the development of a collaborative
relationship between the two levels. If the project does go tfuough the Wildlife Wing must
be cognizant of the challenges faced by the MahiÌø Mandals.
\When asked whether they would attend meetings

of a joint management comrnittee

only three people, one mân and two women, indicated that they would not attend meetings.
There were four individuals, three women and one man, who indicated that they would
attend meetings only

if

ali villagers

particþated. Of those whom indicated that they would

not attend meednç, time constraints were the most corrunon teasort mendoned.
7.5 Discussion and Conclusion

Much like the GHNP, interaction between conservation authorities and local usets is
functional in nature: the substantive management issues of the two levels overlap.
Management activities conducted in the Sanctuary have brought the two levels into contact,
and

in some cases the result has been conflict. This is likely

a result

of the inability of the

governmental level to create a stake in v¡ildlife conservation at the village ievel. Although an
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aftempq at the very rudimentary level, has been made to shift intetaction to the political
sphere, thereby aligning interests at the two levels, nothing had been followed tlrough ât the

time of the research. The management system remains largely exogenic, with highet levels

of govemment dictating the 'rules of the game'-

It is importarit to note that although the system is exogenic, the local level
significantly influences management activities at the grass roots level. An examPle of this
influence was the women in Old Manali and Nasogi who protested against the closure of the
Reserved Forest and obtained some use

rþhts. This influence

is reinforced, somewhat, by

interactions and negotiations betq/een tfre Panchalaf and administrative level- There is
evidence tllat on at least one occasion such interacdon halted proposal development for

grazngrestricdons. Other forms of resistance, negotiadon, or bargaining within the system
came from the provisions

of examples by participants of illegal' activities. In this category

would falt the local man who indicated that he puts his livestock in the fenced areas, or the
individuals whom negotiated at TD for special circumstances. The system is best described'
then, as symmetdcaf and, ifJFM successfi.rlly links the interests and needs the two levels, as
moving towards â more politicatly based form of interacúon. Thus, although the legal
framework is Exclusive, a significant degree of flexibility has been ptovided for local uses in

tlis

case.

Given the reality that the St¿te dominates the system of rule making but the local
level has significant influence over the decision-making process, it is difficult to say that the
nature of interaction is either solely negative or positive. The Wing seems to aid in vìllage
adaptation to pressures mounted ftom urbanization and çsÍünssçialization. Hence, thete
were a number of comments about how the guard is now sûict, and this is positive. In this
ateâ, one must also remember that when asked how management could be improved there
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were a significant number of tesponses in the "increased government involvement',

category. In this sense) it appears as though the need to have government involvement
is
recognized, and favored at the local level.

In terms of negative impacts, there

appears to be

dependence at the local level on the Xøirg to ensure the areais protected. For example,
a
representative ftom the Maltila Mandal stated that she felt protection v/as not the

responsibility of the groupr but rather

'It is [the govefliment,s] job,'. Government

dominance also appears to undennine local otgarnzaaons in the sense that flexibility
is not
always provided when necessary.

In these

regardless of governmenal stdctness.

Pulposes.

,4,

câses, local activities may be sociaily sanctioned

An example would be the cutting of a tree for funeial

possible negadve impact of interaction includes the reality that the human

environment in which the Sanctuary is managed takes precedence, in discussions
between
the tq/o levels' over greater wildlife mânagement issues. Thus, the zreabecomes
recognized
as

just another forest.

In conclusion, the results of this chapter indicate that use

and, management activities

at the local level are highly influenced by decisions and practices located
at higher

govern'mental levels. Very little effort has been made

ro capitahzeand build upon local

systems of resoutce manâgement arrd organtzational capacity.
JFM has potential in Old

Manali' as demonstrated in Chapter 6, but this potential requires more direct efforts
to
communicate and work with local users directly.

Chapter

I

Conclusion
8-1

Preamble
This chapter brings the results of the two case studies together in an attempt to

highlight similarities and differences in the experiences of the two. Comparing the tq/o case
studies provides the opportunity to locate opportunities and challenges associated

with

fostering collaborative reladons in protected ateas in India and in Himachal Pradesh. The
chapter begins by revisiting the original objectives of the research outlined in Chapter 1, and
moves on to discuss the results and conclusions. The chapter concludes by addressing the
lessons learnt and larger issues that arise from the two case studies, and by providing

recommendations for protected area management in India.
8.2 Addressing

the Obiectives of the Study

The overall purpose of the study is to highlight real or potential ctoss-scale linkages

for involving community-based institutions and organtzadons in the management of both
the Great flrnalzyan National Park and the Manali Sanctuary. The study is designed to

identify opportunities for deconstructing the Exclusive Model for protecteð. area
management, and to highlight opportunities to resolve conflicts between local

developmental aspirations and protected area objectives.
8.2,1 Chancteristics of Ins

titutions, Organizations and Stakeholders

The first obiective of the study was to identifr institutions, organjzalons, and
stakeholders linked to the management of the Great Himalayan National Park and the

Manali Sanctuary. Chapter 4 argues that resource manâgement is about conflict
rnanâgement, which requires søkeholder identification and management. Given that

presupposition the research focussed on locating the vad.ous competing intetests in the two

case studies, as

well

as tlre

institutions, or.gzruzanons, individuals and groups linked to them.

It was determined that these interests can be located at different levels of social orgaruzaúon
in both areas, including the village, sub-village, state, nation al and even international level.
Figure 8.1 and 8.2 outline the orgarttzadons and stakeholders, as well as the levels of social
otgantzanon to which they beiong, in the Great IfunalayanNational Park and Manali
Sanctuary. The figures also identi$r the extemal factors that influence mânagement activities
contained u¡ithin the protected areas.

The World Bank

Government of

India

Government of Himachal pradesh

Nohanda Sansa¡ten
Deuta

Committees

Pancbayats
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Figure 8.1
Distribution of Organizadons, Interests and Pressures in the GHNP
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Figure 8.2
Distribution of Orgarnzations, Interests and Pressu¡es in the Manali Sanctuary

A significant

degree of dependence on both ateas was located at the local level.

Control over the ateas, and hence over the types of activities permitted u¡ithin them, rested
urith senior level officials of the \Øildlife Wi.g, Departrnent of Forests, Farming and
Conservation located at the State level. The decisions of such officials are guided by the
provisions of the ViAUe Prutecîion Ac| / 972, established at the national level, which states
that no human uses are permitted within national parks and that only those activities seen to
be in the interests of resident wildlife populations area permitted in wildlife sanctuad.es. The

development of the V/iUlìfe Pmfecñon Act, 1972 was influenced by intemad.onal consewation
oblectives and models such as those outlined by the Intemational Union for the

Conservation of Nature.

In the Manali Sanctuary the power, at the state government level to disallow local
use was not exercised to a significant extent. The exceptions to this statement âre timber

and grazingwhich have witnessed the imposition of increasing restrictions on local usets
over tjme. Local use in the Sanctuary is also influenced by village and sub-village

institutions. These include the imposition of social sancdons, the recognition of need as a
gurding factor in human-environment interactions, the monitoring activities of the Mahila
Mandal goups, and a serrse of individual responsibility to the entire resource community.

In

the Great Himalayan National Park, the state govem.ment had exercised its statutory
authodty, whether for the purpose of biodiversity conservation or not, through the recent

imposition of aban on local use. The ban has had significant implicadons for the thousands
of households dependent on the area fot timber and non-timber products, religious
purposes, and gnztng. Identified institutions g"idi"g use at the local level pdot to the ban,
as

well as aftet,include socially sancdoned harvest seâsoris for plant collection, well-

established graztngseasons and pattems, community enforcement, and the recognition

of

need as a gurding factor in use.

As shown in figure 8.1 and 8.2,viJlage and sub-village level organtzatons with a
significant role in social life at the local level were identified in the study villages of both
protected areas. In Tinder and Dharali these included the Deata Conrlrrjrttees, Mabila Mandab,
and Pønchalats: all

of which had some role in mediating human-envìronment interactions. In

Old Manali identified organtzanons included the Deuta Committee,Panchalal,Village
Committee, and Maltila Mandø|. Only the latter three were involved in medioting humanenvironment relations. A. number of NGOs were identified as having a tole in consewation
and developmental objectives in the GHNP region. ,{.s well, the !Øorld Bank was involved

in

a

major project geared towards capaciq building at the departmental level and enhancing
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local participation in protected
Pressures related

^Íe

mãnagement. Both areas faced significant extemal

to state, nadonal and international development and consewation

objectives.
8.2.2

Nature of Institutional and, Otgani>ational Intelplay
The second objective of the study was to analyze the nature of interaction, and

interplay,'among institutions, organizations and stakeholders delineated by the framework

for protecte d arca management in India. Chapter 2 introduces both the concept of crossscale

institutional and organÞanonzlinteracdon, and the legal framework under which

protected areas

^re

established and managed in India.

It

was argued that locating the types

of impacts different organszalons and institutions have on one anothet contributes

a

more

holistic understanding of the resource manâgement system.
The types of interactions in the two case studies were guided by a number

of

factors. In the Great Himalayan National Park, the national park designation brought

with it a more intrusive and exclusive management approach. It has been argued that the
model was only enforced, however, as a result of larger developmental and political
pressures. In the Manali Sanctuary, interaction was influenced by a lack of departmental
funds, and a more urbanized environment. A historic relationship of resource control and

expropriation on the part of the government was located in both protected areas. This
role was reinforced in the GHNP area by the settlement of rights process, which
witnessed the vesting of all local access and use rights in the state government. Table
summarizes the characteristics of cross-scale interaction in the two protected areas.

g.l

Table 8.1
Chatacteristics of cross-scale interaction

Management
Model

Type of
Interaction

Relationship

Positive Impacts

Between the

Intetaction

of

Negative Impacts of
Interaction

Linking

1. Local resistance and

1. Resource expropriation

Ecodevelopment

organa,atton
2. Stimulation of
conservation activity at

2. Undermining of local

o

resource and land tenure

¡

the local level

3. Imposition of an extemal

Mechanism

Wildlife
Wing and
Local Level
Great
Himalayan
National
Park

Exogenic

Functional

Âsymmetricai

3. Prevention

of forcible

VEDCs
WSCGs

systems

framewotk

relocation of Shakti and
Mator due to World
Bank involvement

Manali
Sanctuary

Exogenic with
some indication
of movement
away

from state

dominance

Functional
urith some
attempt to
interact

politically

in

S)'mmetrical

1. -A.ssistance

1. Evidence

balancing ot addressing
latger-scale degradation
2. Assistance in adapting
to socio-economic and

of local level
organizations
impacting the
system

2.Locù,
negotiation
and reaction

envkonmental change

on extemal
otganizattons for monitoring
and enforcement
2. Undermining of authority
1. Reliance

of local otganÞations
3. Rigtdity and inflexibiJity

ProposedJFM
project

o

JFM committee

Appþ"g

a cross-scale analysis to protected areas is

imporønt because of the

complex environments in which they are typically located. History has demonstrated that
protected aÍeas are not islands unto themselves, but rather theit management is influenced
and impacted by factors extemal to the grass roots mânâgement structure. Co-management,

or

^ny

form of collaborative initìative, is also subject to external influences: influences that

neither protected

^tea

rnlnagers'or local populadons have control over. As Rafiq (1996;12)

points out:
Co-management affângements emphasize the importance of local knowledge. This,
however, is seldom the impediment for local people in making choices. More often,
what they need most is outside information - about theír neighboring communities,
about goveflrment policies, about dono¡ agendas, about their own rþhts and
obligations, and about the choices avatlable to them. This informatíon is largely
generated and processed elsewhete.
Co-management, then, is not simply a process that occurs between the consewadon

adminisuation and the local level. It is importanq therefote, to look beyond local pracdces,
the mandate of the government agency charged with the management of particular areas,
and even individual particþatory ptojects. In doing so, it is possible to identi$' the events,
agendas, and policies located at the tegional, state, nadonal and even intemational level that

impact upon processes at the ptotected atea level.
Applyrog a cross-scale analysis to the two case studies included in this study is

important for four reâsons.
s c n be linked to the transfer of
^te
conservadon objectives, and related models, from the international to local level.
The ftamework for protected
m^nagement in India is a reflection of the
^re
Exclusive Model established by the North Amedca's first National Park,
Yellowstone. The IVildW Protection Act (1972) is a product of the Western, and
particularþ No¡th American, undetstanding of nature, wilderness and
conservation. The adoption of the ftamework represents an attempt by the
national goverrìment to alþ with international standards/ttends, and to comply
with intemational treades to which it has committed to, such as the Convention
on Biological Diversity. As a resulg India's two most cofiÌmon ptotected

1,. The chain of events in both protected

^Íeas,

national parks and wildlife sanctuades, mirtor the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature's most restdcdve classifications.
2.

The adoption of an Exclusive Model for protected arca management has
impacted interactions between goverrìments at the national and state level, and
between the state and local level.
State and National Level: the radfication of úe lV/ildlzfe Pmtection Act (/ 972)
^. created a separate goverrunent lùØing charged with the administration of the
,{.ct at the state level. This meant a change in govemment functioning at the
state and regional level. The Act also est¿blished universal standards for how
protected âreas at the state level are to be managed.
b. State and Local Level: The most visible implication of the Exclusive Model is
the resultant cross-scale relationship between local populations and the
consewation agency charged with the tesponsibiJity of enforcing the law. In
the two case studies the latter refers to the Iü7ildlife Witg. Here there âre two
issues requiring mendon. First, the imposition of the restrictive legal
ftamework serses to undermine local systems of land use and resource
manâgement. Second, by assuming the tole of sole søkeholder in protected
areamaifi^gemenq the govemment undermines tåe authotity and social
validity of local orgarizattons. This approach has prevented government
from capitalizing and buildìng on the traditional plant collection activides,
monitoring and enforcement praclices, and social sancdons spoken about in
Tinder and Dharali. It has also prevented the Wildlife Witg from engaging
the Mahila Mandak in Old Manali: an organtzation that has expressed interest
in undertaking forest regeneration and social monitoring activities.

.).

The GHNP case demonsftates the influence of international development
otgantzanons, such as the'VØodd Bank, oft conservation and development
activities at the National, State, and local level. The infusion of international
funds for ecodevelopment changed the nature of intetactions between tåe
governmentaland local level in the Great ÍIimalayan National Patk, both
positively and negatively, and influenced the management decisions adopted
within the Patk.
r The interacdon between the Govemment of l¡¡.lia and the Wodd Bank, in
developing the Ecodeveþment Projecg is significant for another reason.
The Global Environment Facility apptoached the Wodd Bank to underøke
the Project after interest and commitment wâs expressed by the Govemment
of India. ,A,lthough commitrnent v/as expressed at the national ievel, the
Himachal Pradesh Government was the actual authority tesponsible over
seeing the project. The results of the reseatch indicate that commitment to
the project was not âs strong at the state level. This reality undermined the
effectiveness of the whole endeavot.

4.

Both the Manali Sanctuary and the Great Himalayan National Park illustrate the
localized
impacts external markets and developmental fotces can have orr
^very
of
the
tåe
nature
environment. In the GHNP these pressures have altered
medicinal plant harvest including the dutation of the collection season, and the
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quantities ând types of plants collected. Market influences also led to the
denotification of part of the Park to faciltate hydroelectic development. In the
Manali Sanctuary economic influences include urbanization, toudsm, and
agdcultural developments. Neither the local population nor government can
ward off, or moderate, these pressures alone. In this sense, the two case studies
demonstrate the need to link the different levels in order to ensure social and
ecological susta n ability.
ì

8.2.3 Mechanisms

fot Linking Stakeholders

The third obiective of the study was to locate mechanisms tluough which the
mandates of diverse stakeholders are, or may be, linked to the management of the Great

HtmalayanNational Park and Manalt Sanctuary. Berkes (2000) ârgues that positive impacts
related to cross-scale interaction are most likely to arise when a direct effort is made to link

institutions and orgarttzadons in ways that address issues of joint concem. As hþhlighted in
table 8.1 the linking mechanism in the Park was the Ecodevelopment Project, and in the

Manali Sanctuary the linking mechanism was a yet to be implementedJFM project. The case
studies neither support nor refute Berkes' (2000) argument. Rather, both highlight
challenges and opporrunities related to the linking of institutions across multìple scales

in the

protected area context. The two case studies also illustrate the need to integrate
organtzaions, as well as their personality, function, and mandate into the analysis. It was
determined that a central challenge in linking institutions and orgntzations across scales

of

social organnaton is overcoming bureaucratic structures, and hegemonic relations betq/een
the state and local level.
8.2-3.1 Ecodcuelopment in the Grcar Hirzalalan National Park
Research

in the National Park explored the ability of the Ecodevelopment Project to

both address stakeholder differences, and to resolve identified conflicts by linking the
mandates of multiple level organizations. The majot outcome of the project in the Park was

apolanzaton of stakeholders in

a

hþhly conflictu¿l environment. Significant differences

exist between the urildlife

of the envitonmeng

as

!7itg

and local level in terms of perception of the starus or health

weil as who has the 'right' and responsibility for 'managing' the atea.

This polarization is frrther entrenched by a legal climate that severely restricrs local rights to
use and access rhe atea, and by a political and bureaucratic envirorìment that prevented the

devolution of any decision-making authority to the local level undet the Ecodewelopment

Project. These two factors served to limit any possibilities for thê meaningfrrl particþation
of those individuals, communities, and otgantzanons to which ecodevelopment was targeted.
Park management failed, or was likely unable to, tap into a wealth of local knowledge, and

a

mutual interest in ensudng the sustainability of the region.
The overall legal climate of the country, state, and region were, and condnue to be,

of tlre utmost importance to any analysis of the ecodevelopment undert"kirg in the Great
Íltmalayan National Park. Partnerships for conservation, between local people and the
implementin g

^gency,

can only go so far in a climate of legal resrriction (lVlishra et al., 1997),

and centralized government control. This climate ensured that the project was never

desþed to include local people in protection, rnanagemen! or decision-making

processes ât

the Park levei. The limits of the ecodevelopment endeavor must, then, be acknowledged

ftom the outset of any analysis. The World Bank's attempt to finance this project, in
disregard of these latger issues, is telling of the implications of

þoring

tlre cross-scale

envi-tonment.

Although hþher level legislation and policy âre not conducive to the devolution of
power, or to forms of co- mânagemeng the failure of organtzadons such as the Village
Ecodevelopment Committees, and of processes such as participatory microplanning, were
also a function of the attitudes and ptocesses occrrrring at the park

level. For example, all

project planning, excePt in the case of the'Women's Savings and Credit Groups, was based

on defining artificial social boundaries set accotding to ecological parameters: watershed

units. Established social demarcadons and organtzatons such as the Mabila Mandals,
Commitrees, and the Panchalaß, were not accounted for in these processes.

though the l7ildlife

\üitg

It

Deata

appears as

either disregarded est¿blished social norms at the local levef or

simply did not recognize the imporønce local organtzaions play in social life at that level.

,{s weII, funds and real decision-making authority were not üansferred to organtzations, such
as the Village Ecodevelopment Committees, undermining their role

in the ptoject.

Also to the detriment of the project was the failue to establish open, transparent,
and apptopriate mechanisms fot communication. This was true ftom the sart of the
Conservadon of Biodiversity project, and appeârs to be occurring, although to a lesser
extent, in mote recent initiatives such as the \Women's Savings and Credit Groups. Perhaps
the greatest folly of the conservation initiative in Great FJtma.layan National Park prior to the

Consewation of Biodiversity project and Wodd Bank involvement, was the failue of the

Wildlife Wing to adequately communicate the nature of the conservation projecg the
meaning of the National Park, and the ecological importance of the desþation.

Misinformation, fed by growing local skepticism, and resentment at being alienated in the
process, fuelled a network of information exchange at the local level, which perhaps was not
always accurate and tmthfirl.lMhen combined

with the lack of an established forum to

resolve conflicting views, ideas, and petceptions, these factors ensured an environment
fuelled by animosity that would eventually lead to overt conflict. The ecodevelopment link
has been weak

1.
2.
3.
4.

in the GHNP, then, because of the following:

The failure to devolve pov¡er over ecodevelopment activities to the local level;
The failue to involve local people, and their organizations, in decision-making
and planning related to the Park;
The presence of a restdctive legal environmeût supporting anti-participatory
atdtudes; and,
The lack of communication networks and conflict tesoludon forums.
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8-2.3-2 Joint Forcst Managemeü in tlte Manali Sanctuagt

Given that theJoint Forest Management project was still in the proposal phase at the
time of the research, it would be inappropriate to judge the project in terms of success or

failure. Issues had adsen, however, that require mentioning. Members of tle Wildlife

W-g

and other participants indicated that there was â general lack of interest in such an initiative
at the village level. Factors associated u/ith this lack of interest are the availability

of

alternadve forest areas for use, the recent switch to altemadve fuel sources, and the
avaiJability of wage labor opportunities that decrease dependence orr the arca.

It should be

noted, however, that this perceived lack of interest ran counter to ideas communicated by
local particþants in this study. In fact, an overwhelming sense of support for an initiative
such

as

Joint Forest Management was expressed by participants ât tlre household level.

,A.s

well, a key village level otganizadon, the Mahila Mandal,indtcated interest in partnedng with
Sanctuary staff to conserve tlre area's fotests. These differences hint at a misplaced form

of

consultadon, and an improper identification of the târget Soup. The Wild1ife lüing has not,
or h¿s been unable to, creâte open and consistent networks of information exchange in Old
Manali Village. Much like in the National Park region, this has led to the transmission
false information pertaining to the Wildlife

If

Wi"g and their activities in the

of

Sanctuary.

the project does proceed the follouring âreas of concern must be acknowledged

and addressed:

o
o
o
o

The lack of support fot the Maltila Mandal organtzadons at the village level particularly
âmong men and est¿blished village-level organizations;
,{, lack of agency funds, which prevents grass roots staff ftom undertaking majorworks
ot from reacting to local needs and concems in a timely fashion;
The lack of agency autonomy, and resulting inability to define works and management
plans at the grass roots level; and,
The real and potential jurisdictional overlap v¡ith the Forest Departrnent in the area.

8.2.4 Were Livelihoods Addressed?
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The fourth objective of the study was to anúyze the extent to which livelihoods
coflcems, including issues of land tenure and resoutce use, have been includ ed andf or
addressed in the management process. This last objective was largely addressed by explodng

tlre ftameworks for protected aÍea rr.ana.gement ât the multiple levels, and t}rough analysis

of the types of cross-scale interaction occurdng in both areas. Traditionally, wildlife
Ílanâgers have rccogrttzed local live]ihood activities as detrimental to conservad.on
objectives. Systems of management located at highet levels of goveÍrment have traditionally
dictated the types of use restrj.cdons necessaly to 'maintain biological integtity'. Local users
have accepted, adapted, and teacted to the imposition of exogenic mânagement models that

impact upon their livelihood systems. In a number of cases the reacdon has been overt

conflict (Sarkar, 2001).

In the two

câse studies presented hete, ecodevelopment

andJoint Forest

Management have been proposed as a means to reconcile livelihood issues with protected
atea

m^n

gement objectives. Under these models livelihood activities continue to be viewed

as behaviors

requidng monitoting, and if possible, reduction. As such, neither model has

tecognized the integrated nature of the human-environment relationships, or the spiritual
and cultural link local populations have to such areas. In the Manali Sanctuary this has not
been a significant issue as the area is only one component of a complex of use areas for local

rights holdets. As well, what use does occur has been subjected to relatively minor

¡esftictions. In the Gteat fltmalayan National Park, however, the impacts on livelihoods
have been extensive.

It

should be noted that members of the !7ildlife !üiog recognize that

the ban on use has the potential to negatively impact upon the local ecology. For example, a

staff member in the Park indicated that by disallowing gazingin the Park the growth

of
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medicinal plants may be hindered, as grazinganimals remove the brush and grasses enabling
sunlight to reach the lower plants.
8.3 Lessons Learned atld

targer fssues

8.3.1Wotking Within the Model: Incremental Change or Maintaining the Status
Quo?
\üØhen one assesses the management

ftamework for protected areas in India, and

then assesses the successes and failues of the Ecodevelopment Ptoject in the Great
ITtmalayan National Park, they ate forced to ponder whether it is possible to 'grow' a

participatory model from the bottom up. Given that the conservadon of biodiversity in
India has typically been a government dominated process, and that initiatives such as
ecodevelopment and Joint Forest Management do not address the historical power inequities
between the state and local level, it becomes difficult to argue that a participatory model can

function in isolation from larger issues. The ecodevelopment expedence in the Grezt
Himalayan National Patk demonstrated an inability to achieve the particþato{y spirit of the

model. This objective became secondary to maintaining a þristine wildemess'set aside from
human use. The expedence of the Wodd Bank funded project illustrates the result

of

attempting to bypass institutionally entrenched mandates and structures. Both Joint Forest
Management and ecodevelopment are best recognized, then, as necessâry but insufficient
means of moving towards a more democratic form of protected
seeks

aïe m^n^gement,

as

neither

to remove histotic power inequities at the governmental and local level.

8.3.2 The lrlature of Otganizations

Linking local or community otganszanons with state and national govemmental
organizatons Poses a unique set of challenges. First, one must be cognizant of the nature
the organtzad.ons involved. In India both forestry and wildlife

^re

m^nzged within

a

hierarchical goverrrmental structure. Decisions arc made by upper level management, and

of

control of govemment funds typically remains atthat level. Retention of control at upper
levels of govemment does not allow for flexibility in interactions at the Parkmanagement

level. The need to adapt to social and ecoiogical realities, then, is chdlenged. This issue was
pervasive in the mânagement of both protected zte s, and was identified as a significant

inhibitor within the Ecodevelopment Project in the National Park. Here, the inability of
Park management to obtain and distribute funds for localized ecodevelopmerit works
seriously undermined the basis of the ptoject.
grass roots protected

zte

It may not be appropriate or logical to expect

m^n^gers to devolve power that does not necessârily reside at that

level of governaent. Lower level governments, ty1>ically involved in tlle day-to-day
management of protected ateas, and that interact with local people to the greatest extent, cân

not share Power they do not possess. Hierarchical orgatizadons may not, then, be easily
integrated into a co-management qfpe model. This is parricularly true when a legal

framework dictating that they do not even have to exists.

A second issue requiring attenlion is the structure of the organizanon and issues of
staff turnover. The role of the individual in determining interactions was hþhly visible in

both areas. In the Manali Sanctuary a number of references were made to the strictness of
particulat Forest Guards. In the Great ÍJtmalayan National Park the role of the individual
was witnessed in shifting priorities under the Ecodevelopment Project stimulated by a new

Park Director midway through the project. During the research at least two grass roots level

staff members, out of apptoximateþ 50, were transfered. These issues pïove problematic in
establishing long-terrn relationships founded on trust.

If

there is no long-terrn

lin\

in which

local users are assuted of the mentality and approach driving the process, cooperation
becomes difficult.
8.3.3

Moving Beyond Trees: The Furure of Wildlife Management

Perhaps tire most important conclusion to be drawn ftom the experiences of both
areas is that the real and perceived

conflict between humans and wildlife has not been

addressed. This is a function of both the nature of the individual projects in the two areas,
and the lack of information exchange and communicadon between the different levels

involved in management. In both cases there were some attempts to "talk about the
animals" or the need fot protecdon, but ftom what can be assessed it does not seem that

wildlife issues were linked tn any tealway to the realities and needs of the local level. Gadgrl
(2000;69) identifies this

as:

...the tragedy of [the Indian] conservadon movement, as indeed the entire
development process; that it has failed to touch the lives and draw support ftom the
poor and the disadvantaged of the Indian countryside.

In the Great Htmalayan National Park

case,

no direct attempt had been identified at

the time of the research to work collaboratively to locate resource use practices less
disturbing to wildlife in the Park. This was despite the numerous claims, on the part of locai
participants, that ideas of this nature had been proposed to Park st¿ff- In the Manali
Sanctuary management seemed to focus more on trees than on

wildlife. It

is very clear that

the future of both ateas would be enhanced tllrough the location, among stakeholders, of a

ioint vision in terms of what they would like to

see

in the future. This ioint vision should set

the areas apart from other forests, and be linked to the needs, priorities and values of the
local level. Moving towatds the attainment of such a joint vision will require â moïe
enabling legal and policy environmenr.

8.3.4 Concluding Comments
People and protected areas in India need each other. The developmentâl pressures

facrngthe country as a whole threaten the sustainability of both human and biological
populations making biodiversity conservadon a necessity, rrot arr option. Participants at the
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local level in both study areas rccognize this need, and spoke at length about the importance

of ensuring future generadons are able to sustain themselves from the forests. In this

sense,

protected areas provide the opportunity for local communides to regain some control ovet
external pressures undermining traditional lifestyles and community relations. The real issue,
then, is not whether India should have protected areas, but rathet how the Indian

governments can move towards a protected are stra;tery that incorporates both
conseryadon objectives and the developmental needs of local communities Jiving in and

atound the areas in question.
The experiences and lessons of both the Gteat Ílimzlzyzn National Park and the
Manali Sanctuary align, in this regard, with the experiences of other protected ateas in the
Flimalayas. Much like other mountain protected ate s) the Great fltmalayan National Park
and Manali Sanctuary demonstrate that conflict is inevitable whete the spiritual and

economic links of local communides to protected areas

^re

treated as secondary to

consewadon objectives. Two examples require discussion. The experience of the fust,
Khunjerab National Park in Pakistan, bears remarkable similadty to that of the Gteat
Himalayan National Park. The boundaries of the National Park were delineated by an
intemadonal scientist in complete disregard for the traditional lifestyle of the Shimshali

people. Attempts to curb all local use were met vrith tesistance at the local level. Although
number of communities in r},e area have expressed a v¡illingness to forgo use in exchange

for compensadon, the Shimshali people vrish to condnue graztngtheir sheep, goat and yaks
within the boundary of the Park. Their

desfue

to condnue using the a¡ea is the product of

the community's attempt to maintain a cultr¡ral identity linked to a sense of place and

belonging- Thus, the desires of the Shimshali people to retain their community identity has
clashed

with the goverrìment's desire to have an 'internadonally renowned' Park (Slavin,

a

7993;8ut2,1996). The second example, the Nanda Devi Biosphere Reserve, located in
Indian central

llJrirr.ialaya, also bears

similarity to the experìence of the Great Himalayan

National Park. Here the imposition of restricdons on local use have imposed significant
hardship on local populations. Much like the GHNP, ecodevelopment schemes have failed

to distribute benefits at the local level that would counter or balance the costs incurred
tesult of the

^tea's

desþation.

as a

Management, including ecodevelopment, has remained a

largely'top down'endeavor, with the government retaining central authority over the
decision-making process. Âs a result, conflict has erupted among stakeholders in the area.
Given the breadth of experience with managing protected a¡eas in an envi¡onment
charactenzed by extensive human use, including a number of cases whete governments have
been able to bring conservation and development objectives under the same mandate,

it

is

surprising that the Govemment of India continues to support an Exclusive Model. This is

particularþ true given the availability of numerous alternative models. It is also important to
note t-hat the IUCN, one of the original forces behind the exportation of the Exclusive

Model to the developing world, has tevised their classificadon system to incorporate the
realities and needs of populations dependent on protected areas. These strategies include

multiple use aÍeas, and different types of land use planning. As well, the countd.es of origin

for the Exclusive Model have all but abandoned such unidimensional approaches to
biodiversity conservad.on.

Given the numbers of people residing in or using protected areas in India, and the fiscal
restdctions faced by the Wildlife

Wirg the adoption of an exogenic

somewhat self-defeating. The ideal

of alarge

area removed

and exclusive process is

ftom all human uses becomes

almost unattainable, unless the government is willing to enforce boundades with fences
andf or guards. Under these realities, intemadonal funding withstanding, most ptotected

âreas become what has been

refered to

as 'paper parks', in

which the desþation tecelves

litde more than üp service. This reality has been demonst¡ated in the Greatf{tmalayan
National Park where the Wildlife Protecd.on Act (1972) was not enfotced during the fust
decade

of the Park's histori, and where up until the final settlement process local

populations possessed very little knowledge of the Park designation. It has also been
demonstrated in the Manali Sanctuary where very few individuals have even ever heard the

term Sanctuary, and where it is very difficult to locate a clear conservation mandate for the
area

in general.

rMhat the teseatch tesults suggest is that the development of a meaningfirl network

of

protected are s c rlonly be f".ilit"t.d v¡ith the acceptârìce and participation of the local
populations residing in, or depending upon, the areas in question. This necessitates the
adoption of a model allowing for a diversity of classificadons. The following are specific
requirements of achieving the above:
Protected area desþations must be paired with realities on the gtound. This
includes the identification of local organzadons, traditional and cultual norrns,
as well as external market and political influences;
Localpopulations must be involved in determining the types of uses permitted
within protected area boundades;
Investments must be made in programs such as ecodevelopment andJoint
Forest Management, w'ith additional steps taken to ensure those programs
incorporate education, communication, and stakeholder participation in the
decision-making process of individual protected areas;
Conservation and livelihood sustaìnability need to be integrated ínto protected
area plannin g at ail. stâges;
Provisions must be made, where appropriate and necessarl, for allowing smallscale industries and subsistence uses within certain classifications; and,
Transparency and âccouritâbility need to be the rule rather than the exception in
interactions between the local and state or nadonal govefümental level so that
trust and respect can be buil¿
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This is a tall 6¡ds¡, for which capacity development at tlle governmentzl znd cornmunity
level is required. Movements such as these are not short-term goals, but rather long-term

policy objectives requiring a firm and sustained commitrnent.
fntemational Agencies and governments have much to contribute in terms

of

knowledge, funds, and training. These must, however, be well targeted and given only when
there is a commitrnerìt to follow the ptoject through beyond short term funding dmeframes.

The implications of providing funding v¡ithout follow-up or consideration of political and
legal realities are clearly demonstrated in the Great Htnalayan National Park case. The

falling apat of the Ecodevelopment Project in the National Park is a perfect example of
what happens when an international orgarization: a.) retains only supervisory control over
project funds; b.) ignores the existence of a restrictive legal framework; and c.) abrogates
responsibility and pulls out of tlre project when it is not functioning as intended. The stake

of these orgarizaúons and individuals is removed, and as such, they have a special
responsibility to the communities most affected by their involvement. This is partìcularþ
true when assistance comes in the forrn of a loan that must be repaid by the local

goveffìment.
Much üke intemational developmentzl otgantzadons, the international conservation
community has a special responsibility to look beyond the science and underst¿nd the
implications of their wotk and recommendations. It is not appropriate for either group to
claim

þotaûce, or lack of responsibility, when it

comes to human impacts.
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Appendix A
Key Concepts and Definitions
Co-management: A form of power sharing wheteby the responsibility and dsk fot tesource
management and conservadon are shared among stakeholders. Co-management is founded
on two principles. Firsg that local people need to have a stake in conservation and
management, and second, that partnerships between governmenq local communid.es, and
other resource users are fundamental @erkes, 1998). Co-management cân be thought of as
both an art znd a science. It requires the acknowledgement of complex social systems,
institutional artangements, and the presence of power telationships in all aspects of social

life @ayon, 1996).
Community: For the puq)oses of this study communities are defined as'þoups with
meaningful, regular social interaction (Iiti and Singh, 7994)." By applying this definition the
term coffmunity is not defined or restricted by geographical ot poütical boundaries (FIu-,
1997). Communities âre not monolithic or undifferentiated units, but rather they contain
categories of people distinguishable by age, power, interest, ettrnicity, caste, or sex
(À4urphree, 1994).

Institutional Arrangements: In the context of environmental management institutional
are the rules in use to determine who has âccess to resources, how much can
^Írangements
be consumed by authorized participants, at what times consumption can occur, and who will
monitor and enforce those rules (adapted from Ostrom, 1987).

Institutional Interacdon: The ways in which institutions influence and impact upon one
another. Institutions mzy interact either functionally, when the problems of two or more
institutions overlap in a biophysical or socio-economic sense, ot politicaily, when actors seek
to link institutions to achieve either individual or collective goal ffoung, 1999a).
O¡ganizational Linkages: Those mechanisms or arrangements tllat enable communication
and cooperation amongorganizadons fot the purposes of joint problem solving or conflict
resolution. Orgaruzatonal linkages may be established to deal u¡ith common issues of either
a political or functional nature. Orgzrttzatonal linkages may exist among otganizations at
one level of social orgarlzalon, fot example a forumf mechanism dealing with tesource
issues comrnon âmong villages, or among otgantzatons occrrrring across various levels of
social organrzaton, for example a fonrm/mechanism dealing with judsdictional overlap
between the state and local level.
Multi-stakeholder Body: ,\ multi-stakeholder body links multiple st¿keholders, whethet local
or regionaf with govemment, and in doing so provides a fo¡um fot conflict resolution and
negotiation amoflg members (Berkes, 2000).
National Park: An area set aside due to its ecoiogical, faunal, floral, geomorphological, or
zoological importance. An zrez becomes a National Park only after alfrights have become
vested in the State Government. "No alterad.on of bounrlaries may be made except by
resolution passed by the state legislatute. Entry, unless used as a vehicle by an authodzed
persorì, and gnztng of arly cattle is prohibited. Restrictíons on entry, in so far as they apply,
are the sâme âs those for s ncf:aÍy. Destruction, exploitation or removal of any urildlife or
^
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its habitat is ptohibited' except with permission
f¡om the chief wildlife sØarden and
provided it is necessary for-the imprårremenr
and better management of v¡ildlife. other
prohibited activities, in
,rrose
for a sancruary (.!7¡d Life
:" ?:in"s th.y appry, are trre ,^-"- ,,
(Protection) Act, 1972 sited
Gr.á, i'rliS; tSZ¡), -sanctuar'v: An arca set aside due to its ecologic
al, fauna\ flota\eeomo¡phological, natural
or
zoologlcal signi-ficance' '?ermission to enter
or reside in a sanctuary nray be granted by
the
chief sØildlife ward¡,n for pu¡poses of photogr"phy,
,;;dfi" reseatch, tourism and
transaction of lawfi¡l business with any i¡¡ig¡ã1 'eålÐr
rrì.*dcted ro a public servant on
duty, a person permitted by the chief'wildlife
\x/arden ,o ,"ri¿" in a sanctuary or who
has
any rþht over immovable properry within
a.s¡nctuary, a person using a public highway,
or
dependents of any of the
without pá''rri,, enq
any
weapon,
"b"*.
I:"*g
yth
causing
fire' and using substances potentially injririo,rs
^
to -il'dlä.
Fishing and gaztng
by livestock may be allowed on , .orrråil"d
b^ri, C-* *;^reprohibited.
þrotection) Act" l972sited in
Green, 7993;151,),'
Stakeholder: The term stakeholder refers
to any institution, individual, or social gtoup
that
pos.se:.ses
rp-"Ltfi.r and significant stak! i, ,"ro*.å
management. stakehorders
"-*".r,
typically exhibit the following chaîacteristics:
o ,{,n awareness of interests pertaining to the management
of the area;
o unique techniques or knowledge pertaining
o ,{ willingness to invest particurar r.ro*."r-i,to tnã mânagement of the area; and.
tàe management endeavor
@onini_Feyerabend, 1tg6).

Appendix B
Relevant Sections of the Wildlife Protection Actr1972
Source AnonymousrT99T
Chapter IV
Sanctuadesr lrlational Parks and closed Areas
SancTuaies

18. Declaration of sanctuary.
intention to consdtute arly

-

(1) The State Govemment may,by notification, declare its

other than
are comptised within any reserve forest or
^Íee^r1
territorial waters as a sanctualT if it considers
that such a¡ea is of adequate ecologica\ fzuna\
floral, geomorphological, natutal or zoological significance, for the putpose of protecting,
propagating or developing wildlife or its envirofimenl
(2) The notificatìon refered to in sub-section (1) shall speci$r, as nearly as possible, the
situation and lirnits of such area.
19. Collector to determine rþhts. - When a notìfication has been issued under section 18 the
controller shall inquire into, and determine, the existence, nature and extent of the dghts of
any person in or over the land compromised u¡ithin the limits of the sanctuary.
20. Bx of accrual of rights. - After the issue of a notification under section 18, no right shall
be acquired in, on or over the land compromised within the limits of the area specified in
such notification, except by succession, testamentaty or intestate.

2T.Proclamation by Collector. - \üZhen a notification has been issued under section 18, the
collectot shall publish in the regional language in every town and village in or in the
neighborhood of the area comprised tlerein, a proclamation a.) speci$'ing, as nearþ as possible, the situation and the limits of the sanctuary; and
b.) requiring any person, claiming any right mentioned in section 79,to prepâre
befote the collector, within two months from the date of such proclamation, a
wdtten claim in the prescribed form, specifiing the nature and extent of such
right with the necessary details and the amount and particulars of compensadon,
if any, claimed in respect thereof.

22.lnrytry by Collector.

- The collector shall, after sen-ice of the prescribed nodce upon the
claimant, expeditiously inqufue into a.) the claim preferred before him under clause (b) section 27, and
"f and not claimed under cl¿use
b.) the existence of. any rþht mentioned in section 19
þ) "f section 21,
so far as the same may be ascertainable from the records of the State Govemment and the
evidence of any person acquainted with the same.
of Collector. - For the purpose of such inquiry, the Coliector may exercise the
following powers, namely: a.) the Power to enter in or upon zny lanð, and to survey, demarcate and make a map
of the same or to authorize any officer to do so;
b.) the same pou/ers are vested in civil court for the trial of suits.
23. Powets
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24. Acquisition of rights. - (1) In tÏe case of a claim to a dght in or ovet any land referred to
in section 19, the collector shall pass an order admitting or rejecting the same in whole or in
past.
(2) If such claim is admitted in whole or in part, the Collector may either a.) exclude such l¿nd ftom the limits of the proposed sanctuary, or
b.) proceed to acquire such land or rights, except where by an agleement betq/een
the owner of such land or holder of rþhts and the Government, the owner or
holder of such rights has agreed to surrender his rights to the Government, in or
ovet such land, and on payment of such compensadon, as is provided in the
Land Acquisition,{.ct, 1 894.
c.) allow, in consultation with the Chief \Xiildüfe Warden, the continuadon of any
right of any petson in or over any land within the limits of the sânctuary.
25. Âcquisidon proceedings.
over such land, -

-

(1) For the purpose of acquiring such land, or rights in or

a.)

the Collector shall be deemed to be a Collector, proceeding under the Land
,{cquisition Act, 1 894;
b.) the claimant shall be deemed to be a person interested and appeadng before him
in pursuance of a notice given under section 9 of that Act;
c.) the provisions of the secdons, preceding secdon 9 of that Act, shall be deemed
to have been complied with;
d.) where the claimant does not accept the award made in his favor in the matter of
compensation, he shall be deemed, within the meaning of section 18 of the,{ct,
to be a person interested who has not accepted the award, and shall be entitled to
proceed to claim relief against the award under the p.tovisions of Part III of that
Act;
e.) the Collector, wíth the consent of the Claìmant, or the court, with the consent of
both parties,rl;'ay awatd compensation in land or money or partly in land and
p^ntly in money; and
f.) in the case of the stoppage of a public wây or a corffnon pasture, the Collector
may, with the previous sanction of the State Govemment, provide fot an
altemative public way or cofiünon pasture, as fat as may be practicable or
convenient.
(2) The acquisition r¡nder this

Act of any land or interest therein shall be deemed to be

acquisition for a public püpose.
26. Deleganon of Collectot's powers.

- The State Government mây, by general or special
order, riirect that the pov/ers exercisable or the functions to be performed by the Collector
under sections 79 to 25 þoth inclusive) may be exercised and petformed by such other
officer as mây be specified in the order.
264,. Declaradon of area as sânctuary. (1) IØhen
a.) a notification has been issued under secdon 18 and the period for prefening
claims has elapsed, and all claims, if any, made in relation to âny land in
are
^n
intended to be declated as a sânctuary, have been disposed of by the State

b)

Government; or

within âny Íeserve forest or
part of the temitorial waters,
which is considered by the State Govemment to^ny
be of adequate ecologi cal faanal
any area comprised
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floral geomoqphological, natural or zoological significance for the purpose of
protecting, propagating or developing wildlife o¡ its environmeng is to be
included in a sanctuary,
the State Govemment shall issue a notification specifying the limits of the area which shall
be comprised within the sanctuary and declare that the said zrea shall be sanctuary on and
from such date as may be specified in the notification:
p^rt of the teffitoriâl waters is to be so included, prior
Provided tlat where
^îy
concurrence of the Central Government shall be obtained by the State Government:
Provided further that the limits of the area of the teffitorial wâters to be included in
tlle sanctuary shall be determined in consultation with the Chief Navai Hydrographer of the
Central Government and afrcr taking adequate measures to protect the occupational
interests of the local fishermen.
(2) Nonvithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), the right of innocent passage of
any vessel or boat through the territorial waters shall not be affected by the notification
issued under sub-section (1).
(3) No alteradon of tïe boundaries of a sanctuary shall be made except on a resolution
passed by the Legislature of the State.
27. Restriction on entry in sanctuâry. - (1) no person othet than, a.) a public servant on duty,
b.) a person who has been permitted by the Chief Wildlife 1ùTarden or the authodzed
officer to reside within the limits of the sanctuary,
c.) a person who has any right over immovable property within the limits of the
sanctuary,
d.) a person passing tfuough the sanctuary alonga public highway, and
e.) the dependants of the person referred to in clause (a), clause þ) ot clause (c),
shall enter or reside in the sanctuary, except under and in accordance with the condition of a
permit granted under section 28.
Q) Every person shall, so long as he resides in the sanctuary, be bound a.) to prevent the commission, in the sanctuary, of an offence against this Act;
b.) where there is .reason to believe that any such offence against this Act has been

committed in such sanctuâry, to help in discovering and artesting the offender;
c.) to repoÌt the death of any wild animal and to safeguard its temains until the chief
Wildlife lØarden or tÏe authodzed officer takes charge tlereof;
d.) to extinguish any frrc in such sanctuâry of which he has knowledge or
information and to prevent from spteading, by any lawfi.rl means in his powet,
any fues u¡ithin the vicinity of such sanctuary of which he has knowledge or
information; and
e.) to assist any Forest Officet, Chief Wildlife Warden, !üildlife Warden or Police
Officer demanding his aid for preventing the commission of any offence against
this Act or in the investigation of any such offence.
(3) No person shall, with intent to cause damage to any boundary-matk of a sanctuary or to
cause wrongfut garn as defined in the Indian Penal Code, 1860, 1860 (45 of 1860), alter,
destroy, move or deface such boundary-mark.
(a) No person shall tease or molest any wildlife or litter the grounds of sanctuary.

28. Grant of permit. - (1) The Chief Wildlife Watden may, on application, gf^nt to
^îy
person a permit to eflter or reside in a sanctuary for all or any of the following puq)oses,
namely:a.) investigadon or study of rvildlife and purposes lnçtllqry or incidenøl thereto;

b.) photography;
c.) scienti-fic research;
d.) tourism;
e.) transaction of lawful

business with any person tesiding in the sânctuary.
(2) A permit to enter or reside in a sanctuary shall be issued subject to such conditions and
on payment of such fee as may be prescribed.

29. Destrucdon, etc., in a sanctuary prohibited without permit. - No person shall destroy,
exploit or remove any wildlife from a sanctuâry or destroy or damage the habitat of any wild
animal or deprive any wild animal of its habitat within such sanctuary except under and in
accordance with a permit granted by the Chief Wildlife lWarden and no such permit shall be
granted unless the State Government, being satisfied that such dest¡uction, exploitation ot
removal of wildlife from the sanctuary is necessary fot the improvement an better
management of wildlife therein, autho"i"es the issue of such permit.
30. Causing fire prohibited. - No person shall set fue to a sanctuâry, or kindle any fue,
leave any frre burning, in a sanctuary,in such manner to endanger such sanctuâry.

ot

31. Prohibition of entry into sanctuary with weapon. - No person shall enter a sânctuary
with any weapon except v¡ith the previous permission in writing of the Chief Wildlife
Warden or the authorized officer.

32. Ban on use of injurious substances. - No person shall use, in a sanctuary, chemicals,
explosives or any othe¡ substances that may be injurious to or endanger, arLy wildlife in such
sanctuary.

33. Control of sanctuaries. * The Chief Wildlife Warden shall be the authority who shall
control, manage and maintain all sanctuaries and for that puq)ose, within the limits of zny
saflctuary, a.) rllray construct such roads, bddges, buildings, fences or barrier gates, and catyout such other works as he may consider necessâry for the purposes of such
sanctuafy;
b.) shatl take such steps as u'ill ensure the security of wild animals in the sanctuâry
and the presewadon of the sanctualy and wild animals therein;
c.) may take such measures, in the interests of wildlife, as he may consider necessary
for the improvement of any habitat;
d.) *y regulate, control or prohibig in keeping with the interests of wildlife, the
grzztng or movement of pvestock].
33,{. Immuntzaton of livestock.- (1) The Chief Wildlife Warden shali take such measures in
such manner, as may be prescdbed, for immunization against comrnunicable diseases of the

live-stock kept in or vrithin five kilometers of a sanctuary.
(2) No person shall take, or cause, to be taken or grazed, any livestock in a sanctuary without
getting it immunized.

34. Registration of certain persons in possession of arms. - (1) Within three months from
sarLctluary, every person residing in or v¡ithin ten kilometers
as
the deil¿ration of any
^
^Íea
a license granted under the,{.rms Äct, 1959 (54 of 1'959),
holding
of any such sanctuary and
for the possession of arms or exempted from the provisions of the Act and possessing arms,
shall apply in such form, on payment of such fee and within such time as may be prescribed,
to the Chief rùØildlife Warden or the authorized officer, for the registration of his name.
or the
Q) O"receipt of an application under sib-section (1), the Chief Wildlife Warden
authorized officer shall register the name of the applicant in such manner as may be
ptescdbed.
(f¡ N" new licenses under the ,{.rms Act, 1959 (54 of 1959) shall be granted wrthin a radius
of ten kjlomerers of a sanctuary without the pdor concurrence of the Chief Wildlife Warden.
Narional Par'þ¡
(1) Whenever it appears to the Sate govemment that an
area, whether within a sanctuary or flot, is, by teason of its ecological, faunal, floral,
geomorphological or zoological association or ímportance, needed to be constituted as a
35. Declaration of National Parks.

-

Ñational Park for the pu¡pose of protecting, propagating or developing vrildlife therein or its
environmen t, tt rfl y, by notification, declate its intention to constitute such are as a Nadonal
Park:
which is
Q) Th. notification referred to in sub-section (1) shall define the lirnits of the area
Park.
Nationai
as
a
intended to be declared
(3) \ü-here any are is intended to be declared as a National Park, the provisions of sections
as far as
[19 to 264 þoth inclusive except clause (c) of sub-secdon Q) "f section 24)] shall,
of rights,
extinguishment
and
of
claims,
and
determination
may be, apply to the investigation
land in
any
in relation to any land in such area as they apply to the said matters in relation to
a sanctuary.
(4) ì7hen the following events have occurred, namely: a.) tlre period for preferring claims has elapsed, and all claims,

if

any, made

in

aïea intended to be declared as a National Park, have
land in
relation to
^fl
^îy
been disposed of by the State Govemment, and
b.) all rights in respect of lands proposed to be included in the National Park have
become vested in the State Govemment,
the State Govemment shall publish a notification specifiing the limits of the area which shall
be compromised within the National Park and declare that the said area shall be a National
Park on and from such date as may be specified in the notification'
(5) No alteradon of the boundaries of a National Park shall be made except on a resolution
passed by the Legislature of the State.
(6) No person shall destroy, exploit or remove any wildlife ftom a National Park or desttoy
or damage the habit¿t of any wild animal or deprive any wild animal of its habitat urithin
such National Park except under and in accordance with a permit granted by the Chief
lfildlife Warden and no such permit shall be granted unless the State Govemment, being
satisfied that such destruction, exploitation or removal of wildlife ftom the National Park is
necessary for the improvement and better management of wildlife therein, authodzes the
issue of such permits.
(D No grazingof any pvestock] shall be permitted in a National Patk and no þvestock]
shall be allowed to enter therein except where such pvestock] is used as a vehicle by a
person authorized to enter such NationalPzrk.
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(8) The provisions of sections 27 anð 28, secdons 30 to 32 (both inclusive), and clauses (a),
þ and (c) of [section33, secdon 33Â] and secdon 34 shall, zs far as may be apply in reladon
to a National Park as they do in relation to a sanctuary.
ClosedArea
. The State Governmen t m^y, by notification, declare any
Declztation of closed
^r.e area closed to hunting for such period as may be specified in the notification'
(2) No hunting of any wild animal shall be permitted in the area during the period specified
in the notification referred to in sub-section (1).
37 .

Sancluaries or Narional Parks declarcd b1 Cenlral Gouemmenî

-

38. Power of Central Government to declate âreas as sanctuaries or National Parks. (1)
\ùflhere the State Government leases ot otherw"ise transfers any
under its control, not
^rea
v¡ithin a sanctuary, to the Central Govemment, the Central Government may'
being arr
^ïea
if it is satisfied that the condid.ons specified in section 18 are fi¡ifrlled in telation to the area

so transferred to it, declare such area, by notification, to be a sanctuary and the provisions of
[section 18 to 35] þoth inclusive), 54 and 55 shall apply in relation to such sanctuâry as they
apply in relation to â sanctuary declared by the State Government.
(2) The Central Governmentm^y,if it is satisfied that the condidons specified in section 35
are fulfi.lled in relation to any area referred to in sub-section (1), whether or not such area has
been declared, to be a sanctu ary by the Central Govemment or the St¿te Government,

declare such area, by notification, to be a National Park and the provisions of sections 35,54
and 55 shall apply in relation to such sanctuâry as they apply in relation to a Nadonal Patk
declared by the State Govefirment.
(3) In relation to a sanctuary or National Park declared by the Central Governmeng the
powers and duties of the Chief N7ildüfe Warden undet sections referred to in sub-sections
(1) and (2), shall be exercised and discharged by the Director or by such other officer as may
be authorized by the Director in this behalf and references, in the secdons aforesaid, to the
State Govemment shall be construed as references to the Central Government and reference
therein to the Legislature of the State shall be construed as a reference to the Parliament.

Appendix C
tÚCN's Categofies and Management Obiectives of Ptotected .Ateas
Soutce: Thorsell and Harris on, 1995; 257

I.

il.

m.
IV.

V.

Slricl Nafare Reserve. To protect nature and maintain natural processes in an
undisturbed state in otdìr to have ecologically representadve examples of the natural

en's-ironment available for scientific study, enr¡ironmental monitoring, educadon, and
for the maintenance of genetic resources in a dynamic and evolutionary state.
Nafiona/ Park To protect outstânding natural and scenic areas of nadonal or
intemational significance for sciendfic, educadonal , and recteational use. These ate
relativeiy lztg.Áatural areas not materially altered by human activity where extractive
resource uses are not allowedNatural Monumentf Natural l-^andmark To protect and presewe nationally significant
natural features because of their special interest or unique chatacteristics. These are
relatively small areas focused on pfotection of specific features.
Managed Natare Rtserue/lVildlife SancÍøar1t. To assure the natural condidons necessary

to protect nationally significant species, groups of species, biotic communities' or
physical features of the environment where these may require specific human
manipulation for theit perpetuation'
Pronind Lnndsc@es and Seasc@es. To maintain nationally significant natural landscapes
which are chatãcteristic of the harmonious interaction of man and land while
providing opportunities for public enjoyment through recreation and tourjsm within
the normal life styte and economic activity of these areas. These are mixed
cultural/natual landscapes of high landscapes of high scenic value where ftaditional
land uses ate maintained.

W.

To protect the natutal resources of the atea {ot future use and
prevent or contain development activities that could affect the resource pending the
ãsøblishment of objectives which are based upon aPpropriate knowledge and
planning. This is a'holding'category used undl a permanent classification can be
Resoarce Reserae.

determined.

WI.

Anrhmpological Reservef Natural Biotic area. To allow the way of life of sociedes living in

Wil.

harmony with the environment to condnue undisturbed by modern technology.
This category is approptiate where resource extraction by indigenous people is
conducted in a traditional manner.
Muttþte (Jse Management Arcaf Managemenl Rtsoarce Area. To provide for the sustained
prodlction of water, dmber, wildlife pasture and tourism, with the consewation of
nature primadly oriented to the support of the economic activities (although specific
zones may also be desþated within these areas to achieve specific conservation
obiections).

Two additional categories are intemational labels which overlay Protected areas in the above
eight categories:

IX.

consewe for present and future use the diversity and integtity of
biotic communities of plants and animals within natural ecosystems, and to safeguatd
the genetic diversity of species on which their continuing evolution depends. These
ate intern"tionally desþated sites managed for tesearch educadon and training.
Biosþhere Resente-To

X.

To protect the natural features for which rhe area is considered to
be of outstanding universal significance. This is a select list of the wodd's unique
n^þrraland cultuial sites nominated by countries that are pârty to the World Heritage
Convendon.
l%orld Heritage Sin.

Appendix D
Questions Asked of Local Participants in Tinder and Dharati

Bacþround

1. Do you use the National Park?
2. What do you collect there?

r

\ùØhat do

you use those things for?
you use the area?
a
J. What plants do you collect?
4. Where do you collect wood and grass ftom?
5. How long have you been using the National Park?
6. Have you gone in the Ìast two years?
7. !Øhere do you go in the National Park to collect plants (or other resources)?
8. Have you, ot
of your family members received compensation for your use of the
National Park?^ny
9. \üØere there any restrictions on the quantities of plants you collected before the area was
National Park?
10- Do you feel that the lack of restticdon on resource collecdon in the area ctezted, any
problems?
11. Have you noticed that there is less of any resource now than in the past?
12. Do you knorv of any conflict between people using the park?
73. If a complete ban in the atea was imposed is there an alternativ e aÍe you could use to
collect the things you need?

.

ìù?-hen do

Knowledge of the Park
1,. \X/hen did you first hear about the National park?
2. When did you become awetÍe of the restrictions on use in the National Park?
Cross-scale Interactions
1- Has anyone fiom the departrnent p7ildlife Whg] come to talk to you or your family?
2. Have you artended any meetings related to the National park?
3- How do you find out about what is going on in the Nationar park?
4. If you had a concem in the area who would you talk to about it?
5. Do you feel that your concems have been addressed?

Perceptions of the Park and Conservation
7. Do you feel that it is important to protect the area?
2. Is the area protected well?
3. \?-ho do you feel benefits ftom protecting the area?
4- what would you like to see done differently in the area in the future?
5. Would a jointmanagement committee be a good idea?
6. Would you attend meetings of a joint committee?

The VEDCs

7.
2.

Have you heard about the VEDCs?
Do you know how the committees were selected?

a

34.
5.

Did you attend the meeting at which the committees were selected?
How do you feel about the corn-rrittees?
Have you heard about the medicinal plant nurseries?

The WSCGs (fot women)
1. Have you heard of S,{FIARA?
2. Do you participate in the savings and credit groups?
3. Who partìcipates in these groups?
4. How do you feel about this project?

Appendix E
Old Manali
Qt.rtioo. Asked of Household Participants In

Bacþround

i. fñ.r. you ever heard of the Manali Sanctuary?

Do you know where it is?

2. Do you use the SanctuarY?
3. What do You use the arca for?

r

4.
5.

nØhat do you use those things for?
I lùØhen do you use the atea?
I \lhere do you go in the Sanctuary?
How long have you been using the Sanctuary?

Has yow use changed over time?
How do you
6- Are there "rry r"r,ã.rions oft how much you collect from the Sanctuary?
decide how much wood, hay ect' to collect?
created any
7. Do you feel that the lack of r.sttictions on fesoufce collection in the areahas
problems?
g. 'H".r, yoo noticed less of any fesoufces available in the Sanctuary?

.^

g.DoyouknowofalyconflictbetweenvillagersusinqtlgSanctuary?Doyouknowof
anyconflictbetweenlocalpeopleandmembersoftheWildlife\üing?
Cross-scale Interaction
the rest¡nctrons
1. Do you know about the ban on cutting live trees? Do you know about
ot gnzìngin Plantation areas?
1. How ¿i¿ you find out about these rules?
2. tWhat do you think about the rules
3. Are you awareof the proposal to construct a road to Lamadugh?
4. How did You find out about the road?
5. Do you thi"L tltit is a positive or n-1gativ1 development? to talk to you or youf family
6. Has anyone ftom the å"p"*"rr. ¡fülafif. Wingl come
about the area?
7. Have you attended any meetings related to the Sanctuary?
8. Ho* åo you find out about -h"t is goingon * t: Sanctuary?
g. If you h"d .ot..m regarding tht ^r"^ who would you talk to about it?
^
10. Dá you feel that your .ãtt"*t have been addressed?

Perception of the Sanctuary and Conservation
1. Då yoo feel that it is important to-protect the a-tea?
2. Do you think the ateais protected well?
3. Wttå A" you feel benefits ftom ptotecting the arca?

4.\ü.hatwouldyouliketoseedonedifferentlyinthearealntlrefuture?
to
5. Have you heard anything about the possibility of joint forest mânagement coming
Old Manali?

6. Would a joint mânâgement committee be a good idea?
7. \lould you attend meetings of a ioint comrnittee?

Appendix F
List of Interview Participants and Categories of Inquiry

Interview Group
Members of the Wildlife Wing

Intewiew Tonics

o
r

Position and period of employment
Background information on local use and

o

Perceptions ofprotected area status and

management
management issues

o
o
o
¡

Nature of interactions/telationship with
local populations and otler stakeholders
Information transmission and
communication

o

Descriptions/bacþroundonprojects
undertaken in the protected area
Perceptions/thoughtsonmariagement
results, and potential imptovements
Mandate, history and function of the

¡

Main actìvities or undettakings of the

o
NGOs

Perceptions of local use and communities

organization
otganizatton

o
r

Nature and history of organizational
involvement in the protected atea
Interactions and relationships with other
stakeholders

e
o
¡
Members of local organÞations

¡
o

Knowledge and petceptions of
events/policies linked to the protected atea
Perceptions of local use
Perceptions of the Conservation initiative,
and ideas on potential improvements
Source

of fundine

Position and length of involvement in the

.

organtzation
Main activities, structute and composition of
the organization
Linkage to the management of the protected

¡

Relationship with members of the Wildlife

o

Wing and othet stakeholders
Information ttansmission and

o

atea

o
o
Organizatons estabüshed under the
Ecodevelopment Proiect in the Great Himalayan

o

communicadon
Knowledge and perception of protected atea
management and activities/policies related to
the atea
Perceptions of potential management
imÞrovements
Position in the organization
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National Park

Role, function and mandate of the

organnanon
P¡ocess of the organizations establishment

Structure and composition of the
organtzation
,tctivities, projects and programs of the

organtzaion
Nâture of interactions v¡ith the Wildlife

Witg
In formation transmis sion and

communication
Linkages with the managernent of the area
a
a

World Bank

Degree of participation in project activities
Perceptions of the Park and the CoB Project
Perceptions of management success and
needed imDrovements

¡ Histo{ of the CoB Project
r Nahue of the CoB Ptoject
¡ Role, function and mandate

in the CoB

Project

.
o
o
o
¡

Experiences v¡ith the Project

Perceptions of the Project
Perceptions of the conservadon initiative
General discussion on issues in the a¡ea
Lessons learnt under the oroiect

